




W hatever your ooin1on of the b g console makers· 
perormance 1n the current generation to date, 1t's 
diffiCult to argue that any of these players had a 

genuinely poor E3 Each showed provocat1ve l1ne-ups. made 
conf1dent cla1ms. and d•splayed mutually dist1nct strateg,es. 

M1crosoft showed Xbox 360 to be eff,c,ently 
consolidating 1tself further w1th hobby1st gamers Many of 
its range of h1gh-quahty games may fail to Introduce 1t to 
new markets. but the dazzlingly assured Halo 3, whose 
campa•gn and other modes we f1nally play th1s month (see 
p66), should at least bnng new standards to 1ts genre. 

Nintendo contmued to demonstrate 1ts grasp of the 
wider markets ~hat M1crosoft cannot yet reach. The delicate 
game11e su•e/sport hybnd of Wit Fit certa1nly confused many 
in the aud ence at 1ts press conference. but 1t's a clear 
contlnuat on o• the 'b ue ocean' strategy N1ntendo began 
w1th ts W and DS aunches Indeed, JUSt after the event, 
the corr.oar.y announced that 1t had reached 3m Wds sold 
m Jaoan. wn e •eoo,...s appeared talk1ng of Japanese TV 
execs o a~ ng ~~e conso e·s populanty for unprecedented 
lows ~ o ~ew:re T,J v E1V1ng f1gures m the reg•on 

E3 a so cor.• med :.hat Sooy, that new black sheep of 
the novS"U'J. -s s· a company t \'.'OU d be unWlse to 
unde•es"WT~ate ·s VISIOil ·or PlayStaoon Ne:wor ... could 
ec pse -~e •ema<e-ana-re ~era:e b andness tha; Xbo11 360's 
Mar<e;p ace Si exn o ts, represen· ng an eye for 
1mag na·on ·"a~ r;.a~y Muoso't re eases appear to lack. 
And moug~ "'a~y o' Sonys second-9eneratJon PS3 games, 
wh er: we crev~ew '·om p32, may appear "ttle more than 
updates o• u-e kino o' games that d•d so much to sell 
preVIous "a•c,.,a·e. the <es of Eye Of Judgement show a 
comm tme'1t to 'resh 1deas that could see PS3 on some way 
bndg1ng tt:e broaden ng culture gap between 360 and Wu. 

As aM.ays. the 'uture of the videogame 1ndustry IS 

still very much unwr.tten- but at the same time 
rarely has'' seemed so plump w1th prom1se. 
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After the multiplayer beta and the ARGs. we f1nally 
get stuck n to the game's singleplayer campaign 

Scream if you want to go faster: the art of speedrunning 
makes a mockery of the design and pacing of games 
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The new, not improved, 
greatest show on earth 
A fresh location, a different format, and a clutch of innovative gaming 
pursuits combine to shape the industry's downsized annual get- together 

o one really knew what to expect from 
the new E3 event. .... tuch too< place rn 
Santa Monrca from July 11-13, not the 

companies exh1brtmg therr wares, the JOUrna 1sts in 
attendance to see them, nor the vanous hotelrers 
whose meeting rooms, su1tes and ba rooms played 
host to wheezing dev k1ts, trred-look1ng developers 
and token sprmklings of promotronal tr nkets But, 
over the course of 1ts three days, 1t became< ear 
that this was an E3 like no other that had preceded 
1t - and, most probably, none that w1ll follow 

it began. tellingly enough, With M1crosoft 

aud1ence wanted to sten, eager mstead to see 
what Moore had up h 55 eelleS along wrth those 
tattooed arms. For Mrcrosoft, E3 was to be all 
about games out in 2007 an e" ort to sh<MiJUSt 
how supenor rts roster looks compa•ed toots 
competitors' in the all- mportant Chrstmas rush. 

So it was down to busrness. and demos or at 
the very least trailers of a hulkmg line-up of 
software - or, as Moore termed 1t, • the greatest 
v1deogame line-up in v1deogame h1story • There 
was Rock Band, Mass Effect, Halo 3, Lost Odyssey, 
BioShock, Project Gotham Racing 4, Call Of Duty 4, 

GTAIV, and countless more 

So it was down to business, and demos or at 
the very least trailers of a hulking line-up of 

software - or, as Peter Moore termed it , "the 
greatest game line-up in v ideogame history" 

titles, all of whiCh will clearly 
maintarn some k1nd of 
momentum for Xbox 360, 
which, according to off1c1al data, 
now has an installed base of 

hosting E3's f1rst ever outdoor press conference at 
8pm the evenrng prior to the begmning of the 
event proper, at Santa Monrca H1gh School's 
auditorium, ts concrete seat1ng made more 
bearable by hundreds of ClfCular Xbox 360 
cushrons. The lights d1mmed, Many O'Donnell's 
famous score began, then a port1on of the stage 
became rllumrnated and realisatiOn dawned the 
opening of what was always called the greatest 
Vldeogame show on earth was to oe marked by the 
efforts of five hardcore Halo fans who'd taught 
themselves to play game musiC (Xbox ch1ef Peter 
Moore: "When we saw them on the Internet we 
just had to share their pass1on w1th you"). They 
could certainly play; unfortunately few in the 

5.6m 1n the US, where 1t is 
outse ng P53 by a ratio of two to one, and 
accounts for more software sales than Sony's 
conso e and N <'~tendo's Wii combrned 

Other >c.ey ~"'essages? By the end of the year, 
over 100 Xbox uve Arcade titles wdl be available 
Xbox Live members" o n<M~ stands at over 7m, w1th 
take-up expected to reach 10m by mid-2008. Xbox 
360 Ehte w11llaunch n the UK on August 24 Gears 
Of War is comrng to Wond<M~S, featunng brand
new content. And Xbox 360 GTA/Vwrll receive two 
exclusive expansions by spnng 2008 Plenty for fans 
of the platform to be exoted about, then, although 
the goodwill apoeared to evaporate when Moore 
closed the event by revealing a Halo 3-branded 
Xbox 360, an announcement that managed to 

Peter Moore led the Microsoft 
cheerleading in Santa Monica (below). 
but the showman in him truly came out 
when given the opportunity to join some 
of the Harmonix loam to demo Rock 
Band (main). fortunately, ho managed 
to bring the performance to a halt only 
twice. by mistakenly pausing the action 



lt didn't get more West Coast than at 
Shutters On The Beach (below), the hotel 
adopted during E3 by the likes of Sony 
Online Entertainment and Capcom (right). 
Meanwhile, the Barker Hangar (far right) with 
its attendant 'facilities' offered some contrast 

One of the few surprises among Microsoft's 
showings was Scene·lr, based on the popular 
DVD·and·boardgame combo and making use 
of a new X box 360 controller (right) that 
may recall something you've seen before 

Newswire 
1~ Tor qui' X fo1 XNA (te-atols Club St1up 

TORQU~ 
Co mpleting the Torqu e X for 
XNA Creators Club Setup 
Wizard 
Ocktl'le FhSh Wtonto •• the~ \111\urd, 

Microsoft talks the Torque 
Announced shortly after the launch of Microsoft's 
XNA Creators Club (creators.xna.com) in December, 
GarageGames' Torque X engine is now available 
for free download via Microsoft's website. 
Designed specif ically with XNA's technical specs 
in mind, the C#·based toolset couples its fully 
featured engine to a simple drag·and·drop 
construction interface, the Torque Game Builder. 
Already employed by t he Ron Gilbert/ Penny 
Arcade collaborat ion On The Rain-Slick Precipice 
Of Darkness and described by developer Hot head 
Games as a '+6 dagger of coding', Torque promises 
int uitive control over particle, lighting and shader 
effects, and efficient methods for documenting 
and debugging. In keeping with t he XNA spi rit. 
the X edition guarantees royalty-free licensing 
and comprehensive guides to t he amateur 
development process. 
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attract a couple of polite handclaps, and not a 
smgle holler. nor a solitary whoop. A negat1ve 
end to a promising beginnmg for E3 2007. 

truly match the quality of what was once promised. 
And it didn't. Importantly, though, it came much 
closer than anyone had reasonably expected, the 
developer-driven playthrough lighting up the screen 
with smooth-moving, complex action but falling 
short in terms of facial animation and some of the 
other incidental details that so clearly marked out 
the original footage as prerendered. Importantly 
<or such a presentation, however, it lacked 
theatricality: where E3 2006's Gears Of War demo 

culm1nated in a screen-filling enemy breaking its 
way through the earth's crust, after which the 
game's heroes escaped in a helicopter, the Killzone 

2 sequence ended with the player taking out a 
statiC and deCidedly non·threatening-loo<ing gun 
emplacement. Harnson later explained to us 
outs1de of the event that the demo was a 

Meanwhile, at a fash1onably dimly lit sushi 
bar across town, Sony Computer Entertainment 
worldwide studios chief Phi I Harrison was preparing 
to introduce the world's first showing of Killzone 2 

- the real Killzone 2, fmally, 26 months after it 
debuted in infamous prerendered form at E3 2005 
-to a super-select band of 150 journos, indusuy 
analysts and other special guests. Ushered along 
groups at a t1me into a projection room accessed 
VJa a rear door. few in attendance expected it to 

run through of an entire level from the game 
(the third, in fact), and was therefore assembled 
to be representative of genuine gameplay above 
all else. We left buoyed by Killzone 2's technology, 
and hopeful that its gameplay's challenges will 
include memorable encounters that make 
interesting use of it. 

• SHANE KIM, corporate v1ce pres1dent. Microsoft Game Stud1os 

On the first day of E3 p roper, 
we were given the chance to 
talk with the man calling the 
shots over the likes of Halo 3, 
Gears Of War, and much more. 

Which upcoming titles do you 
th ink Edge readers should be 
most excited about? 
Well, of course, Halo 3. Halo is the 
biggest title and franchise in our 
industry, and Halo 3 is going to be 
a monster. it's coming in 
September, which isn't that far 
away, and it's big enough for 
people to enjoy it for a long time. 
In general, we have a great 
line-up- how do I prioritise all 
t hese great titles? BioShock, Mass 
Effect, PGR4, Blue Dragon ... One 
of the great t hings I think about 
our portfolio is that a) it's one of 
t he greatest in the history of t he 
industry, and b) lt has something 
for everyon e. I t hink i f you ask ten 
360 owners what t heir most 
wanted five are, then you' re 
going to get ten different lists, 
even if Halo 3 is on every one. We 
have t ha t strength across the 
board, whether you're into racing, 
shooting, or RPGs. Of course, we 

have the mega·hits- for Europe 
there's FIFA, which might be on 
many people's list. 

Some people think that y our 
lead over Sony is already 
too great for it to be able t o 
recover. What's your opin ion? 
We wou ld never underestimate 
Sony. They've earned their right 
and their position in this industry 
wit h t he accomplishments of 
PlayStation and PlayStation 2. 
That said, I don't know what the 
fut ure holds or what's going to 
take t hem back to that position - 1 
didn't see anything today at their 
press conference t hat made me 
think : 'That's going to sell t he 
system' . Yeah, Metal Gear Solid 4 
looks like it could be fantastic but 
that's a long time away, and 
between now and then we have 
an unbelievable line-up. 
Playstation Home' Well, every 
home needs a foundation, and in 
terms of that market we've got a 
great leadership with Xbox Live. I 
don't know what it's going to be 
it's certain ly not a$ 100 price cut, 
especially w hen that's only for a 
model they're phasing out 

anyway. You tell me what it is that 
going's to flip the PlayStation 3's 
fortunes. lt's not Blu-ray- t he 
customer market isn't at a point 
where that's a killer a pp. You can 
only push the PlayS tat ion brand 
and brand loyalty so far. 

Do you t hink Sony is relying 
too much on its brand? 
Sony's a very strong brand, and 
again t hey've earned that. But 
we've got a great brand as well 
w ith the Xbox, and we're still 
building that. I'll be honest 
there are one or two t hirdparty 
exclusives they still have that we'd 
love to see on 360. But I'd put our 
f irst party releases up against 
t heirs any day of the week, and 
we've sa id before that we have a 
longterm strategy, and parties are 
going to have to support multiple 
platforms. They're going to 
support Xbox 360. The playing 
field is going to get more and 
more level. We go for quality over 
quantity and deliver more titles 
that people care about. 

So you don' t see Sony's 
firstparty releases as 



In terms of game unveilings. 
Nintendo's conference at the Santa 
Monica Auditorium was rather fla~ 
although it did present the Wii Zap~r 
(below left) and I he spectacle of 
Shigeru versus Reggie at Wii Fir 

may be understood by novices 
but with enough depth to keep 
hobbyists engrossed. 

So, JUSt as Super Mano 
Galaxy was passed over at E3 
2006 when once it would have 
been a focal po1nt for an entrre 
presentat on, so too drd 
Nimendo relegate Mane Kart 
Wii to the merest of glimpses, 

a though the game did benef1t from additional 
exposure than ... s to the unve •ng o' an off1C1al 

At 9am the followmg day at the Santa Monrca 
Crvrc Audrtorium, it was Nintendo's turn to show ts 
hand to an audrence eager to see precisery how 
thrs most drsruptrve organisatron intended to shake 
thrngs up some more. "My name is Reggie. ·began 
Nrntendo Of America's president and COO to 
appropr ate chuckling as he took pos1t on or stage, 
·and am .. . happy" Happy because aooa-en· )• 
69% of all industry growth thrs year can t>e 
attributed to sales of Nintendo products. Because 
Nrntendo apparently enJOYS a gender sp to' 67% 
men to 33% women compared to :.ne C'-l>.ry 

average of 80% to 20°o Because :.h rcoarry 
publishers are al1gn1ng themse •es w :.n N ~~endo 
hardware at a terrrfrc rate, resu t r1g n 140 DS and 
100 Wii t1tles set to appear n "lorth Amenca alone 
before Chr stmas 2007 And because Wr console 
sales are apparently set to overtake XbOx 360 
numbers "very soon· 

-The Wii S.lan<t Board (tentative title) 

steer '"lg- ~~I Re'TlO:.e attachment ;ha: a ong 
w1th the otner add-on announced at tne event, the 
Wu Zapper, rs srmply a p1ece of plastiC rnto whrch 
your Wii controller neatly slots 

Why all the perrpherals whel' the W1r Remote 
was supposed to be a catch-al contra ler, and 
inoeed was presented as such 1n Nintendo's or g1nal 
Wu promo video, its assortment of players using rt 
as a tennis racquet, a fishing rod, a cleaver. and so 
on7 N ntendo has simply dec1ded that, as 11 makes 
furthe' inroads rnto the ranks of those who did not 
prevrously play games habrtually, 1t needs to make 

corrtaons four pressure sensors. and 
wil be bundltd with softwart that will, 
among othtr activities, simulate hula 
hoop1ng (above). Nintendo has yet 

The bigger message 10 all of thrs, though, was 
delivered by NCL pres10ent Satoru lwata, who 
pledged that the company would contrnue to reach 
out to those who d1dn ; orevously play by simply 
mak1ng games w1th un1versa appeal, games that 

to release price details, but we' re led 
to believe that i t will dock In at a 
massmarket-friendly £50 in the UK 

having any real strength? 
They're spending an awful lot on 
first party development. But w hat 
is their answer to Halo 3? What's 
the.r answer to Gears Of War? 
What's their answ er to Mass 
Effect? Forza Motorsport 2 has 
seized the mantle that once 

• "Sony have earned their 
position in this industry. 

That said, I don' t know what 
the future holds or what's 

going to take them back to 
that position - I haven't seen 
anything and thought: 'That's 
going to sell the system'" • 

belonged to Gran Ti.Jrismo. In 
terms of their first party releases, 
w hat did we have today? 
Heavenly Sword, LittleBigP/anec ... 
and the latter looks pretty cool. 
But what else have they got? I 
don't know what Folklore is, Gran 
Turismo's a way oH .. . The most 
exc1t 1ng thing they showed today 
was MGS4, again. 

But with things like 
LittleBigPianet and Home, as 
well as the likes of Wii Fit, lt 
looks like your competitors 
are innovating more than you. 
You seem to be wort<ing in 
established spaces, albeit 
often making a really good job 
of it. Halo 3 isn't the first ever 
FPS, after all, but it does what 
it does exceptionally well... 
Saying that Halo 3 isn't an 
innovatron' Come on. I think 
people sometimes equate 
innovation w1th 'w ild ly different' . 
I'd argue that Halo 2 was less 
about the fact that it 's a 
f;rstperson shooter than it IS its 
online innovation, [oHenng) a 
completely new Infrastructure. 
There were a lot of innovations 
t here, and there'll be a lot of 
innovations in Halo 3. Look at 
Forza Motorsport 2 in terms o f 
the struCture around the game -
the options for user-generated 
content. it's not LittleBigP/anet's 
own unique perspective, but that 
doesn't mean it's not innovative. 
The Scene lt controller, the big
button pad - that's going to be 
great and a lot of people are 

going to find that intuitive and a 
new way of controll ing things. I 
don't have to tell you about the 
popularity of Buzz. 

Or Scene /t's similarities. 
Maybe so, but look, how do you 
do a quiz game without a big 
button? Buzz didn't invent that . 

Do you think Microsoft may 
still be a bit too focused on 
the 'space marine' genre, for 
want of a better term? 
We always need to carry the 
heartS and minds of the core 
gamers, and we don't make any 
apologies for that. But stuff like 
Halo, as well as be•ng a great 
shooter, is a great entertainment 
product - you've seen the short 
film that was created in-game 
today, for example, and that's a 
great asset that people will want 
to use. Of course we concentrate 
on stuff like Master Chief. l t's like 
Nintendo and Mario - of course 
they're going to use him. 

But nowadays Nintendo no 
longer seems to be so 
dependent on that one 

character as a flagship brand . 
Fair enough. Nintendo have a 
strong line-up with Zelda and 
Pokemon and the like. We're 
trying to do that and broaden our 
po~olio, and you can see with 
the •·~ces of Gears Of War that we 
can create f lagsh•p brands. We 
need the consumer to see that the 
360 is not just for the hardcore 
gamer it 1S a great consumer 
enterta nment device. For the 
text-message generation that 
1s growing up and expects 
v1deo<hat, downloadable hubs, 
and an integrated media centre, 
on Xbox 360 that's very seamless. 

How would you summarise 
Microsoft's message at E37 
Right here, right now. Th is is 
going to be the greatest holiday 
our industry has ever seen, and 
the best place to celebrate that 
holiday is on Xbox 360. That •s 
the complete focus for us. We 
didn't have a lot of huge 
announcements- alt hough 
Resident Evil 5 is huge. But 
everything apart from that game 
is released this year, they're 2007 
titles. That's an amazing line-up. 

With the press conference 
climaxing with Wil Fit, it was 
left to an exclusive session with 
Shigeru Miyamoto and Eiji 
Aonuma for journos to quiz 
Nintendo about the company's 
direction. Does Phantom 
Hourglass' simplified control 
scheme (and the game's sell-out 
success in Japan to date) mean 
that further Zeldas will all feature 
simplified control? We'll have to 
see how the game sells in the 
west, apparently. But Aonuma 
also said, tellingly: "lt's about 
creating something that will 
appeal to a vast audience_ • 
M iyamoto is known to have been 
deflated by Twilight Princess' 
mediocre sales in Japan, so it 
seems certain that the duo's work 
will gain even more accessibility 
even though we're assured that 
Galaxy will provide a challenge. 

Why did you decide not to 
even mention Gears 2? 
Gears 27 I don't know what t hat 
is, to be honest. [Grins) What 
are you talking about? Gears 
is going to the PC. 

Will it be a better conversion 
than Halo 2 was on PC? 
You're so mean. They're going to 
do a great job. Gears for Windows 
w ill have a lot of new features 
and content. It'll be great. 
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An almost-inevitable US PlayStation 3 pricecut was 
announced in July, shifting it from S599 to $499 and 
within touching distance of the 5479 Xbox 360 Elite. 
lt turned out. however, that the move applied to the 
60GB model which is being phased out to be replaced 
throughout August by an BOGB version, which will 
carry the 5599 tag. But it was still enough to see 
weekly PS3 sales overtake Xbox 360 numbers in the 
US for t he f irst t ime in several months. Meanwhile, 
no price cut has been announced for Europe, but 
SCEE has taken the step of bundling the PS3 
hardware with MotorStorm, Resistance and an 
extra Sixaxis controller for the original price of £425 
(and embark on a new ad campaign - see above). 
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A new iteration of Home was at the 
centre of SCE's press conference. 

inlroducing a patio barbecue, a new 
hub entitled 'Homo Square', and 

CIIStom, game-specific costumes. as 
modelled by Phil Harrison's avatar 

its gam,ng experiences more immediately fam11iar 
and therefore comfortable these plastic 'sleeves' 
do not change the Remote's functionality, but they 
certa1nly mal<e tt seem less abstract. 

If fam11ianty 'snow another watchword to add 
to N1ntendo's grow1ng list, its big E3 reveal h1t the 
right note: the Wll Balance Board that accompan1es 
its Wtt F1t software looks like a set of sleek 
bathroom scales To many of the game JOurnos 1n 
the aud1ence who'd so keenly thrown themsel\les 
at the trays of free doughnuts 1n the lobby on the 
way 1n, though, 1t seemed like some kind of 
elaborate, sick JOke But Wii Fit simply isn't for 
them Or 1s t? N1ntendo has turned many hundreds 

To many of the game journos in the audience 
who'd so keenly throw n themselves at the 

trays of free doughnuts in the lobby, Wii Fit 
seemed like some kind of elaborate, sick joke 

of thousands of peep e 1nto gamers by s1mply 
hltt1ng on the nght type of gaming for those 
people; perhaps 1t can transform exercise·phobes 
by melding proper phys1cal movement - not JUSt 
Wii Remote/Nunchuk gesticulation- with gaming 
pursuitS (as we as aerobiC and yog1c exerc1se 
programmes, the Wtt F1t software includes a 
s1mphst1c Ski ·Jump s1m, a football-heading game, 
and an 1ncreasmgly complex sink-the-balls-down
the·holes·by·tilting-the-play·area game). We'll see, 

The one company to keep its regular E3 
press conference home was Sony Computer 
Enterta,nment, whose Sony Pictures Culver C1ty 

stud1o-lot locat1on was decked out with a di fferent 
class of de<:or, underl1n1ng the host's continued 
determ,nat,on to pull th1ngs off with style 

At 11 30am, the conference began, and, as 
usual W1th SCE, 1t was a packed schedule, tak1ng in 
every strand of the PlayStation business. H1ghlights: 
Home continues to evolve, with new environments 
both extenor and 1ntenor, SCE America chief Jack 
Tretton announces that SCE expects to ship 9m 
PSPs th1s year; SCE b1g boss Kaz H1rai unveils a 
remodelled PSP (33% lighter, 19% shmrrer, and 
w1th extended battery hfe); Tretton returns to talk 
with Chewbacca about the PSP Star Wars 
Enterta1nment Pack, wh1ch w1ll be packed 111 with 
Star Wars Battlefront Renegade Squadron. •t 1s 
announced that PlayStat,on Network has delivered 
over 20m downloads s1nce 1ts launch, attractmg 
2m users to date; SCE worldwide stud1os head Phil 
Harnson shows off a slew of new PSP software 
mclud,ng Echochrome, along w1th PS3 highlights 
such as Wipeout HO, then reveals that PlayStation 
Home w atso feature a mobile phone component, 
a lowtng access to certam features on the move; 
it'S revealed that SCE plans to have shipped 11 m 
PS3s to reta il by the end of 2007; while Ubi's 
Haze and Midway's Unreal Tournament will ini t1ally 
be rant1es in the form of PS3 exclusives And, 
among all th1s, there were stacks of other games 
(many featured on the facmg page). 

The sess1on ended with Harrison pretend1ng 
to forget that there was something else on the 
agenda, but there it finally was for all to see a 
sect1on of the Killzone 2 demo from the previous 
even1ng, once more played through 10 realtime. 
And then some o' the b1ggest applause to 



Arl'int~rnational festival of speed and style' is the 
goal for Bizarre's I~ test iteration of the series that 
really ~gan life on Oreamcast, the style p~rt arriving 
pa111y thanks to the presence of motorbikes and the 
tricks and gestures their riders can pull off. Side note; 
this had the ~t rain effects of any game at El. 

In the sea of trailers at Sony's press confortnct. thos 
stood out like a glinting jewel such rs tto. contrast 
between its ideas and presentation and most otto.r 
games' driving·shooting-<ombat excesse~ Hands·on 
time with a new build revealed its editong ~to 
be brilliantly simple and ilnme<ftately r•wanftng 

Gran Turlsmo 5 is still scheduled for reluse on 2008. 
but the suffix os for the downloadable demo that wil 
be available towards the end of 2007 for PSN use<~. 
featuring online multi player. Polyphony's traoltf 
looked stunning. and as far as fan teasers go on up 
tllere whh theiU/o 3 beta. But who's comp~oftU!9> 

One of the games Phil Harrison seemed most proud 
of during Sony's press conference {saying 1t had 
"possobly the least graphics and most gameplay 
of any totle you are going to see this w~k"), 
Edrodttome takes as its inspiration the work 
of MC Escher. Needs to be seen in motion. 

The original's deep strategy arguably may not have 
sat well with Mo<rosoft's magic target market: 
families. This is a Mario Party-style affair, with 
mini games and racong flavoured by those distinctive 
pio\atas. wtoich 11119ht go some way to widening the 
360's software aedentJals ~nd the hobbyist. 

A Pla~~uon Nttwon tote that s much deeper 
than .t first lppe.,_ PMIIIS essegti.lly. ~iu 
expeoment Strttcbed (ai!CI smashe<l and aushec!) 
nro g-. !-. Aim your cftat.act~ s IRIKfOI)' pull 
~ !M~ let go. Ulen prooicle <Mrful af!fftoudl 
to ~t-..-... bclrloMI.Iig on play......, tllis. 

There wasn't much to see of this game, from the team 
behind the super· polished Sly Cooper series and 
Rod: et Robot On Wheels. but the trailer sketched 
out a Crdd:dow,.styt. adventure with a much darker 
~than any of Sucker Punch's previous titles 
Mliit.ple uw of art assets sug~st it's a long way off. 

Limited beta tests have proven Incognito's game to 
be a durable multlplayer combat extravaganza, but 
only the stress tests of paying consumers will decode 
if Warhawt woll mark the beginning of a new era for 
PfayStation 3 onllne gamong. Even if the game isn·t a 
massive success. expe« SCE to support with updates. 

The focus of Fable :ls E3 demo was combat, which is 
being engineered so that only one context-sensitive 
button will be required to pull off any type of attack, 
from slashing with a sword to pinning an enemy up 
against a wall to picking up a bottle and using it as 
a projectile. Arid, in tht demo at least. it worked. 

You have to wonder when lnsomnia<:'s weapon 
designers will run out of steam Perhaps the key is to 
somply keep pushing the boundanes: here, you can 
us~ one weapon to turn your enemies into penguiM. 
and tto.n make them dance to a dosco groove with 
another. One of the boldest·looking PS3 games at E3 

Having previously delivered StarFox Command on 
OS for Nintendo, Japan's Q Games. CO· founded by 
ex·Argonaut man Dytan Cuthbert. debuted this, its 
first non-handheld pro~ct. at El. Think Race 'N' Chase 
(rather than SUPff' Sprin~ which is the impression it 
gives in screenshots}. but With more than two playor~ 

The demo level of Killzone 2 at El was filled with 
so many carefully constructed lighting. shadow and 
olhff environmental effects that pidc.ing through its 
many layers became dofficult Certainly there was a 
subtlety to some of tto. technology that was lost on 
many. Mission accomphshed. though? Not quite yet. 

·shepard, your species has to learn ots place." a line 
delivered by the character Saren, was the El trailer's 
cue that Mass Effect may be ready to deliver on the1 
promise of big decisions in a universal context. That 
aside, the demo BioWare staged was much improved 
graphically and aurally. For some. game of the show. 

As its release nears, each look at Everyday Shooter 
simply shows it to be less and less. well, everyday. 
The nffs that can be achieved (each destroyed enemy 
emits a sound) with bombs and combinations are 
integrated beautifully, and the vast amount of skins 
and optoons ~uld make this an absorbmg divffSion. 

There were few developers at E3 with richer track 
records in firstperson shooter production than Free 
Radical, and Haze once more proved to be supremely 
solid. with a selection of innovations that in other 
hands might manifest themse"'ts as mere gimmicks. 
Tto. vehi~ed sections should prove inte<esting_ 

Apparently Hideo Kojima will soon be showing what 
Metal Gear Solid 4 is like to actually play, which will 
surely come as relief to his anlmatoon staff. who had 
to assemble another heavily chortographed trailer 
for U . If the game featUfes as much leaping around 
as the promo reel, it could be one tricky customer. 
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The Barker Hanger was a much more Inviting 
place on the inside. though it offered meagre 
opportunities for the very biggest publishers 
to show off the extent of their lint·ups 

greet any presentation over the course of E3 

Microsoft. Nintendo and Sony took pride 
of place near the Barker Hangar entrance. 
Staff manning demo pods may have 
lured a rush of interest. but visitors 
failed to arrive in great numbers 

Th1s wasn't the bombastiC SCE of prev•ous 
events, and Tretton's closing remarks. thank ng 
those •n attendance for the•r continued support 
of the PlayStatton brand, had an element of 
hum hty about them. Yes. E3 really has changed 

And so the b1g three press conferences ended 
and the Med a & Bus•ness Summ•t cou d properly 
beg t\ the 3,000 attendees spread ng tt'e r 
attentiOns across Santa Mon ea hotels and the 
San~a MoniCa A•rport's Baro::er Hangar, trans'ormed 

WEBSITE OF THE MONTH 

For those that find the disjoint between World Of 
Warcraft and the corporeal world threatening to 
domestic relationships, Chore Wars could offer a 
partial solution . Adding new synergy between the 
pleasures of grinding and household responsibility, 
Chore Wars allows you to go on quests and earn 
your character XP by simply taking the bins out or 
washing the toilet Members of a household form 
a party and create 'Adventures'- chores assigned 
with XP rewards and chances of meeting monsters 
and treasure- that once party members have carried 
out in real life, they can embark on in-game. 
The race to level up, and dean up, is on. 

Chore Wars 

www.chorewars.com 
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If the videogame industry were to be judged on 
the strength of the showing at the diminutive 

and unglamorous Barker Hangar, it would look 
like a tin-pot enterprise whose star has faded 

1nto somethtng resembl ng a smaller vers on of one 
of the prev•ous E3's massive conference halls (not 
that you'd know it from tts shed·like eXlenor) 
Inside, over an area somethtng ltke the s•ze of a 
football p1tch. the mdustry·s biggest players, along 
wtth a handful of the smaller fnes. pa•d heed to the 
obVIOUS restrictions by showtng only a handful of 
games each - not so much of a problem for the 03 

The poor attendee turnout at the 
Barker Hangar at least made it easy 

to spend hands-on time with games
not that the same titles weren't 

available for private viewing in Santa 
Monica's more inviting hotel suites 

sOUARC C NI.X. 

Publishers of th1s world, but a headache for the 
likes of EA, SCE and Microsoft, which had to be 
selective about which games to make the most 
noise about. even wrth thetr larger areas. 

But al of these games were betng shown 
elsewhere via appotntments m hotels. and the 
Barker HarJger exhtbtt•on was only really a part of 
E3 2007 for the purpose of grvmg the Vtdeogame 
mdustry a shop wmdow for the bene'1t of the 
mainstream med•a. whteh brought along ots 
reqc~is1te camera crews and naive but wrlling 
reporters. And here's the problem 1f the 
v•deogame industry of 2007 were to be Judged 
on the strength of the show1ng at the dtminutive 
ana unglamorous Barker Hangar, tt would look l•ke 
a tin-pot enterprise whose star has faded; an 
tndustry, perhaps, bu1lt on those thtngs that al 
those people always satd were JUSt another fad 

it's clear that E3 m 1ts prevtous bloated. over
expenstve guise had become untenable, but few 
havmg had to run the gauntlet of its replacement 
would argue that 2007's proposal was the rdeal 
solution. Next year expect another offering to 
appear, earlier in the calendar, and posstbly m an 
enttrely new locat1on. Las Vegas would make ~ 
a change - and 1t already has ghtz to spare. ~ 



The PSl vei'Sion wn available to play for the first 
time at El, and we spent a good while vaulting 
around Jerusa~'s rooftops on order to get a feel for 
how AsUSJin's Crte<hctll<llly plays. The surprise? 
That the patl:our e~ment os so easy to pull off. Not 
a surprise 7 That the combat isn't nearly as easy. 

The variety of 8l«ksstes levtis was on show at £3 in 
a seamless seqlltftce tllat sWYtched between various 
ways of engagong woth the a oen enemy. A demo is 
currently available on Xbo• M~rketplace. and the 
inclusion of a 'Humans vs ~born· onultiplayer mode 
suggests some interestong onilne possibilities. 

Among the most interesting innovations on this 
third Tournament proper- quite apart from the 
fact that it will ship with what Epic daims is a flllly 
fledged singleplayer mode- is that the PSl WfSIOII 

will be compatible with PC mods. which you'D be 
able to 'simply' pass over to the console.lntri~ 

Dew loped by the team po-eviously responsible for 
Doni:Py Kong4 Jungle BH~ at El ~rio Gal;uy 
revealed rtstll to be an even more wildly varied 
exper~t than we'd prevoously imagined, twisting 
and turrnng through 3D space. and then twisting 
some more. Another gamt of the show contender. 

Though this Is the font m the ser~ not ~t on WWII, 
hallmarks of the franclllw remain; the gM~e's a<tion 
os d vided ....ang ~ prcnagonosts ond .-enas of 
war The most rKt<lt foota90 shows off often ne..
photorNiistr< YisiWib. and l!Y« more fluid IIIKhanlcs. 
such as the ontuitove ""' of SAS steollh tedlniquH. 

If one graphical effect was ubiquitous among the 
betttf'IOOking games at El, it was depth of field. 
with tven this console-focused, user-friendlier 
rewortco09 of the classic Civilization te<npl.lte utilosong 
1t As you'd e"!)ect from Fira•is. this is budt woth 
- finesse. with sorM great multiplayer options. 

"This os not your father's MMio Kart • said Reggie. 
makong some assumpboros ..&out the age of !host 
in the audience at Nintendo's conftferKe Online play 
is promiSed (With a hint that such matciHJps WOIIId 
involve many players), along with a battle m~ and 
a s.lectoon of wide, sometimes heavily inclined trad<s 

Capcom offered only a short demo during El, but it 
was enough to PfOve that swordplay and gunshots 
~re as stylishly implemented here as before. ond 
that the garM features some of the most evocatove 
background ~tails yet seen on PSl (not that you can 
inte<act with most of them). One to watch, for sure. 

You know t11at a g11111e is keen to show off ou use of 
pllyslcs wllen there are just a httle roo many otems 
of fruit conve<~~ently lying about the pl.lce 1t may not 
be subt~. then, but Stranglehold seems to hold up 
where it mattel'5, with exaggerated gunplay tied to 
~aps and dives that feel just about authentic. 

One more precious detail about Res/ S's environment: 
your eyes will take time to adjust to light and datk 
conditions. The lead has been confirmed u Chris 
Redfoeld, ene<nies are possessed humans, and evenu 
are set ten years after the original. Bad news 7 The 
game could be out any tirM betwet<l 2008 and 2010. 

As one of two games making use of the Woi Zapper 
during El (though both can be played withoul. too), 
Capcom's garM suffered at the hands of Stga's 
Ghosr Sqwd, wll<ose a..:* origins made ot more 
accessible lt may have been calibration, but wt had 
aimong issues. too. We11 have a proper jlfeview soon. 

After confirmation that Slash will make an 
appearance as the last boss, and the omprtssive new 
stylings of the peripheral. Gu#Ur IHrO 3 is galllfflng 
some momentum despite being ovM!Iadowed' 
by Rod: S..nd. The battlt ~ and impressive 
uacldisting should make this a gnarly altflnatove. 

We stoll can't work out if the ti!M"travel ele<ntnt 
os going to be truly convincing, but Time Shift has 
been completely ovt1hauled since iU first appearance 
in thes. pages. and it is now one sli<k·looking game 
(powered not by Unreal but its own lO tech). Side 
note: second best rain effKts of any game at E3. 

Bizarre's shooter is rushing towards completion, 
with P<omis.s of 16-player online battles over 
nine multiplayer modes whetting the appetitt. A 
runtlwough showed doors splintering, foes being shot 
through walls and a combo mt(tr whi<h, if you can 
kl!eP running. takes your sc:ore into the stratosphere. 

The demo at El was such a comprehensive showong 
of this impressive puuler it left many making hasty 
claims for its pre·eminence ...,ong the titles on show: 
proof of an appeal beyond its cMtoon visll<lls. Tht 
use of the Remote is handled with sorM skill, making 
this an unexpected but defonite highlight of El. 
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"I was in the ER at St John's M edical 
Center. I think I got some E3 o n me and 
I've gotten very sick for the last couple of 
days. I had to be rushed to the hospital 
in the night after shaking in my bed for 
hours for the second day in a row" 
GameCoc<"s Mike Wilson expa nswhy hes lead1ng 
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a funtr orocession ores sed n a hosp ta ~ 

" The reason I have them on is that my 
soul is j ust so bl isteringly fast that if I 
didn't keep them tied down somehow, 
it might impregnate w omen" 
Freddy Wong Gwtar l-lero 11 w1nner n the Dallas 
-.'.o .o Se• es of V1dro Garres tal<S to thP Seatt e 
~·- te gencer aoout ti'e chau>s ••o..nd ~ s nee< 

"Like making love to a rubber doll" 
Gu1tar student Ben Azar descr•bl'> the soec f c 
nuarces of Gwrar Hero to the New Yo•< T1rres 

"We're certa in ly thinking about 
making it American size. We 
may need to supersize it. We've 
been focus-testing Reggie!" 
Shigeru Miyamoto Q!'tS p<a<11cd abov< ~he 
Wu Ba a1<e Board. Y. to no 'ear of be-ng f ·eo 

"it's somet hing that is going 
to be a slow burner, and 
suddenly it's like a tsunami" 
SCEE's Oavid Reeves gets out h1s metaphor 
mixer 1n explaonmg how P ayStat1on 3 will 
ultJma~ety w1n tne conso e w:Jr 

"Magikoopa magic! 
Turn the train spastic! " 
Why Nintendo has W•lhOr<I'M' 
Mano Part'.r 8 lrom Uo< Shop S'1Cives 

Overseer of oversteer 
Sega is on track to bring its most successful 
arcade game back in an exhilarating new form 

oyous y recreating the VIbrancy a110 
accessibtlity of ts predecessors. the new 
Sega Rally simultaneously attempts to 

bnng a few big innovations to the world of the 
arcade racer. Aside from the expected graphiCal 
leaps, Sega Rally's surface deformatiOn technology 
a"ects tractton hugely - meaning you create your 
own rac1ng line 'or subsequent laps, chang1ng 
gameplay as the tracl< s churned up Guy Wilday 
(above), d rector of Sega's Nottingham-based 
rac1ng stud1o, talks about how the team set about 
bnng1ng a much-loved senes back to life. 

You're dealing with a series that's associated 
with fond memories - how true do you think 
you are being to Sega Rally as fans will 
know it, and how do you think you've 
pushed the franchise? 
We've tried very hard to be true to the or1g1nal 

"We've tried very hard to be true to 
the original game. We've played it a 

Jot and have a awful lot of respect for 
Sega Rally. We love the way it plays" 

The track's untvtn surface is expressed wtll through the 360's 
rumblt-tnabled controller, but the game gains new levels of 
intensity wlltn played using a force-feedback steering wheel 

game We've played tt a lot and have a awful lot of 
respect for Sega Rally. We love the way it plays. I 
thmk we very much tried to capture what we 
believed to be the essence of that game - we're 
try1ng to do something new and innovative whilst 
Still retam,ng the feeling of that t itle That's been 
our chat enge, rea ly. The feeoback we've had has 
been enormously pos ttve 

How would you describe your position within 
the racing game market? 
I'll be honest with you, I think people are done 
with simulat1ons now, I think people are tired of 
them We've had that realism for what feels like 
forever, and want somethtng a btt new 1n a racing 
expenence - and that's realty what we've tned to 
do "lere. We've tr·ed to proVJde something that 
both looks dtfferent and hopefully plays differently 
- someth1ng that manages to be really accessible 
whilst dehvenng some new features too 

Colin McRae: DIRT has adopted a more arcade 
feel than in previous games - do titles like this 
and MotorStorm eat into Sega Rally's market? 
certa nly feel that. f you look at DIRT for example, 

n's st qUJte grttty, ·t's very real1st1c - I think I'd 
pos1t10n Sega Rally as quite d1fferen t from both 
DIRT and MotorS torm. The look and feel of th 1s 
game is 1n essence a Sega game. it's got a very 
brtght. v1brant look and feel. But at the same t1me I 
thmk we've tr ed to innovate, we've done 
something new With the surface deformation 
tecnnology, rt's been somethtng we've focused on 
for gameplay reasons more than JUSt for visual 
reasons And I must adm1t that now play1ng games 
without rt feels like there's something missing - you 
get so used to drivmg in this game and having all 
that behav1our that I'm very optim1strc this is going 
to set a new benchmark. 

Sega Rally has this interesting balance of 
graphical fidelity and almost over-the-top 



Aside from the surface deformation te<hnology ~ IWiy does 
some neat tricks with partides, building up snow ond mud - but 
these kind of graphical touches are secondary to solod gomeplay 

styling. How did you go about establishing 
the game's art direction? 
lt was extremely d " •cult. to be honest Know1ng 
what we've been through to get to where we are 
now, I'd say 1t's much eas•er to create somethmg 
that's realistic because there's so much reference. If 
you need to get a tree lookmg real, you can just go 
outs•de. If you want to create a Sega tree 1t's 
stylised. t's someth1ng mat's un1que You've got to 
piCk a design that holds your game together. That's 
been tricky. I'm really p eased w th what we've 
achieved, but it's been cha eng ng 

Is there a similar process of balancing 
that goes into refining the realism? 
Absolutely The forst thmg we d d \v tt'l our physics 
engme was try and get it as realist c as poss be 
Rea1ist1c genera ly means that •t so ~cut to 
handle. So what we've done •s ture 11 so rs 
accessible, so that people can Jump 1n and very 
qu1ckly be enjoying 1t and compete aga•nst 
other people. 

You've opted to make use of a very limited 
car damage model. What was the reasoning 
behind this? 
Aga1n, for me t's about how th•s partiCular game 
works- t's not a realistic rally s1m, so t's not about 
damage it's about multiplayer racing To that 
extent the damage plays a much lesser part in this 
game than it would in another rally t1tle. There 
aren't b1g, lav1sh awdents; you don't ncur 
performance damage on your car. the damage is 
'a rly superf•c•al. 5o you'll get scra:ches along the 
s•de of your car, but it's al m•nor The focus •s on 
rac•ng through these enVIronments. 

Where do see the racing genre going in the 
next few years, and how has that affected 
Sega Rally's development? 
TraditiOnally, you've always had your arcade 
rac1ng games and your hardcore SimulatiOn 
games. I thtnk it'l be very •nteres!lng to see 
how the market moves forward. I thmk the 
market IS definitely changmg it's chang1ng 
based on people's gaming hab1ts more than 
anything. In my expenence, and that of our 
market research, people are playing games for 
shorter penods, so they're after games that they 
can d•P 1n and out of more eas•ly- they're looktng 
for more mstantaneous grat•fiCa!IOn, really, and 
more Instantaneous reward. That does tn'luence 
the des1gn of your games. 

At one time, players were after enormous 
depth and complexity, and I'm not sure they're 
after that any more- they want a d1fferent type 
of gam•ng experience. I hope that's what we've 
recogntsed and what we are movtng towards. 
I'd l•ke to thmk Sega Rally ts where the 
market's go•ng to go. 

. • . ' • I 
• • 

• 

Less than a year after its acquisition of the UK's 
Cltmax Racing studio (subsequently renamed Black 
Rock Studio), Disney Interactive has announced its 
acquiSition of Junction Point, the Austin-based 
developer founded by Deus Ex creator Warren 
Spector. The move, whereby Junction Point will 
work on both new and existing Disney properties. 
isn't quite as surprising as initial thoughts suggest: 
Spector's early love of cartoons led to 1984's Toon, 
a referential pen-and-paper RPG published by 
Steve Jackson Games. Graham Hopper, Disney 
Interactive's executive vice president, said: •warren 
Spector's unique talents as a leading creative 
force in the world of videogames, his knowledge 
and passion for Disney and his legacy of 
storytelling and character development adds a 
unique creative dimension to our portfolio.· 
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Upward mobility 
Perceptions of the mobile market are slowly changing; here's 
one company helping to make it a good-looking t ransformation 

Similar to the Magical Drop 
series, Critter Crunch sets 
itself apart with gameplay 
that relies on the food chain, 
plus Capybara's trademark 
finely detailed pixel an 

_g apyb<lra Games is a small mobile game 
stuo o that creates tit les w ith distinct, 
fme y oetalied pixel artwork in a market 

drowning 1n cences and ret ro remakes. Recently 
manag1ng to reach operator top ten lists w ith 
original g1r -on-g rl brawler Pil/owfight (published 
by 1-playl the -oronto-based company 1s keen to 
ta <: about jje challenges today's independent 
mob1 e ae.elopers face. President Tom Frencel 
and creat ve d rector Kris Pitrowski are in the 
1nte1V1ewees cha1rs. 

What are your most recent titles to make 
it to market? 
Tom Frencel: - he last one w as Pirates Of The 

"The purchasing experience is at least starting 
to get better, but consumers need to be made 

more aware of their phones' capabilities. People 
need to see how cool games can be on mobile" 

Full Spectrum Warrior scraped through on its 
ethical 'sensitivity', America's Army on its 
'honesty' as a military recruitment tool. Gears Of 
War, however, might have its work cut out. 
One of the latest games to appear at an 
official US Army event, namely July's 
Army Gaming Championships, Epic's 
chainsaws-and-intestines shooter 
proved a controversial primer for 
tomorrow's real-world 
peacekeepers. The game's 
Mature rating didn't help, 
though event organisers 
maintained that no one 
under 17 years old was 
admitted. Still, the mind 
boggles as to how 'kill 100 
enemies' achievements and 
the Hammer of Dawn are 
going to one day benefit the people of 
Afghanistan and Iraq. Other games to 
appear included Command & Conquer 3, 
Resistance: Fall Of Man and Call Of Duty 3. 
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Caribbean: At World 's End, but our next onginal 
t1tle to reach market wi ll be Critter Crunch 
through Disney and Starwave. A puzzler based 
on feeding creatures to o ther creatures. 1t doesn't 
rely on a match-three mechan1c - unlike most 
other mobile puzzlers. 

Why do you th ink there are so few original 
t itles on mobile phones? 
TF: The biggest challenge is the dist ribution 
channels. There are very few publishers that have 
the worldwide presence to push ong inal t itles. it's 
challenging to sell your ti tle to a publisher, then to 
have them sell your title to all of the operators 
across the w orld, to then sell to consumers. 
Typically, the games that are popular on mobile are 
casual or retro titles - Bejeweled, Tetris - and it's 
the publishers w ho own licences that make the 
majori ty o f the money. f or an independent it's 

d1fficult. especially for a creat ive studio like ours. it's 
hard to shape original concepts into something 
that publishers will deem sellable as on their 
phones consumers tend to only see the title of 
the game before purchase. 

So the main problems are the operators. 
Kris Pit rowski: To us. the operators are out of 
reach. it 's like an independent console developer 
complaining that Wai-Mart w on 't posit ion thelf 
games better. it 's up to publishers to f ind the space 
on the operator 'deck' to place a game that isn' t a 
remake or a casual title. 
TF: it's logical. because w hen a consumer only sees 
the t itle anything that catches their eye such as a 
familiar brand is obvious. 
KP: That presents a cha llenge to independent 

Despite being based on the otherwise tired block-pushing 
mechanic, Super Shove lt! ups the ante by featuring three 
different kinds of blocks interacted with in different ways 



More than jus! a quirky one-on-one brawler, Plllowfight has a career 
mode, wi!h tournaments and unlockables such as - oh, yes- new 
pillows. Monkey On Your Back (righl). meanwh1le, recalls MegaMan 

deve oper~ beccluse there's no way to acqu1re 
brands. A I you can hope for is to work on 
them and receive at least some royalties so 
you can work on onginal tit es whiCh Will have 
better royalties, but wil l compete aga.nst these 
very brands 
TF: However great you' game might be. wnen all a 
consumer sees s the t tie they may never buy rt. 

Ultimately, then, quality isn't a key factor at 
all in terms of what sells. 
TF: 11 really •sn't 

What do you think needs to be done to 
change consumer habits? 
TF: The P.urchas1ng exoenence 1S at eclst startrng 
to get better As ne1work speeds get faster. 
down loads and brows ng becomes more 
conven1ent. You won't have to JUSt look at a t1tle, 
you'll be able to see a screenshot or download a 
trial vers•on Consumers need to be made more 
aware of ;he r ohones' caoabihl es and the qual1ty 
of ava•lable games Peop e need :o see how cool 
games ea., be on mob le 

What's next for Capybara? 
TF: We're look1ng to go multiformat We love 
mobile and we're going to conttn~.oe working m 
mobile games. but our creative needs may need to 
be met on the b gger olat forms - Nrntendo DS. 
Xbox lrve Arcade Or g na lP on mobi e IS a tougn 
sell, but at's sofl"eth ng that other formats are ~ 
starved of ........- I

/"·~·· ' •"<(_ , _) ,.. . .. 
. . ~· . .. .. 

Capybara is also hard at work on 
Puzzle Hero, its most ambitious 
game to date. "Gamers often 
don't expect too much depth 
from mobile games, but we're 
really trying to change that with 
Puzzle Hero, • says Pitrowski. 
"We've set out to push the limits; 
A gorgeous world to explore, an 
engaging story line with great 
characters and awesome boss 
battles - all fuelled by a puzzle
battling mechanic called Battle 
Blocks. We're really hoping 
that this game will turn 
sceptical hardcore gamers 
on to mobile games.• 

-. 
~ ·:z..:.. 

-:· , ..... 
•• • . I •• ' "' 11 ... ··••;n 
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GC has room fO< eight·foot·tall Sonic 
models as well as presentations about the 
larger movement towards casual gaming 
and gaming's place in society at large. 
More details: www.gc·germany.com 

Risking accusations of putting the cart before the 
horse, Korea's National Tax Service this month 
began taxing the real-world sale of virtual 
items, despite uncertainty over the very 
legality of the practice itself. No more 
will games such as SKond Life and """111.;:!1'~~-
Uneage represent tax havens for 
the country's RMT (real money 
trading) entrepreneurs, many 
of which have already agreed 
to share details of their client 
transactions with authorities. 
The new policy, effective 
from July 1, decrees that 
sellers who make between 
six and 12 million won 
(£3,200 - £6,400} per half year 
will have VAT auto-applied. 
Additionally, sellers who earn 
more than 12 million won per half 
year will need 'a business licence 
and will pay the tax by themselves'. 
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Leipzig expands 
as E3 cuts back GIC 
Can the German game expo bring in 
the crowds and continue its growth? 

he Games Convention is one of the best 
attended events m the videogame industry 
(186.000 v1sitors in 2006), and this year 

takes place from August 23-26 in Leipzig, 
Germany As well as this, there are plans to expand 
the show mto S1ngapore and beyond. We spoke to 
event organ ser Klaus Ernst eft) about the future 

What are the key differences between this 
year's GC and last year's? 
Tl'e•e a• - 1 • ·r. ngs -~e•e a•e 400 exh b1tors 
th1s year, IMth many more n~e·natona exh1b1tors; 
a new ha I concept, whKh 1s arge y down to the 
1ncrease m the bus1ness to busmess sect1on by 
about 20 per cent, and new openmg hours. 
extended unt1l e1ght m the even1ng. 

GAMES CONVENTION 

difference was in developers from some specific 
areas of Europe that used to go to E3 - they are 
now focused on Leipzig and don't go to America 
(for E3] any more. 

Do you think GC will become the one key 
event in the industry calendar? 
it'S a fallacy that in the bUSineSS there IS Only room 
for one big worldwide name- there are too many 
separate markets and separate demands, customer 
structures and the l1ke. Look at the car 1ndustry
there's the Detroit Motor Show. events m Frankfurt, 
Geneva, Tokyo, Moscow. shows all over the world. 
The same will happen in the games industry. 
Perhaps the question is more how you def1ne big -
what's the structure behind it? In the future there 

will be big events everywhere. 

"We have a lot of consumers from the ages of 
16 to 25 and we want them to enjoy it- there's 

a campsite with concerts and a sports area. 
lt's halfway between a fairground and a city" 

But I think you always have an 
international aspect towards 
presentat1ons and a nat1onal or 
regional aspect Every t1me a 
show gets too b1g they end up 
being too international and 

And attendees can also camp there this year? 
That's because we have a lot of consumers from 
the ages of 16 to 25 that like to come to Leipzig 
and we want them to enjoy rt -there's a campsite 
wrth concerts. a swimming pool and a sports area. 
it's kind of halfway between a fairg round and a 
oty. it's a fest1val, sure, but conscious of the fact 
rt's 1n a c1ty centre. and also a brt of a uade fa~r 

What impad has t he downsizing of E3 had? 
We are gettmg more attention, though we already 
had a ot of maJor players worldwide attend1ng 
The bookmgs and reg1strat1ons tell us that we will 
have more guests. on a simple level, but the big 

have no context for therr own userbase - we 
have seen this in other industnes They say 'go, 
go, go!· and then get smaller and smaller and 
have to start over. I think the same will happen 
in our industry. 

How can you encourage more Brits to make 
the journey to Leipzig? 
We try to do d fferent things and support them 
w1th help with, for example. book1ng hotels. 
GC really does have that younger marke: of 
peopre who want to come here and be garners. 
but still have a good time when our doors 
close in the evening. 



The Xbox 360's problems (see E 178) stem u u u u 
from overheating, but Microsoft and 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
thirdparty repair outlets diHer in their 
reasoning for the source of the problem 

0 0 0 0 

. HARDWARE ! 

Playing it cool 
As temperatures drop within the latest 
360s, the fail-rate issue hits boiling point 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

s Xbox 360 reliab1hty ISSues continue their 
growth to pan1cky proportions, Microsoft 
has finally made 1ts f1rst b1g step to 

rectafying the problem with the announcement 
of a three-year warranty for both old and new 
machmes, effective from the date of purchase. 
Answer ng the controversy over prevaous shippang 
and labour charges, the new serv1ce 1s entirely free, 
though not as transparent as many would prefer. 

(..__ __ ) (..__ __ ) 

little to restore confadence among fans wa1t1ng 
patiently for units they've sent for repair. Anecdotal 
evidence places the number of defective units 
at a th1rd of those sold Macrosoft's estimates for 
the cost of ts new warranty, based on expected 
return rates, repa r costs per unit and the resale 
pote~ua o· de·ec e un1ts, currently SITS be:ween 
S 1 OSbn and S 1 15bn 

(..__ __ ) (..__ _ ___,) 

The precise cause of the 'red nng of death' 
remaans contentious, the offiCia hotline recently 
blaming household surge protectors for 90 per 
cent of failures wath1n one sax-month penod Such 
refusa1 to accept 360's system1c flaws has done 

~ 
1 J nue 

Fears over the future stability of 360 hardware 
have, at least, been a 'ayed by reports of 

Microsoft's new 65nm chipset, codenamed Falcon. 
The drop from 90nm chips, wh1ch include core 
components such as CPU, GPU and video 
processor, should increase a rflow and reduce heat 
w•th1n future machines, also halv,ng the cost of tho 
manufacturing process. Hardware specaf cs and 
shiPP•'l9 dates have yet to be announced offaoally 
- they may never be- but Microsoft's antac1pataon 
o~ prof t for the fiscal yea• 2008 hants at 
Fa con's arnval wathin 2007 
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Thank you for all your 
kind words about Edge 

Nintendo continues to 
smash down barriers 

Home to the Killzone 1 
reveal and tasty fish 

Sti ll the stinkiest 
bar on Sunset Strip 

We actually ached the 
following morning 

uvou know where we're 
going? Oh, you don'tu 

MASS EFFECT: REVELATION 
BioWare designer branches out into fiction 
in support of forthcoming Xbox 360 game 

The whole game-book tie-in is now a well-worn path. Over the years, 
we've had a side-story for Splinter Celrs Sam Fisher, not to mention a few 
Halo and World Of WarCraft-based literary exploits. Heck, UK developer 
Rebellion even runs its own Abbadon imprint. Where Mass Effect: 
Revelation is different is that. in this case, the book comes before the 
game's release. In addition, the author happens to work as a designer for 
developer BioWare, so there should be no excuse for inaccuracy. 

That noted, however, there appears to be little direct crossover 
between the two forms. The game's prot agonist Commander Shepard 
doesn't feature, and much of the book has the feel of being an 
introductory primer to the various races and back·history BioWare has 
created in the process of coming up with Mass Effect. These include the 
aggressive, reptilian Krogan, the bird-like Turians and the w ily Salarians. 
Various technolog ies such as faster-than-light mass relays also come up. 

As for plot, i t has more depth than a typical gung-ho shoot 'em up, 
but not a lot. An illegal Alliance research centre has been destroyed in a 
mere raid, w ith one scientist vanishing just beforehand. Her whereabouts 
become a race between three interested parties: the hero, the mercs, plus 
one of the controlling council's Spectre enforcement agents, Saren, who 
will indeed feature heavily in the game. Still, this is probably only for 
those who already have the game preordered. 

RED SEAS UNDER RED SKIES 
Professional conman locke lamora takes to sea in 
the second book of this anticipated fantasy series 

Since he burst on to the scene with last year's The Lies Of Locke Lamora, 
the release of another of Scott Lynch's proposed seven·strong Gentleme 
Bastard series has become something of a fantasy event. Part of the 
reason was the sheer joy gained by the twisted yet polished adventure • 
master thieves Locke Lamora and his sidekick Jean Tannen. But there wa 
interest in whether Lynch cou ld continue such high standards over a 
prolonged period. Certainly Red Seas Under Red Skies demonstrates the 
pressure that comes with success. lt doesn't have the debut's flow and 
the ending is definitely rushed. Despite its 650 pages, it could easily do 
with another 100-odd. Nevertheless, it also suggests the author has 
plenty of ambition remaining, as well as places he wants to take Lamor< 
and Tannen. The battleground this time is the city state of Tal Varrar 
where there are plenty of nobles to relieve of their riches. As always, 
Lamora has higher goals, which eventually results in a convoluted triple 
sting to steal from the owner of the city's casino and stir up a pirate 
insurrection, as well as take down one of the city elders. it's the pirates 
that form the major part of the book though, as our landlubbing heroes 
get to grips with 2amira Drakasha, the notorious captain of the Poisone 
Orchid. One of the most rounded characters so far, it's said she'll feature 
in one of three backstory novellas next year; about the same time the 
Gentlemen Bastards are due to return in The Republic. 
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Quake Wars: Enemy Territory 

If the long-awaited beta is any sign. IM pieces of Qwke Wars are 
better than the whole, as Battlefield 1141was.We always knew 
Splash Damage had plenty of surprises in store, just not this one 

Fatal Inertia 
FORMAT· 360, PSl PUBLISHER (0Et 

Another improba~ t....aroundc the PS3 ·~ sWis ~ ~ 
recently announced 360 game ge.rs ,.tor • ~ IMID<h. 
Apparently it's JUSt • >lp. """"-Md 1'01 • cor:or:~tf wr :.t-off 

Hail To The Chimp 
FORMAT: 360. PS) PUBLISHER; GAMECOCK 

A party game ba>ed around politics 1 Where do we sign' Anyone 
turned off by tM mere thought of minigames need not apply, but 
Hall To The Chimp's saline vein should win it some floating voters 

New games. and updates on games already on the radar 

Virtua Fighter 5 
FORMAT: 360 PUBLISHER: SEGA 

A parry and reversal from Microsoft following that initial PS3 
strike. Now it's 360 boasting contentious onhne multiplayer 
support. together with the coin-op's latest Version C feature set 

Grand Theft Auto IV 
FORM AT 360, PS3 PUBLISHER TAKE-TWO 

Rodtst.ws ongU COII!rOWnJ is acce~t.ng towaras its thord· 
genor•'*' dobn. -...th fMii!iM sigllu h~ Cludong BelL et c) but 
-way. of gettJag ~ th.ot will si\M.e,. d>e sandbox genre 

Spider-Man: Friend Or Foe 

A artoony take on tM webswinger that allows you to beat up 
d>en tum up with your enemies. with (at last) superhero co-op 
naa.blt. After Spider-Man 3, true believers need this one badly 

Dynasty Warriors: Gundam 
FORMAT: 360, PS3 PUBLISHER: NAMCO BANDAI 

Before Act Combar 6, Tekkt<t 6 and Soul Ca/ibur IV. the Bandai 
Namco comeback trail leads to Omega Force's unlikely (though 
really quite inevitable) clash of Warriors action and Gundam steel 

Dark Messiah: Elements 

Hopefully Ubisoft can keep the performance Issues of the early 
PC version away from consoles. Bringing the requirements down 
from 2GB of RAM to 360's 5 t 2MB will take some mean sorcery 

Thrillville: Off The Rails 
FO RMAT 360. OS. PS2, PSP. W 1 PUBLISHER lUCASARTS 

Frontier's playground opens its doors to a wider crowd, boasting 
100 story missions. 34 multiplayer minigames and new airborne 
WHOA CoaS1ers' to bring families (and their vomit) out in for<e 

A bare-bones game of dodge-and-collect from Japanese 
Flash boutique Game-Pure, Sound Energy proves that 
sometimes even synaesthesia games can be a little bit 
too >imple. 

The Every Extend influence is considerable, the music 
shifting from one trance progression to the next. building 
in complexity with each level. The pared-down visuals 
might leave the senses a little starved , but w ith that comes 
the incentive to track down every last rhythm the game 
has in store. 

Your cursor. which cycles between blue, purple and grey 
with each click of the mouse. is ticking rapidly down to zero. 
Picking up objects of a corresponding colour gives time back 
to you, a lso filling a combo gauge and adding layers of sound 
to a background beat. 

A note of warning, though: it's a demanding journey, 
and those with mid· to low-range systems might encounter 
a few energy--sapping moments of slowdown. 



Oigit -cLL 
Game producer Brick Bardo considers gaming's effect on moVles 

A 
s most of you will 
know, 300 is a movie 
based on Frank 

Miller's graphic novel of the 
same name, depicting the 
Spartans' famous last stand 
at the Battle of Thermopylae. 
lt doesn't just exploit the 
comic's style, staying true to 
the source material - it takes 
it to a new level. 

And ''m stunned, not JUst by 
the mov1e but by the d1g1ta 

revolut1on that made 1t possible. To thmk it"s only been 25 years smce 
Tron kickstarted the phenomenon of cmema CGI. During that t1me, 
there have been plenty of m1lestones. I remember seeing Star Trek 2: 
The Wrath Of Khan for 1ts 'Genes1s sequence' n 1982, The Last 
Starf1ghter for 1ts spacesh1ps 1n 1984, The Abyss 'or its watery a 1ens 
1n 1989, Te•mmator 2 for 1ts nercury man n 1991, Jurass'c Park for 
its d1nosaurs in 1993. and Toy Story for its revolutionary. complete 
CG expenence 1n 1995. 

With the new m1llennium has come the complete mtegratiOn of 
these effects nto mov,es Backgrounds are made dig ita ly and people 
are placed naturally 'ns1de them. Aga,n, we've see'l a g•eat number of 
m1lestones in a very short period of t1me the Star Wars prequels. Sky 
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Captam And The World o' Tomorro'lll God Drva, 
Sin C1ty, A Scanner Darkly and Rena,ssance Ano 
now, of course, we have 300 

Recently, I had the cha nee to spea With a 
Japanese d~rector of photography who's based n 
LA We spoke about 300, and he acJtnowledged a 
number of scenes that couldn't be eq>la ned by 
samply watching the mov1e, only by watch ng the 

believe 1t or not, v1deogames. When the Spartan 
sold1ers take on their enem,es, blood flies as 
partiCle effects, spilling in the air but never on 
the ground. lt Just disappears. 

Maybe CGI is be,ng used so heavily 1n these 
Circumstances to Sidestep the constra,nts of real 
world phys,cs, but then aga1n. maybe t's also a 
way of enjoying the 'art' of v1olence without 

lt's a way of enjoying the 'art' of violence. So many guys ore being cut 
into pieces onscreen and yet no blood remains to signify the extent of the 
massacre that's go1ng on. lt's hard not to see 1t os a reference to games 

mak1ng of documentary could 'le even begm to 
grasp the underlymg techn1ques. They used three 
cameras, shooting the same scene from three 
different ang es The whole th1ng was then dig1tally 
m1xed together afterwards Th1s, I realised, was the 
true dawn of a d g tal age 

The movte 300 m1ght 'avour an abstract style 
over photorealism, but 1t 1sn't manga or pure 
antmation ei ther. lt's realism. of course, in the sense 
that scenery objects and actors are real But the 
ed1t1ng process has sh•fted the enme mov e·s tone 
to somewhere between photography, art and, 

dwelling on the gnsly consequences. So many 
guys are being cut an to p1eces onscreen and yet 
no blood remains to signify the extent of the 
massacre that's go,ng on. lt's hard not to see it as 
a reference to games, and 1t's about t1me that 
Hollywood started cashmg m on gam1ng's long
standing debt to 1t 

To say that games are Influenced by movies is 
an understatement. Encouraged by the rise of 
PlayStat1on, the Cinematic v1sual expenence has 
become the core of 1nnumerable games Now, 
however, people used to gaming in the1r everyday 



ives are starting to make movtes Comtcs. mov1es 
and games are all start1ng to converge thanks to 
the freedoms of digital technology. but really 1t'S 
still the movies that hold the most tnfluence, 
meaning that games can never be a step ahead 
How very du 11. 

In the months to come. I'm sure we'll see 
plenty of videos and demos 1nsp1red by 300 But 
games are games. While I'm not agatnst these 
Ktnds of movte-inspired games, I don't see a future 

solely followtng thetr example Beautiful deMos 
and storytelling cutsceres are not what games 
should sta'ld for If peoo e want to watch a move. 
people Will go to tne mov1es 

Members o' the oub ic are ·ast maktng tne1r 
,.,., nds up on the matter On Ntntendo's OS and 
>'v • they enjoy gaming not just through the r 
e1es and ears but through thetr hands and body. 
~rough networking and collect1ve p ay, they 
a so enJOY gam1ng as a form of communKat,on. 
1 get the feel1ng that players are searchtng for 
more than JUSt some v1deo to watch or buttons 
w push, mov1ng the1r hand to perform those 
adtons on the screen. us1ng thetr brains to ~ 
tackle the challenges. ~ 

l ike 300, The Darkness (above) brings together 
comic. filmic and game techniques to dauling 
effect. likewise, Transformers (right) owes much 
to the current trend of multimedia convergence 
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:dge's most wanted 

ltedia Molecule's community 
ontent creation tool is infused 
vith pure joy - but we' re just u 
IXdted by the promises that tt'll 
le a fully fledged platformer too. 

3 SCEE 

Super Mario Galaxy 

laving now played more of the 
~rly levels and seen some of the 
Iter stages, we're ready to believ@ 
ie9gie when he says that this is 
he true successor to Mario 64. 

NINTENOO 

e move to Africa presents 
tenes of a type rarely seen in a 
1deogame context which may 
ake Capcom's game even more 

apable of creating an impact. f PS3, CAPCOM 

The future of electronic entertainment 

r I velty value 
Can big ideas sell big units? 

I 
t was only in Marcn mat 
Sony's Phil Harrison 
presented his 'Game 3.0' 

keynote speech at GDC. There, ne 
explained Sony's plan to join a 
movement, already estao ished on 
the internet, that centres on users 
having a significant hand n 
creating content. He showed the 
world Home, SingStar's upload and 
homepage features and, of course, 
LittleBigPianet, each tuned to 
allow players to have a hand in 
sculpting their playing experiences. 

Fast forward to E3, and Sony's 
firstparty games tell a different 
story. These games seem to express 
a different vision -a different 
generation, even. Without their 
Cell-afforded sheen it's possible to 
imagine many of them on PS2. 

We have Heavenly Swords fluid 
thirdperson hack 'n' slash - or Gir 
Of War, as it has been dubbed 
Jungle-based actioner Uncharted is 
known in certain circles as Bloke 
Raider. Folklore's setting might be 
divergent but there's little else 
unfamiliar about this RPG-infused 
thirdperson actioner. Lair's 
apparent struggle with its upgrade 
to Sixaxis motion-control might 
betray its Rogue Squadron roots. 
Killzone 2 may be a more 
successful attempt at realising 

rts predecessor's aspirations with 
mtens1ty and spectacle, but it is 
most concertedly an FPS at its 
heart. Eye Of Judgment pushes at 
de~ er new technolog1es, but it too 
does not seem to have the same 
thirst to carve out new markets, 
new business models and new 
technologies that were extolled 
in Harrison's presentation. 

lt's therefore something of an 
irony that one of 2007's biggest 
games to carry these themes is not 
made by or for Sony. Halo 3 
embraces user-generated content 
like no other console game in 
history, with almost every element 
presenting an opportunity for its 
players to record, share and modify 
their experiences in the game. 

But under these glossy features, 
Halo 3 has the same, proven 
game design that has brought the 
series such system-selling success. 
In the same way, Sony's E3 games 
might seem traditional, but as 
upgrades of the games that sold 
the PS2, perhaps they will shift 
PlayStation 3 consoles. 

New ideas take time to filter 
through society, of course. Halo 
and Sony might be on the right 
track with user-generated content, 
but they need to provide 
more traditional play, too. 

32 Uncharted: Drake's Fortune 
PS3 

34 The Orange Box 
360, PC, PS3 

36 Clive Barker's Jericho 
360, PS3 

38 Tekken 6 
PS3 

39 Folklore 
PS3 

40 Lair 
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PS3 

Prototype 
TBC 

Eye Of Judgment 
PS3 

Left 4 Dead 
360, PC 

Forever Blue 
Wi 

Burnout Paradise 
360, PS3 

Rock Band 
360, PS3 

The Simpsons Game 
360. PS3 

Heavenly Sword 
PS3 

Mercenaries 2: 
World In Flames 
360, PC. PS3 

White Gold 
360, PC 

The Precursors 
360, PC 
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Uncharted: Drake's Fortune 
The treasures of El Dorado beckon in this 
whimsical P53-exclusive action adventure 

ncharted: Drake's Fortune 1s one of 
U several games that have been tasked 

with carrymg the hopes of the P53. 
With Sony CEO Jack Tretton·s promise of 15 
exclusive PS3 tit les ' or the next year came the 
implicit adm1ss on tnat the console's current 
line-up was not espeoally robust. So, along 
with Larr Hea>enly Sword and Folklore, 
Uncharted "" a ways be subject to a degree 
of pressure and scrutiny that most games do 
not ha1e ~o bear. Not only will people ask 
wne·ner or not Uncharted is worth playing, 
::H .. '! a so whether it is worth buying a PS3 in 
orcer to do so. 

On the face of things, Uncharted doesn't 
seem to offer anyth1ng so radically different 

The current crop of thirdperson games have begun to nail 
that sense of true physical contact with the environment. 
Uncharteds motion-captured animations are no exception 

that the game could conceivably become 
a major selling point for the console. But 
although Uncharted's derivativeness makes 
it less striking than some of the PS3 's other 
upcoming t itles, developer Naughty Dog 
has proven itself with Jak And Oaxter to 
be highly competent at recycling and 
recombining the ideas of other games 
into something coherent, pol ished and 
wi ldly entertaining. 

Mechanically and aesthetically, it's easy 
to draw comparisons between Uncharted 
and Tomb Raider. A combination of 
environmental puzzles and hght gunplay, 
the game places you in the role of the 
chansmatic Nathan Drake as he pursues 
the lost treasure of El Dorado. Cue much 
adventure and acrobatics among the dense 
Jungles and ancient ruins of a lost island. 
However, it's in the character of Nathan. hi5 
companion Elena Fisher, and the narrat1on < 

their exploits that the game looks like it will 
dist inguish itself . With Nathan, Naughty Do 
has an appealing creation - a character wh< 
while witty, athletic and heroic, doesn't 
embody the relentless bravado of countless 
cookie-cutter protagomsts. A lot of his char 
is no doubt a result of Uncharted's Wrinkle 
Mapping Facial Animation system. which 
enlivens the game's cutscenes and lends 
further spark to the spirited dialogue. 
(Less attention has been paid to bringing 
out the character of your enemies, which 
may be just as well, since you end up 
gunmng down large numbers of them.) 

Having followed the treasure trail to a 
remote island, Nathan and Elena are forced 
to bai l out of the1r plane when it comes 
under fire. Landing separately; Nathan fight 
off the pirates who come to scavenge the 
plane's wreckage using a variety of weapon 



pistols, machine guns, shotguns and the 
occasional grenade (see 'Wobble bored'). 

At the current stage of development, the 
pirates seem to fall largely into one of two 
homogenous categories: pirates who wear 
yellow bandanas and pirates who wear 
orange bandanas - an army of v1llains 
divided into two flavours. However, 
while your enemies may be a largely 
indistinguishable swarm, the way they 
approach combat situations shows some 

With Far Cry kicking off the trend of open jungle settings. 
Unchartecfs environments. though luscious. <.an feel a little 
claustrophobic in comparison to their frt<Hoaming forebears 

sanitary approach to violence tend to 
dispatch enemies with gay abandon, but 
here your piratical adversanes are capable of 
absorbing a large number of bul ets before 
they finally go down. it's a strange drsconnect 
between the game's action and the levrly 
displayed in the cutscenes that punctuate it. 

The other mainstay of the gameplay 1s 30 
platforming - working out how to scale the 
moss-covered boulders and pseudo-lncan 
ruins of the setting. Nathan's animatJOn rs 

The environment isn't always consistent - creepers 
do not always offer a means of scaling walls, while some 
gaps can be leapt, and others see you plummet 

sophistication - inevitably, they still all run 
to their deaths one after the other, but 
they at least spend the moments before 
being gunned down f1ring around the vine
clad ruins, covering their colleagues as they 
attempt a flanking manoeuvre. 

The game's cheerful, hyperreal world 
renders combat as largely bloodless and it's 
an aesthetic choice that feels ever so slightly 
out of keeping within the reasonably tactical 
combat. Games that take a frivolous or 

excellent, and his actions connect believably 
with the environment. However, these early 
demonstrations suggest that the route you 
have to take around Uncharted's 
environment isn 't always consistently rntuit ive 
- creepers do not always offer a means of 
scaling walls, while some wide gaps can be 
leapt, cutting to a cinematic, and yet others 
see you plummet to your death. Given the 
harsh and irregular response to failure, the 
paths aren't always well signposted. 

No doubt such qu1bbles will be a 
focus of the remaining development time, 
tweaking and massaging these elements 
until the challenge achieves a better balance 
with the title's accessib1hty. However, the 
standard of 30 act1on platformers has been 
pushed ever upwards by the likes of Prince 
Of Pers1a and the recent Tomb Ra1der titles 
there's no doubt that Naughty Dog will have 
to work very hard rn order to attain 
the same pedigree. 

A deserted colonial fortification, slowly reclaimed 
by the jungle: Unchartecfs environments are often 
truly stunning, making excellent use of the PS3's 
grunt in the creation of its hyperreal tropical setting 

Like any number of tactical shooters, combat 
offers context·sensitive options, allowing 
Nathan to blind-fire around or over scenery 

The Sixaxis' motion sensing 
finds its way into Uncharted 
and, as has become the 
trend with this feature, 
doesn't wholly justify its 
inclusion - at least, not at 
this stage of development. 
Balancing as you walk over 
a log is all very well, if a 
fairly minor gesture 
towards the controller's 
potential, but Uncharted 
also implements it as the 
manner in which you define 
the parabola of your 
grenades. lt has yet to 
convince as a more efficient 
means of control in this 
particular instance, and 
seems like an excuse to 
use the feature rather 
than a reason to do so. 
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Quite apart from the innovations in style 
and new challenges (and one of the new 
foes you'll be facing can be seen in the 
centre shot), it's noticeable how much 
effort Valve have put into improving 
Half-Life 1 visually since it.s debut 

) 4 

The Orange Box 
The first person to say the future's 
bright gets a crowbar in the face 

n terms o' convmang-sound ng 
I names t."'at o"'er t< e no ea: on as 

to actua cement, The Orange Box 
IS up there w <h !N! best t can be forg ven. 
thoug~. g en ·~a' :~a· con·e~: 'o\11 surely 
be one o• the oarg.; ns oi 200/ • ~ ong na 
Ha'-- •e l, accor:Joon ed by Eo sode One, 
pus ~e neN Eosode Two, plus Tea'11 
Fon'ess l, pus Porral 

i-la •-L re land Episode One should neeo 

be used as a launcher to fling tyres at thef'l'l, 
necessrrat,.,g constant movement around for 
'ammun t1on yet n these open spaces they 
proved capable of surrounding your pos1tion 
n a 'r ghten1ngly e" cent manner 

As the Hunters make the r debut. along 
w1th several new breeds of Antlion, your 
compatriot Alyx has also had an AI tweaking, 
mak.ng her more suited to tact ea f re'•ghts 
than simple forward battling Qu te apart 

The pleasure of disguising yourself as the enemy 
and sneaking around the back of their annoying 
sniper for the stealth kill is as great as it ever was 

l•ttle introduction, the former a card-carrytng 
member of the Edge hal of fame and the 
latter a more than respectable annex 
Ep1sode Two promtses to be more of the 
same but better - a rec•pe that no one could 
object to. At a recert EA event an ot..:door 
enwonmen< v.as c ayao e fea:;;nng one o· 
the senes new erem es. Hun:ers l ke 
sma er ~<:l'SI()C\5 o-' s:·lders. a".;:: ust abou: 
ta er t"c a h r.-:a:1. they are the powerfu 
ano ac: as the snock troops for flush•ng out 
huma"ls They hunt tn packs and are 
eX".rem~ adep: a: negot•attng the 
env roomer;:, O:ten establ sh•ng lookout 
posts on ~ gh to som Freeman before 
attemptmg to pm you down with a crossfire 
of explod1ng she sand 'harging in for the 
kill Tne•r res.s-.ance to conventJOnal 
weaponry meant t11a~ the grav1ty gun had to 

from the plenttful gunf1ght1ng, there w•ll be 
a focus on phys,cal puzzles m Episode Two 
beyond even the prev•ous entnes tn the 
series, indtcattons being that the enwonment 
and your pos•t on •n t are part of a w•der 
movernen: towards non- rear solut ons for 
the va11ous er ses lh s, n a sense. •s an 
1nevaab e s de effect of movmg outs1de the 
wa s of C cy 17 n a post· nvas•on world. 
and through a ess e"'closed and more 
organtc enwonment. it's hardly Half-Lde 
meets Far Cry, however. and indicatiOns 
are that the vanation will keep the senes 
from going sta e. rather than nsking a 
complete y new directton 

Team Fortress 2. on the other hand, 
barely looks to be from the same planet as 
•ts predecessor 1t has a beaut.lully chunky 
look, with solid textures over ate With bnght 

Some of the more open spaces that Gordon and Alyx 
will travel through, and one of the new vehicles used 
to traverse it. Episode Two's plot seems to loosely 
hang on trying to reach a resistan<e headquarters 

pnmary colours and a v•sual charm that 
tells •n every detatl, from the waddling 
movements of the Heavy character to the 
swaggering taunts to follow up a kill. The 
original's character classes were occas1onally 
dtff•cult to d•s!lnguish between m the m•dst 
of a ftref•ght, something of a prob em when 
the game tS typiCally more objecttve·based 
than a stra•ghtforward deathmatch, but the 
br ght cartoon feel and exaggerated physiCal 
features of TFZ make dent fyt'lg your team 
members easy There are ntne classes tn total 
w•th pronounced dtfferences. so much so 
that :he poss b e variat ons on the bas1c 
team rrean that there ,s,.,·t a su•ef re SWA
conftguratton of members. 

Stmply playtng around wtth different 
abi 1t es changes your approach to the game 
so profoundly that st ckmg wtth just ol'e 



character w1ll do the game a d1sserv1ce 
Eng neers can establish turrets to defend 
valuable po1nts on the map, Demomen can 
olow up anyth1ng you can get close enough 
to (or aim well enough at), Pyres set 
opponents alight up close; Med cs hea you 
and po1son the other team; Heav1es destroy 
anyth1ng m front of them; wh1 e Scouts are 
as 'ru~rat ngly n ppy as wasps .n summer 
Still, there are always constants to fall back 
on, ana tne pleasure of d'sgu1s1ng yourself 
as the enemy and snea<ing around the back 
of the r annoy,ng sn1per for the stealth k1ll1s 
as great as 11 ever was - and looks much 
better than 1t ever d1d Team Fortress 2 
already has a durable feel to 1t, and barnng 
d1sasters could be become one of the 
essent al on line touchstones 

Portal, however, is very much a solo 
gunner and an mterest1ng case study 1n 
1tself. A quirky but solid-looking puzzler 
based around an FPS engine, it's easy to 
1magine a parallel universe where 1t'S 
bombing on a solo retail release. That's no 
reflect on on the quality of the game. but 
w1th standard l ties cost1ng £50 t's an 
1nterest.ng retail model for expenmenta 
games on the current generat1on of 
nardwa'e Demos shown thus 'ar have 
snown sor1e stunnmg apphcat ons of the 
oonal weapon centred on a clever use 
o' momerturn, and the camera works 
ou,cldy to reor ent your v1ew upon 
te epor\ing sucn that eve~' tne s mple 
movement aesthet•c s somethmg 1n tself 
A thougn a relatively short exper ence (twO 

dozen m1ss1ons), the a pp !Cat ons for the 
portal weapon w th1n the enwonments w1l 
oe many and vaned, rang1ng from sendong 
boxes on 1nfm te loops to dropp1ng yourself 
beh1nd the later sentry guns, wh1 ea level 
challenge mode is conf~rmed. There IS a link 
w1th the ongomg Half-Lde story, in wh1Ch 

Gabe Newe has sa o ·nai me 'ern a e 
protagon s: may nave a roe. out wnetne· 
th1s IS JUSt narratiVe oress ng on a game 
that doesn't need t rema•ns to be seen 
Regardless, Portal s the 'eal unknown 
quantity of The Orange Box, and only 
extended playture w1ll revea how oeep 
the rabb1t hole goes. 

The Orange Box: t's a tnump1ng t1tle, 
and the recurnng word around a I of the 
contents seems to be solidity Half-Life 2 
needs no hype, while Portal could offer a 
v1sua1 expe•,ence unl1ke any prev1ous puzzle 
game, and Team Fortress 2 may just end up 
as the onllne deathmatch of cnoiCe for cross
platform FPS play Perhaps Just sa}'lng sold s 
unfa1r Perhaps, giVen tre corntxt t 0t a 0 
the sheer value for ITlore, or otter. 1t ~ 
should be more ~e speaacu ar ~ 

TFs Pyro character (main) has boon heavily 
upgradod for this soquel, and if he gets 
within dose range of any onomios they're 1n 
real trouble. Doctors (below) can heal your 
team during the offensive. while Engineers 
(left) are best suited to build1ng defences 

Aperture Science, the 
sinister company In the 
background of Portal, has 
a highly recommended 
web presence (www 
aperturesdence.com) - a 
site that pretends to be an 
in-game terminal. Various 
logins and script commands 
can easily be found onlone 
and render up various 
storyline nuggets, including 
the presence of 'relaxation 
vaults'. which are plastic 
prison cubes. The humorous 
and bizarre questionnaire, 
combined with the amoral 
and sinister voicework of 
the trailer ('If at first you 
don't succeed, you fail, and 
the test will be terminated') 
show there is obviously a 
dark subtext of pain and 
endurance behind Portars 
trip-happy teleporting. 
However, there's no obvious 
reason for the game's 
fascination with cake
mathematical questions 
about slicing it, passwords 
that use it and even threats 
that the main chara«er 
could end up baked in one. 
Exceedingly strange. 

Some of the applications of the portal gun 
can be pleasingly mind-boggling (above) 
but Portal eases you in, with the first levels 
sign posting an initially simple spatial logic 
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Although every team member has unique 
and valuable skills, you will frequently 
find yourself switching between just 
three- Delgado for heavy fire, Black 
for range, and Church for her deadly 
combination of blood magic and melee 

Jericho <ontinues the tradition among 
videogames of clothing its female characters 
in impractical fetish gear. Isn't armour 
meant to cover up your soft, fleshy and 
vulnerable bits rather than expose them? 
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Clive Barker's Jericho 
Author, dreamweaver, v isionary, plus game designer - Clive Barker 
lends his creative talents to this grisly demon-baiting squad shooter 

xposed entrails, stapled eyeltds. 
E flayed skin, mechanical appendages 

and blood - lots of blood: you know 
where you are with Clive Barker. His is not 
the world of subtle psycho-terror, the 
uncanny creeping horror that gets under 
your skin and sets your hairs on end. Barker's 
strong suit, rather well represented by 
Jericho, is a bombardment of guts, gore, 

direct collaboration on that project was 
minimal- with Jericho, Barker can exercise 
creative control over all its aspects. The plot 
appears to be no less hokey for this - a 
troupe of leather-clad psychic soldiers, 
known as Jericho Squad, plunge into a 
demonic nft to halt the apocalypse. There are 
some nice touches: the M1ddle Eastern city of 
AI Khali is the scene of this battle, and as the 

Leather-clad psychic soldiers, known as Jericho Squad, 
plunge into a demonic rift to halt the apocalypse. They 
pass through parts of the city during periods in its history 

filth, flies and faecal matter. In a sense, his 
knack for the gruesome and macabre should 
be well-suited to videogames, and specif1cally 
to the shooter genre, which lends itself to 
the kind of shock and viscerality that Barker 
has explored in his films and fiction. 

The previous game to carry Barker's name 
was the underrated Undying, although his 

squad delve deeper into the rift, they pass 
through several slices of realtty which 
preserve parts of the city during various 
penods in 1ts history. From the modern day, 
we travel back to WVI/11, which saw the city 
under Naz1 occupation, then further back to 
the Crusades, Roman Empire and before. In 
each period, the denizens of the city who 
have found themselves trapped in the nft 
have become horribly corrupted by the 
malevolent forces at work therein - cue 
ghostly children and chainma1l-clad zombtes 
w1th harpoons for hands. 

But even though the story itself may add 
ltttle to the game's action, the manner of rts 
executiOn reveals a degree of panache that 
speaks well of Barker's involvement. If 
nothtng else, the game seeks to establish a 
narratiVe coherency to its gimmicks -an 
achievement that almost goes u nnot1ced, 
so accustomed are we to game conventtons 
not making the least bit of sense in regard to 
the gameworld itself. That cliche of 
videogames, the disappearance of corpses, 
becomes a grotesque spectacle rather than 

an embarrassment - bodies are consumed b~ 
clouds of flies. Similarly, the feature that 
promises to distinguish the game from other 
firstperson shooters, the ability to sw1tch 
between squad members, is accounted for 
by the death of the protagonist, the psychic 
Captam Devm Ross, permitting h1s ghostly 
consciousness to possess the other members 
of his squad. 

Hailing from a top secret branch of the 
US army's chaplaincy corps, each member of 
the six-strong squad (seven if you include 
Ross' spectral presence) is gifted with a 
unique set of equipment and magical 
abilities. To list a select few: the lumbering 
Frank Delgado has a cha1ngun and, more 
impressively, a f ire spirit encased in his arm, 
which when released will swoop around 
searching for enemies to cremate; Abigail 
Black is a telekinetic sniper, able to direct the 
path of her bullets; Billie Church IS a dab 
hand with a samurai sword, and can cast 
blood magic to entrap and reveal enemies. 

The use of such abilities comes at the cos· 
of heal:h, temporarily reducmg your hit 
points. Health recharges, however, and 
damage is only indicated by the screen 
becoming increasingly red and gory. Even 
when their hit points are completely 



depleted, your teammates never d1e, mstead 
collapsirg to the ground on m mocry of the 
down but not out' mechanoc featured n 

Gears Of War 
And Jencho takes notes 'rom Gears n 

other aspects. too - no character can Jump 
(although Churcn can clomb in certa1n 
context-sensotove instances) and the game os 
heavoly cen tred on scriptmg bnng ng a 
Clnemat c quality to what is other\'vose an 
en to rely onear exper ence. Omonously, Jencho 
brongs on QTEs. increasongly popular crutches 
for lomoted world mteract on, to add some 
dynamosm to these ir-game conemauc 
sequences (ali of wh eh are voewed on 
forstperson). However, at least faolure at a 
QTE os made less frustrating by rapid rese ts. 

Each of your teammates' particular skolls 
woll be required at points and the squad wil l 
penodically f nd themselves dovided, and 
sometomes mdiVIdual cnaracters ISolated, 
forCing the player to expenment w1th 
dofferent sk I sets to progress. Interestingly, 

The Roman solcloers Inhabiting this c!-.1 dMa ol space 
and tirM are Sinuous lumps of blood and INISde Smc:e 
they deflect frontal assaults with ilnpeMtnble shoelds 

• made of meat. you have to use squad tactocs to flank them 

the game promoses to combone the talents of 
different squadmates using a feature called 
threadong By threading Black's snoper skills 
w1th another character's astra proJectiOn 
ab1ht es. the degree of control over her 
bullets IS mcreased. allowong her to seek out 
more ambotoous targets. t's an onte•estong 
odea, but woth each character possessing a 
faor number of skills already, it remaons to be 
seen tf adding further abilit es wol ult.mately 
overwhelm the player. 

lt has to be saod, however. that those 
expectong fnghts from the game w11 arge y 
be dosappomted- Jericho is clearly a shooter. 
through and through, and whole ots 
obsessoon woth exposed bowels and splatter 
may make a player raise theor eyebrows in 
amused revulsoon. ot os unl kely to scare 
Hopefu ly, the squad's var•ety alone will 
separate thos game from others of tts olk, 
because Jencho packs more onto thos 
one gommock than many shooters 
manage on the1r entorety. 

Church's magic is powerful stuff, allowing you 
to set your enemies aflame or impale them 
to a spot with ethereal tendrils. However, 
it's a trade-off with your immediate health 

The ability to switch 
between squadmates adds 
a degree of tactical thinking 
to the run-and-gun action. 
During your descent into 
Roman Empire-era AI Khali 
you encounter a giant, 
kitted out in gladiator's 
annour and skewered by 
dozens of spears that seem 
to have had little success in 
stopping him. His only 
vulnerability is a large and 
disturbingly vaginal wound 
running down his spine, 
which opens further as you 
shoot it. As he will turn to 
attack those who do the 
most damage, you have to 
continuously move between 
squad mates to keep his 
weak spot in your sights. 
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Tekken 6 
The world is a f ine place, 
and worth fighting for 

Heihachi could show Solid Snake a thing or two about staying power, as well as his own grandd!ildren - the 
impact wave is to emphasise a particularly strong connection from a power move. That'll hurt in the morning 
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I'll buff your ass to 
Japan and back 

lt's a universal truth that 
fighting games simply don't 
work online, and can't 
deliver the speed required 
for precision combat. 
Harada is rather more 
positive. pinpointing the 
PSP version of Tekken: Dark 
Resurrection as the first 
step with its ad·hoc mode, 
and keen to make the 
distinction between Tekken 
and 'key buffer' fighting 
games such as VF or DOA. 
Key buffer games show 
the result of a button press 
onscreen after a delay of 
a few frames, whereas in 
Tekken a command Is 
immediately transformed 
into action. Harada claims 
that this brings a unique set 
of challenges to network 
play, but could ultimately 
result in the first online 
fighting game that actually 
works well. The upcoming 
'online' update to Dark 
Resurrection for PSN is 
considered to be the testing 
ground for creating this 
aspect in the future console 
iterations of the series. 

t a recent Bandai Namco private 
A show, Tekken creator Katsuhiro 

Harada was on hand to talk about 
the sixth game tn the core series. taking the 
opportunitY to not only outline what the 
game is. but also what it 1sn' t. Tekken won't 
be moving toward realistic visuals and 
physics "That is not Tekken and not what 
we're interested .n: but now we're doing the 
graphical things we always wanted." That's 
no great surprise: V1rtua F1ghrer 15 about 
realism and simulatiOn: Tekken stands 'or a 
level of surrealism and spectac1e 

There is a clear improvement over the 
looks of Tekken 5: the light and shadows 
on the f1ghter models are spot on, and 
complemented by stages filled w1th light 
sources of vanous colours. If that weren't 
impress1ve enough, the stages feature obJects 
in motion between the characters and light 
sources. A forest stage, for example, has the 
effect of a ea nopy outs1de of the screen 
filtering the hght in a very realistic way. 
(If you ftnd it all a huge distraction, you can 
simply smash up certain light sources.) As 
well as this, there are waves that lull and 
crash. snow that will crinkle under your feet 

Tekken has traditionally steered away from destructible 
environments and other such oddities - but here they are 

There are three new characters confirmed so far - Leo, Miguel 
and Zafina (the latter in action above and rendered top right) 
-but the core roster remains classic Tekken, from Jack to King 

and the usual destructible elements in the 
12 Stages confirmed so far. Harada was 
keen to point out that each background 
model was more detailed than any individual 
f•ghter in Tekken Tag Tournament, while all 
man characters have been built as nude 3D 
models and clothes are constructed 
1nd1vidually. This allows some costume 
swapping between similarly sized characters. 
but he was keen to point out that "it was 
essential. otherwise the physics wou Id have 
been strange, " and to emphas1se these 
throwaway details as being integral parts of 
the Tekken experience. 

But, hands-on, Tekken remams Tekken. 
and this latest mstalment doesn't change 
much. New additions include a Rage 
system which gives an increase to attack 
power when your life gauge falls to a 
dangerous level, adding a fife effect to 
your character's hands. 

The most interesting aspect of this new 
Tekken, however, is nothing to do with the 
graphics or incremental new featLres. Tekken 
6 will use mobile phones as a key additiOn 
to the playing experience, whereby users 
can customise their character. v1ew their 
changing ranking and go through personal 

records. Whereas Sega is creating coin-op 
cabinets that have a high mstallation cost 
and need a lot of floor space, Namco is 
trying to optim1se Tekken so that it won't 
take up too much space and needs no 
dedicated appl ications (such as Virtua 
Fighte(s TV network). The community will 
be created through the users' mobile phones. 
mforming players about an upcommg event 
where particular items can be won. for 
example. But networking is not yec the focus 
of Tekken, and there won't be any on line 
hghtmg immediately, although ghost players 
can be exchanged. 

And despite Harada's claims, the 
immediate difference to its predecessors is 
visual, with the background smashing and 
spectacular moves creating pugilistic 
fireworks around the action. There IS great 
potential in the mob1le phone/coin-op 
interplay. but it's unlikely to see w1despread 
take-up outside of Japan. and the news on 
home on line features will have to wait 
Tekken 6 is hovering between being a 
placeholder and taking the series to the 
next level: there's nothing here that's tru ly 
revol utlonary yet, but some very 
interesting foundations. 



Folklore 
Although set in a remote Irish vi llage, the Japanese origins 
of Folklore's fantastical adventure are wholly apparent 

T 
wo characters f1nd themselves drawn 
tc the mysterious town of Doo n -
gateway to a netherworld o' dreams 

.vhere the sp1r1ts of the dead 1nterml)( wah 
'antasy. Why are tney !:ere? How d1d they 
get here? Why aren·t they more surpnsed to 
encounter ta'king scarecrows hang1ng 
around the oca pub? - he setting of Folklore 
may have its ongons in western trad1t1on, but 
ts storytelling bears the hallmarks of eastern 
games. where narrat1ve log1c takes a back 
seat to enigma and aesthetic. From what"s 
been shown so far, Folklore's emgmas are 
many and fail to be clar1f1ed by 1ts somewhat 
turgid d1alogue, but the aesthetic IS v1brant, 
varied and relentlessly charm1ng. often 
exceedmg the standards of beauty ra•sed by 
the current generat1on of consoles 

You play as both the scept1c Keats. who 
believes h1s experiences on the 1sland to be 
entirely ha lucinatory (although 1sn t 
noticeably unnerved by thiS), and Ellen. an 
unhmged young lady search•ng for her long 
lost mother. Keats, begrudg1ngly on the 

payroo o' a r:1aga:: ne covenng oaranorr.-.a 
e~en:s rece es a ga·:: ec :::x>ne cc •·o~ a 
woman wno c.aTJS ;re •a ·es a~ ·-r.:-~g ~o 
ki h.::!, aoo m:~ec a~, sc:s o"" •or Vool n 
:o me€· her Arriv "9 a: -~;: dCS~g a~ed 
re"'d?ZVOUS JUS' as E E"l tt.J-rns up, ·-e-J 
d1scover Ula: Kea:s cor.taa I' .as been 
murdered Qu-;e hOW --ey Corn€ ·o- s 
conclus on \/\liT nom a-y -soec-..on c · · -e 
body IS 1mposs b e :o now, cc.< yoc aren ~ 
here to dally m the oeoa-u-J a• oaSIC log.c -
the game would pre'e• :o sv.eea you a .hay 
on a re1ern ess tor•e,.,; o• v.e re !.no so the 
par go '"er sepa·ate O\.: variOUsly 
1ntersec: ng ways. explor ng a ser es oi 
beaut1fu ly eer e worlos. each chaperoned 
by thelf own famast•cal character- a 
scarecrow 1n Elien's case, and the Invisible 
Man 1n Keats' 

These worlds are populated by dangerous 
creatures, known as Folk, with whom you 
must do battle. Once you have defeated an 
enemy, you can yank the soul ' rom thelf 
body by jerk•ng the S1xaxis upwards. allowing 

The anacks you learn aren' t agility-based hand-to-hand 
strikes: instead. you momentarily manifest the spirit of 
your defoated enemies, thus extending the variety of 
poss1ble moves and adding further graphical panache 

Follr.Jore·s ataturt des;gns are a triumph of imagination 
and brtak IIW¥f from the styfostK !ropes more commonly 
oxplored by JRPGs. There·s more than a little whiff of 
Studoo Gtubloabout them, which can only be a good thing 

you to add the~r a b1ht1es to your repertoire 
of attack moves. W1th over tOO d1fferent 
Folk to battle through, the number of moves 
you can perform w1ll be sim1larly numerous. 
but you can equ1p only four of these for 
use at any one t1me Certain enemies will 
be more vulnerable to part1cular attacks, 
forc•ng you to approach your enem es in a 
cena1n order to absorb the sk•lls that w 
g1ve you better advantage. and add1ng a 
tact1cal quality to your dec1s1ons of wh1ch 
moves to equ1p 

W th the execut1ve producer o' Devtl May 
Cry and Res1denr Evrl, Yosh k1 Okamoto, at 
the helm, ti'ere·s no doubt that the 
development team at Game Republic has 
the credentials to create the k1ller app tha1 
the P53 so dearly needs However, a though 
these early glimpses of the game reveal a nch 
and allunng dreamworld, the full garre will 
have to expand the scope of 1ts Interactions 
beyond alternate bouts of d1vert1ng combat 
and incoherent expOSitiOrt 1n order to ~ 
become truly legendary. ~ 

The separate. yet intertwining. storylines of 
the two central characters se~ th~m foght 
their way across seven nightmarish and 
beautiful realms in th.e attempt to fond 
resolution to th.eir own personal traum<~s 

FORMAT. PSl 
PUBLISHER SCEJ 
DEVELOPER GAME REPUBLIC 
OR GIN JAPAN 
RELEASE NOVEMBER 

Initially, the game's 
progression is driven by 
a series of conversations; 
the characters' dialogue 
appears as speech bubbles 
overlaying the scene, 
unnerving changes in the 
depth of field lending 
them a dreamlike quality. 
However, though the 
game is text-heavy, such 
conversations offer no 
alternative dialogue 
options. As such, the 
opening section of the 
game feels lacking in 
agency; the only point at 
which the player has control 
is during the walk from one 
lengthy conversation to 
another. Things pick up 
when you rea<h the 
Netherworld, however, 
when combat introduces 
a welcome degree of 
variety to your control. 
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FORMAT· PS3 
PUBLIS~ER: SONY 

DEVHOPER FACTOR 5 
ORIG•~: US 

RELEASE: SEPTEMBER 
P~EVIOUSLY IN E169 

Lair's world is a one of 
towering mountainous 
vistas, all rugged igneous 
rock below bruising skies 
- though it's not the 
geography so much as the 
cities that impress with 
their graphical detail. In 
fact. it sometimes proves 
tricky to orient yourself in 
this wilderness, especially 
since t he over-enthusiastic 
Implementation of HDR 
lighting effects washes out 
the screen every time your 
eye level wavers above or 
below the horizon While 
this is perhaps realistic, it is 
frequently plain annoying, 
and it's an area In which 
Factor 5 will need to 
achieve better balance. 

Lair 
Will Sixaxis-controlled flight carry this fantasy 
game to the he1ghts expected of a flagship PS3 title? 

' ~ne announcemen~ c= ~e SIXclx1s' 
I mouon Sdlsor see:~eo .: tL::- bit ke 

me-~oo-!Slll. :.hen So '{s ambl on to 
g~~~e me 'eawre cred b =t n.:s a ::Ways rested 
on La ts scaly ba(, L ne has emerged n the 
1nterven ng t me that JUStlf es the cor.trol 
mechan1sm. the occas onal 't e w1 cheapen 
tself W1th a hurr ed '/ 1mplememed oa:anc ng 

sect on. but tf1e feature reqUires a game 
wholly ded1cated to 1t one that"" go 
beyond Flow's bas1c 1nterpretat10n oi ro:a: on 
and more completely express the potent al 
for t1lt control. 

Could anythmg better savsfy tnese 
demands than a representat on o' = , ng 7 
And w1th La1r's dragons, the S1xax scan 
channel gentle man1pulat1ons of yollr 
controller m to somethmg substant1a ly more 
dramatiC - coaxing a w1nged beher"'Oth nto 
do1ng a mid-air somersault, or swoop ng 
beneath a br dge 

Ha I ng from Factor 5. the stud10 
respons1ble for eminent spacefl ght •ranch se 
Rogue Squadron. 1t's easy to assume tnat La r 
should be 1n good hands - but c early the 
control of a 40·tonne monster 1s only si m lar 
to an X·Wmg m that it mvolves fhgh t. Early 
previews have gone through several 
1terat1ons of the control scheme, whici'l 
articulate the control over your best al 
transport w1th varying degrees of success
and many of the occasional flaws result 
from the diff1culty of conveying orgamc 
movement 1n a fluid and elegant way. 
Currently, your mount rolls and banks in 
glonous unoson wrth your own movements 
(resist1ng a l1tt e more w1th the steeper turns> 
but in other respects your dragon IS not 
qUite yet the perfect just1ficat1on of Sixaxis 
mot10rt sensing for wh1ch we were waning 
- the 180-degree fl p (act vated by a sharp 
upwards Jer.l( of the S1xax1s) IS somewhat 

Allhough ground combat is incredibly 
awkward, sromplng through legions 
of foes provides a good deal of 
satisfaction -as does snatching up 
enemies and dropping them at height 

Although your onteroct!ons are limited at first. you learn 
more abilities and can upgrade eqvipmont based on your 
performance during the <ompletion of the main missions 

temperamental, and ground movement 
positively cumbersome, embarrassed further 
by an unhelpful camera. 

No doubt the controls will corn nue to 
be 1\veal(ed as the development zeroes n 
on 1ts release date, but beyond the 
occas1onal ungainliness of the game's 
core mechan1c, early previews of La11 raise 
other concerns 1n ts penpheral features 
and the manner rn wh1ch the game t1es 
together mto a coherent who e - elements 
that are unlikely to see rad 1cal change 
between now and release. 

In the several m1ssions we got our 
claws into, play was contmua ly Interrupted 
by too-long cutscenes announc1ng events 
or the next object,ve, creating a ,arring 
separation of the central gameplay from 
the overarchmg structure. Combat ItSelf, 
though lim1ted 1n the earlier stages of the 
game, promises to expand as you learn 
new n-oves, aliow1rg you to h1jack others' 
mounts. Hopefully, th1s s the manner 1n 
which the rest of the game progresses, 
expanding the scope of the miss1ons and the 
manner in wh1ch they' re resolved, creating a 
more ful~ilhng experience that wdl prove tha 
the game s more than just a vessel for ~ 
an urevertly Implemented g1mm1Ck. ~ 



Prototype 
Presenting the latest Radical 
experiment in sandbox dynamics 

T 
he biggest fear w1th th1s ong nal P 
- Radical's first after Stmpsons H t 
& Run, Hulk: Ultimate DesrructiOfl 

and Scarf ace. The World Is Yours- IS that 
1t won't be as fresh as etther tts t1tle or 
concept suggests. 

Take Alex Mercer. for example. born o' a 
top secret expenment gone wrong. blessed 
wtth superhuman powers and robbed of a 
past that the military will stop at noth1ng to 
keep h1oden. A cross. perhaps, between 
Marvel's green gtant and a regular sandbox 
ant1hero. he can outpace, outmanoeuvre and 
outmuscle the average soldier, but grven the 
need forfirepower can also commandeer 
military hardware. 

Hts mutation, however. does more than 
JOt a + 1 next to hts agility, stamina and 
strength. At a touch, he can 'steal' the 
properties of the world around htm -an 
effects-heavy. 1mmaculate model of modern
day New York City - as well as the hkenesses 
of tts mdiv1dual cit1zens. The catch: he has to 
do so over the~r dead bodies. add1ng h1s 
viCtims to a DNA d1sguise portfolio. 

it's a tough little ensemble to get across 
1n p1ctures, or even single sentences Taken 
on 1ts own. each feature and g'impse of 
Prototype makes it look l1ke one of the many 
games that's 1nsp1red it. If lt's not :he high
speed parkour of Assassm~ Creed or the on
demand destruction of MercenaMs. 1t's the 

soc a stea :h o· Desrroy All Humans or the 
sky-h gh oog nu"~g o' Earth Defense Force. 
A more extreme ~mp e of Mercer's powers 
sees h1m plunge a mutated arm m to the 
ground wh1ch then spnngs up and spikes 
his distant enem1es But even that brmgs 
to mind the Venom attacks of Marvel Vs 
Capcom2. 

Just as Mercer will no doubt I nd h1mself 
embro11ed 1n a consp1racy much larger than 
he dared to 1mag,ne, it'll take a b1gger 
p1cture than the one we've been shown to 
know just how Prototype will come together. 
The role of the game's alien influences. 
apparent m images of insect hordes and 
giant. nipple-like protrusions from the 
streets. has still to be revealed We're told 
that some kind of contag on 1s sweeping 
through a City now subJect to mart1al law. 
But who are the real enem1es, where do your 

A vital tool of social stealth or just another play to the 
Edto Unlimited crowd? Given Prototype's wide range 
of influenc.s. Merce(s hoodie is probably a bit of both 

al eg1ances I e. and how much are you even 
suppposed to care 1 

ThiS much ts certatn: Prototype w1ll gtve 
you carte blanche to seek the truth. revenge, 
kicks and whatever else from its destructible 
environment. And as you can see from these 
early shots, the results are portrayed m 
unprecedented detail. Murderous 1dent1ty 
thefts are JUSt the ttp of the ICeberg, tt seems, 
as everyday NPCs are burned, blasted and 
pulvensed by Mercer's casual rampage. 

A morally destitute revenge story, then, 
and one that looks sure to be of the d1p-1n/ 
dip-out vanety so popular with open worlds. 
With the usual bevy of sidequests bolstermg 
the key miSSIOns. and potentially Mercer's 
elemental skillset, Prototype hasn't forgotten 
the rules of the urban playground. even 1f 1ts 
destre to hoard al the toys for ttself 
could one day prove 1ts undotng. 

Procedurally overlapped animations keep 
movements natural despite Mercer's 
disregard for the law of gravity, his 
hands and feet always meet ing the terrain 

FORMAT: TBC 
PUBLISHER. VIVENDI 
DEVELOPER. RADICAL 
ORIGIN· CANADA 
RHEASE· TBC 

Given the enormous 
investment Radical's made 
In its realistic New York 
City, which basks authentic 
landmarks and bustling 
crowds in soft shadows and 
dynamic light. it follows 
that Prototype will indulge 
explorative and destructive 
urges In equal measure. 
Mercer's athletic~m can 
sc•le even the tallest of 
the city's skyscrapers. 
offering stunning uantage 
points over Its skyline and 
vital hints as to his identity 
and purpose. A 'web of 
intrigue' system divides 
the game's story into 
collectable dues. advancing 
the plot in a uniquely 
non-linear fashion. 
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llattl~ Ch~ss had unique animations for every 
possible encounter. With a much greater 
number of creatures this is tricky indeed, so 
the attack animations here are generic and, as 
such, fail to convey a sense of physical impact 

' 'I I \\1 ~~~I \\\\Ill\\ I 
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FORMAT PS3 
PUBLISHER SONY 

DEVELOPER· IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN lAtAH 

RELEASE NOVEMIU 

The means by which the 
Eye recognises cands is 
through a stmple barcode 
system, green arrows on 
the side of each cand 
Indicating its orientation 
to the camera. However, 
there Is as yet no way 
of protecting the cards 
from being photocopied
or even their barcodes 
replicated by hand. 
Although it'd be obvious 
if your opponent was using 
a knocked-off cand in a 
face-to-face encounter, 
how Sony combats the 
possibility of spoofing 
barcodes may prove to be 
essential to the game's 
success on line. lt will 
certainly reduce the value 
of traded cands if collectors 
are effectively able to keep 
the card despite physkally 
selling it on. 

Eye Of Judgment 
Battle Chess meets ~•ag·c: - he Gathering in one of the first 
games to be packaged a ongside PlayStation Eye 

Card-collection games have a '"" tod cohereollcy wtleft t 
comes to world building but, as abstracnom......,.. to get 
away with it. By contrast, Eye Of Judgfr>enfs biz.vrt Miliary 
looks mildly ludicrous when lined up togett... on the board 

pummel the v1sion and. combmed w1th a 
thrash1ng metal soundtrack, 1t's clearly bu it 
to appeal to a pubescent demographic 

Desp :e 1ts V1Sua hyperact1v1ty, however, 
the act1on of the game use f 1s nardly 
frenetiC a gnd of n1ne squares represents the 
playmg f1eld, and at the beg1nning of each 
round these squares are assigned an element 
- earth, atr, ftre or water. Selecting f1ve cards 
from their respect1ve packs, players will take 
1t 1n turns to summon the creatures descnbed 
on the caros Each creature corresponds to 
an e emert a "'d rece1ves bonuses a no 
pena1t1es depend1ng on the square upon 
wh1ch 1t IS placed If a creature IS SJmmoned 
on a square adjacent to that of an enemy's 
beast they wi 11 f1ght, enacting a brief 
cutscene m which one surprismgly low -poly 
model slashes at another The success or 
fa1lure of th1s attack 1S determ1ned by the 
creatures' stats and other mod'iers, such 

Skeletons versus Beastmen - that age-old conflict, The 
character models are <olourful and cheerfully monstrous. 
designed with a fairly young target audience in mind 

as the dtrection 1ts opponent is facing 
when attacked. 

The game's goal1s to have a creature 
placed on five out of the n1ne squares first
wh1ch you'd think would 1mmed ately favour 
the player to place the ftrst card. but such 
s1mple strategy IS complicated by a range of 
speCia cards and spells that force changes to 
the batt.efield, reaCtivating dormant cards 
and changmg the arrangement of elements 
at play on the table. 

Eye Of Judgment will be an nteresting 
test. not simply as one of the ftrst games to 
make real use of the Eye. but oecause 1t 
combmes two opposed payment sche1"1es 

Ensnanng players tnto col ect1ole card 
games rehes on many sma I purchases
which 1S qu1te opposed to the large initial 
cost mvolved 1n obtammg a PS3. By offering 
the ea rd game as a standalone to the PS3 
game, however, •ts success need not rely on 
the conso e's ex1st1ng p ayerbase - explo1t1ng 
the points at whiCn t mterseas wrth tile caro 
game·s demographiC wh1le acung as a ~ 
cross-promotiOnal tool. ~ 



Left 4 Dead 
Has it really been 28 days 
since the last zombie game? 

V 
alve and Turtle Rock must really ho.pe 
that Danny Boyle doesn't play th s 
As 28 Days Later in a I but name, 

th1s game casts you as one of four surv1vors 
1n a world full of the 'infected'- rab1d 
zomb1e creatures that are savage, fast and 
dead y. The object of the game IS s1mply to 
SU1'111ve whi e mov1ng between safepo1nts. 
as the horde surrounds and attacks your 
team at every ~tep 

The weapons are relatively simole: 
you carry a o stol. there are shotguns. 
submach ne guns, two types o1 bomb and 
ammo 1n the safepo1nts, and you'll come 
across the odd M16 on your travels. That's 
just about 1t· the 1nfected go down relat1vely 
eas11y w th th1s hardware, but 1ts the pace 

and number of them that cause the 
prob ems. W1thm th1s s Left 4 Dead's 
secret <rump card tne 'd rector' T~ls is a 
proprieta-y AI eng ne that regulates the flow 
of the mfected with1n each locat1on: if you've 
just had a partlcular'y tornd t1me. ·t may 
allow you to catch your breath and take 
some pa 'lkillers. 1 you're sliCing through 
the horde l1ke a hot kn1fe, it might JUSt send 
an army after you. lt makes a not1ceable 
d1fference to each playthrough of a particular 
locat on, and can be rel'lle-shreddingly good 
at punctuating lu Is with rushes a no vice 
versa. The 'd1rector' moves Left 4 Dead away 
from repetition over 1ts relatively low tally of 
stages (a I five of wh1ch, however, are fairly 
large and segmented), and comb1nes 
extremely we' With tre foundat1oros for 
team play 

Th s team play 1s Left 4 Dead's real 
strenga1 <;eels ke a m:;' o ayer FPS ramer 
than a~ ~ =-s Mth a ~tt: o ayer op· o~ 
Co-ooera; e s abso u<eiy essent a. as no 
ndMOua' can surv1ve the frequent mfected 
surges T'1ey pour out of the levels towards 
yo..;r <ea,.., from wmdows, alleys, rooftops. 

At cenaon points. larger enemies are hidden within the mass 
and woll get d~ enough to ruin your day - the Boo mer (left) 
is notable for this. its scattering explosions causing chaos 

If a teammate takes too much damage they're knocked 
to the ground - they can continue defending themselves 
with pistols. but are easy prey for the infected to 
surround, and have to be hell*! to their feet quickly 

behind doors, cars, and anywhere in 
buildings. lt can be a genu,ne'f 
overvvhelmmg exoer ence, wnere each 
member o• tne ;ea m has to be n a re evant 
post on and watch ng the back of another 
There are sever a partiCular vanetles of the 
n'ected that speoa 1se 1n sow1ng confusion 
t"e '-~unter N I ma<e qu1ck stea th strikes 
from h1d1ng, the Boomer w1ll olind allies and 
spread Infected-attract ng muck around, 
wh1le the Smoker will s1mply pluck a team 
member from the group w1th their prehens11e 
tongues and cut tnem off w1th smog Every 
t me a comrade falls, your team s1mp1y has to 
refocus on saving them -because w1th four 
1t's hard enough, but the descent after that 1s 
lightn1ng fast 

Tne game s fJII of other features - the 
opportulllty to play as one of the 1nfected, 
set-p1ece battles of real qual1ty, and a vanety 
of enwonments - but 1t comes down very 
simoly to the sheer fun of the co-operative 
expenence against a relentless foe. Left 4 
Dead's 'Tiar<edly d lferent from the f1eld 1t's 
up aga1nst, and is shap1ng up to be a taut 
and focused experience that could stand 
apart from the more obv,ous FPS 
sensauons at the eno of 2007. 

The infected horde can stream out of any 
nearby opening and quickly surround your 
position - 1n any location within the levels. 
you're vulnerable to a sudden rush attack 

FORMAT· 360, PC 
PUBliSHER: VALVE 
DEVElOPER: TURTLE ROCK STUDIOS 
ORIGIN: us 
RHEA5E; AUTUMN 

OM of ~ft 4 DNtfs most 
atmospneric and useful 
features is the voice system, 
where each character 
automatically snouts certain 
cues, from a simple 
'Infected!' or 'Reloading' to 
calling in a rescue chopper. 
As well as this, you can see 
tne position of eacn of your 
teammates through walls 
when in the same building, 
and instantly notice if 
they've been felled or 
attacked by the Infected. lt 
suits the tension and co-op 
mechanic of the g.-.me 
extremely well, particularly 
as you'll have to react to 
new threats on the fly 
rather than planning ahead, 
and will often be too 
focused on simply getting 
together to fight tne 
infected to monitor your 
own character's situation. 
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FORMAT: Wii 
PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 

DEVELOPER: ARIKA 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: OUT NOW (JAPAN), TBA(UK) 

___ .. .., Forever Blue 
Octopus's garden 
sadly not included 

Th~ ~nvironments are brilliantly realised, from the delicat~ surfac~ lighting to th~ t~chnicolor corals that 
lie beneath the waves. With b~haviour patt~rns accurately replicated, the animals are fascinatingly alien 

F 
orever Blue's predecessor, Everblue, 
was somewhat of a UFO on the PS2 
radar when released in 2 001, a 

drvmg game with a collecting and trading 
e emen; at liS heart and a diverting change 
o: pace. Forever Blue has the same concept, 
but thew; has gl\ien it a new lease of life. 

The 1ncorporavon of the entire system 
is thoughtful, from SWJmming with the 
Remote, chang:ng d•rect•on with a flick, to 
being the first game to use the SD card port 
so that you can play your favourite MP3s 
while exploring. Best of all, there's the option 
to explore with a friend us1ng Wlfi, and 
there's an unden1able peacefulness to moving 
slowly through the vast blue, simply 
watching the world go by. 

Forever Blue is interesting because of 1ts 
focus on an experience rather than an A-to-B 
progression. The player swims through a 
variety of environments in the South Pacific, 
exploring caves, sunken ships and coral reefs, 
and finding marine life. Depending on the 
type of fish or mammal, you may be able to 
interact with it, such as patting a dolphin 
(which you can become friends with and 

---·~ Burnout Paradise 

FORMAT: 360, PS3 
PUBLISHER: EA 

DEVELOPER: CRITERION 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: TBA 

Although the cities can initially look 
like faithful recreations of a sane road 
system~ driving on them quickly reveals a 
raft of hidden ramps, stunt locations and 
obstacles just begging to be eKploited 
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Looking for adventure, and 
whatever comes our way 

nvmg madly and badty has always 0 been the core of Burnout the series 
that positively re1nforces play1ng 

chicken with oncoming traff•c a no 
performing spectacular 'takedown' 
manoeuvres on your fellow dnvers. The first 
for the current generation of conso es 
(barring the 360 port of BurnoUt Revenge) is 
looking to keep that core of recklessness 
within an open structure bUilt to surround an 
ad-hoc attitude to street racing. 

Set in Paradise City, the game leiS you 
explore, race and crash your way around a 
seamless play area w1th no loading times or 
even menus, where beginning races is as 
easy as pulling up next to a like-minded car 
on the same road. lt's a bold move in the 
on line arena. but the emphasis is still on 
spectacular stunts and ridiculously fast 
racing, all flashed up on screen (such as 
'closest near miss') and logged on your 
'Burnout License' . 

In terms of the stylings and graphical 
polish, the game is still Burnout through and 
through. Cars are slick and shiny when 
pristine, and the slow-motion crash 

ani mat ions are, as ever. better than life: as 
you plough into barriers, the game shows 
the vehicle crumpling like an accordion as 
shards of glass and metal fly all over. 

Burnout Paradise, pretty as it is, looks 
e)(actly like you'd expect, but that will do 
nothing to deter fans. Whether it is 'just' 
another instalment in the series or a new 
beginning in the new generation rests very 
much on those promised innovations ~ 
in the online formula. ~ 

Forever Blue definitely has a lighter side to the peaceful 
exploration of the oceans, from aquariums to a rookery 
of p~nguins on th~ well·scrubbed decks of your boat 

train), or simply float and observe their 
behaviour - whereupon the game will offer 
useful tidbits like the scientific name of the 
species. For a more structured exploration, 
there is the option of a job as a diving guide 
which offers missions such as exploring an 
area or photographing all 288 types of fish 
all logged in your journal, which will surely 
become a matter of personal pride to see 
complete. The boundless main has 
rarely looked so inviting. 

The game looks great, particularly in its use of lighting 
effects. Unfortunately, you can only really appreciate 
them as your car smashes into a wall in slow motion 



Rock Band 
Don't lean on me, man, 'cos 
you can't afford the peripherals 

T 
11an.:: you. bedroom. you 'e been a 
g'eat aud,ence Gu :ar Hero's one 
of those t1tles that •t ·s hard to 

remember not be1ng able to play. though 1t's 
only a sca'lt :wo years s nee the re ease of 
the ong1nal. But w.tn i'le de~e opment of the 
thlfd m the senes handed over to Ne•ersoft, 
Harmonix has been 'ree to concentrate on 
the game that 11'11 hera d ~ ~e ne(t s·ep 
Gul!ar Hero was always a •ar.:ast~ea ly gu ;y 
pleasure solo but an unstoppab e not &n 

company, so the progress on of the proven 
formula to mult pla)er n l?ock Band makPS 
complete sense 

More than any otner game. Rock Band IS 
about the 1nput. The gu1tar penpherals are 
we1ght er. look much closer :o a real gUitar 
and have severa new tweaks ~l:e eo our of 
the lret buttons IS now d1splayed on me S1de 
of the peripheral's neck rather than under 
your fmgers, and \he co cured frets are 
reproduced in slightly smaller form at the 
base of the neck. The former makes 1t eas er 
to check the relat1ve pos1tion of your f1ngers 
and the latter, though not yet seen in use, 

If writing about music is like whistling 
about sex. then writing about still 
sueens of Rock Band can seem similarly 
nnilt The visuals take a distinct back 
seat to the rest of the game, but do look 
SUitably spruced up from 360 Guitar Hero 
and. to be fa ir. the nsthetic is great for 
distonct rodt di<he personalities 

allows n1mble fmgerwork for solos Without 
the necessrty of strumm1ng The drumk1t 
cons1sts of four drums. a foot pedal for 
bass. and drur•"t cks. and have the aura 
synchromoty ~ ~ ·ne onscreen aL..I()(I tha; 
15 a Har:noniX :.rade...,ar as well as se .-era 
solo oppor.un ues wtth n each song. These 
ns:.rurrems work n the way we 'e come :o 
expect. w.-~ a vertJCa sera of no' PS cowards 
a play ne. and each has a un Que oonus 
factor the lead gu1tar can, of course, use 
star power; the bass guitar can get into a 
'bass groove' w1th a score multiplier higher 
than any other Instrument. and the drums 
get a chance for freeform fills. 

As well as the instruments. there's the 
microphone for budd1ng Bowies. which has 
1ts own qUiet 1nnovations As well as 
free form vocal sections for your own 
lungbursters, it can recogn1sc phonemes as 
well as rhythm and pitch wh1ch essentially 
means the end of SmgSrar·style humm,ng 
and demands actual s1ng ng. 

The only barrier to world dommatlon IS 
an nev1taoly h1gh pnce·tag for the 'uil group 

The grungy feel of Gu•t.tr Hero's aestheha carries over 
into Roclc Band, though the songs will be as mainstream 
as you like. The tracks available will be updated weekly 
on eM!~ console's ~IWOI1c. and will 1ndude full albums 

of penpnera s. a though th1s shou d be 
m1t1gated by the opt1on to buy as much or as 
little as 1s needed. wh1 e the abli1ty to use 
your o d 360 Gurtar Hero control er IS a 
welcome bonus. The feeling remains. 
however, that on line will take a d1stant back 
seat to real world co-op, and 1t may feel a 
little hollow to buy the game w1thout a least 
a couple of peripherals. But that unavOidable 
problem of cost apart, it 's very hard to see 
anythmg wrong w1th Rock Band as a game 
or a concept For those o' us who can : play 
a rea 'nstrument, a 1d even those who can, 
the next big g1g IS JUSt around the 
corner Drum roll, please 

The layout should be immediately familiar 
to fans of HarmoniX1S previous work, each 
scrolling bar, from left to right respectively, 
representing lead guitar, drums and bass 
guitar, while the vocals float separately 

f0RI'o4AT· 360, PS) 
PUBLISHER: EA 
OEVElOPfR HARMONIX 
OR GIN US 
RElEASE: WINTER 2007 

Rock Band has room for 
licences: dozens of them. 
This should mean that 
pretty much every possible 
taste of music Is catered for, 
and confirmed tracks so far 
include Bowie's Suffragette 
City, The Who's Won't Get 
Fooled Again and Blue 
Oyster Cult's Don't Fear the 
Reaper, and we won't 
mention The Hives or 
Weezer. Even the guitar is 
licensed: specifically, it's a 
Stratocaster. Your rock·god 
avatar can also be built 
from scratch and customised 
before being unleashed 
online.Thelevelof 
customisation has not yet 
been shown, although if 
the chance to perform 
Fon.l-esque palntjobs on 
your beautiful, tender 
instrument isn't included 
then colour us melancholy. 
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The Medal of Homer level 
begins with either Bilrt or 
Homer falling into the 
level a la M«<al Of Honor: 
Airborne. After landing In 
the French village, German 
youngster Uter throw5 a 
rock at one of their 
windows and the entire 
population surrenders. All 
very PC. Your first objective 
in the lev.t is thus to 
prevent the French from 
surrendering by stealing 
their white flags, whkh 
are carried by hand, stick 
out of windows and display 
on roofs. Yet there is some 
superficiality: the term 
'parody' was effortlessly 
bandied around by the 
developers, yet Medal 
Of Honor, an FPS. simply 
can't be 'parodied' in 
thirdperson. The game will 
work well as a series of 
game·themed thirdperson 
levels, but those looking 
for any sort of truly 
in-depth de<onstruction 
of what makes certain 
games great shouldn't be 
under any illusions. 

The Simpsons Game 
Another extension of the media empire 
means Matt Groening's raking in the doh 

T 
ake a deep breath before ~ne nex~ 
sentence The Simpsons Gar.-:e ooks 
hke 1t could acrually be qu :e good 

Desp1te there be•ng more than 20 )ears o' 
S•mpsons culture 1n vanous forms. ti'ere as 
never been a great videogame based around 
the characters - not even the genenc s de
scrolling arcade game, and def1Mely not Bart 
Vs The Space Mu cants. it's not diffiCult to 
pinpo nt why 1t's never translated we 
developers have preferred to shoehorn the 
licence mto a game rather than creat ng a 
game around the characters 

In ~h1s sense, at ea5', Ti'e 5 mosons 
Game 1S a masterstroke ~nanKS ~o one s1mple 
touch they know they're 1n a game. S1m1lary 
to the Treehouse o" Horror ep1sodes. th1s 
premise •s the scaffold•ng for a host of 
parod•es of classiC games Within the context 
of the S1mpsons universe. The game's 
ep1sodes can be accessed from a central 
Spring field hub, and their titles range from 
the inspired to the groanworthy: Bartman 

Ne.dloss to say. this is tho Shadow of 
tho Colossal Oonut level, featuring the 
Lard Lad mascot chasing Bart and 
H~r - and a SOTC·style resolution 

Beg ns. Medal of Homer and Shadow of the 
Colossal Donut beirg three of :he 'ormer In 
each level the characters are dressed 
accord ng to theme, a'ld the emphass s on 
homage and mockery of games and gam•ng 
cli ture 1n general. There are numbered 
Co ectable Game Cliches, for examp e. wh1le 
on the waterfront you'll pass a banner 
advert•s•ng God of Wharf's hot clam chowder 
wh ~ f1ght1ng off ki ler zomb1e dolph,ns 

Bu' perhaps the greatest ach1evement of 
the game are the visuals. The graph cs are 
remarkab e 1n mot•on, and supersede any 
previOUs cartoon-to-game atternp: by some 
diStance -1ndeed, EA boasts o' :nree 
separate and patented te<:nno og es a lovvlng 
th s f del ty to the source matena As VI ell as 
OC<Ing good static, the camera effort essly 
g •dE's nto moments of v1sua cleverness 1n 
keep•ng with the game's feel m a sectiOn 
where Usa has to cross a nver, the v1ew 
qu1ckly switches to an overhead perspect•ve 
that s 1mmed1ately reminiscent of Frogger. 

The game looks closer than 
any ever has to Springfield's 
unlquoly vib"nt world, and 
the levels move from Grand 
Thoft Stratchy (left) to the 
outskirts (below), where Mr 
Burns Is turning all of the 
town's trees Into toothpicks 

The Simpsons' version of Kratos can be seen in the 
background above. a level ~t on Sprlngfield pier 
complete with Kang. Kodos •nd kllltr dolphins 

A: one po1nt in another level, a door leads 
to a secret area that •s perfect WolfensrE>m 
-except in th•s case 1t •s 'Hoofenste•n', 
complete w1th farmyard Naz1 1magery. 

The game is packed w1th these incidental 
in·Jokes. and thanks to the SS minutes of 
original cartoon and Cinematics w1thin the 
game, all voiced by the Simpsons cast, 
promises to be full of humour. Desp1te the 
geek styl,ngs, there is obviously hope that 
The Simpsons Game can be a truly 
mainstream success, and to th1s end there •s 
co-oo throughout each level features ~o 
cha•acters from the fam1ly, and players can 
drop 1n and out as requ red. Each character 
has the1r own part1cular style of play Bart 
can change m to Bartman and use zip-lines 
and his slingshot, Homer turns m to a fat ball 
which can negot1ate ramps and fla tten foes, 
while Lisa proves surpnsingly powerful with 
her 'Hand of Buddha' power wh1ch allows 
rearrangement of the world from top-down. 

Gaming's fourth wall has been broken 
many times, frorP Monkey Island to Paper 
Mano. ou: rare y wtth so much gee. There's 
a lot to be see" yet. and the game looks 
worryingly superfiCial n certa1n asoects 
but. remarkably, th1s has a chance of ~ 
being worthy of 1ts irsp11at10n. ~ 



Heavenly Sword 
Despite the approaching release date, this long-awaited 
PS3 exclusive is still a little reticent t o show its hand 

N 
ariko st 11 flips and leaps wtth grace, 
still slashes and snaps opponents 
with horr fy1ng force- but ot's 

easy to wonder tf the game's protracted 
deve1op11em has left the t tie chasmg the 
zettgetst. rather than eadmg t Act1on 
Cinema's obsess on wtth ballet1c w1re-fu has 
now exp.red, W1th parkour rap1dly becommg 
its ubiqu1tous replacement Although 1t's 
premature to say that games have moved on 
too, there are definitely plenty of titles 
already filling the space that Heavenly Sword 
would like to dominate God Of War 
provided some similarly stylish high-fantasy 
slashing fare and managed to spawn a 
sequel too, all in the t1me Heavenly Sword 
has been in development. 

This sa1d, the contnbultOns made to 
Heavenly Sword by CG-puppeteer and actor 
Anoy Serkts st1llleave opt mtsm that the 
game will be brought cons derab e c ass 
through its swpt as much as through ts 
sett,ng and act,on A.tnough prev ew code 
suggests that, graph ea ly, the game s 
beg,nn ng to slide from tne absolute cutt ng 
edge, 1t is still dnven by a cogent and 

As Nariko unleashes twirling death, her hair floats around her 
with the weightlessness of vapour. Much of the game has this 
uncanny beauty to it, consciously avoiding a pursuit of realism 

enticmg art direction- and mechanical ly, 
the f1ght ng is surely no less entertaining. 
The diviston of the combat style into three 
stances- speed, range and power- offsets 
the button-mash,ng with a degree of 
cons oerat on Enem es br e' ly !lash the 
colour assoc.a~eo w:m each sia"ce be'ore 
• ey a~..acl(. lflCIC.r:1g ~0 V. n C" ~ne)' Wl De 

most vu ;J€rao e 
!.no· ~er n ce ~oucr IS ~e ao ty tO PlC!.. 

up weaoor1s O( "C~ :1a~ dropped by 

your er:emes aoo hu~ ~e:n. ;;er.· y s;eer ng 
ti'e pro,ect e woogh me a r Bu· ·nere VIlli 

need to be more than a few n1ce touches 
to set Heavenly S•vord apart from ts 
competnors, and With so tt e bemg shown 
thrs close to the re ease date concerns are 
natura ly ns ng as to whether the t1t e Will 
be able to live up to tts ong1nal 
announcement as the p1nnacle of 
(then) next·generauon amb•t,ons. 

Mercenaries 2: World In Flames 
Pandemic cranks up the destruction while paying 
respect to a different type of green awareness 

ne origmal Mercenar es was an T accomplished shooter that quiCkly 
established 1tself as a cult favounte, 

but 1t was always a bnlliant sequel waiting to 
happen rather than a home run. The universe 
was robust, but the action Within it seemed 
somehow arbitrary - 1n one sense. a perfect 
reflect• on of a mercenary's life. on the other 
a frustratmg game mooel. 

A recent playable demo of the sequel 
gave the player a rocket launcher. an assault 

The effects of gratuitous fire 
with big weapons can be 
delightful, as cars bum and 
buildings tremble - and that 
helicopter's next on the list 

nfle, and free re•gn The developers cla m 
that almost every b1t of scenery seen, from 
foliage to buildings. w1ll be destructible - and 
there wi ll. of course. be both civ1lian and 
enemy structures for demolition. To assist 
w1th the latter, air-stnkes can be called m and 
vanous tools and vehicles can be bought 
(your actions are contmually rewarded w1th a 
flow of the mighty dollar), but they all boil 
down to vary1ngly expens1ve ways of creatmg 
a b1g bang Veh1cles can be hiJacked w1th 
QTEs. gam1ng's current bu et·t1me, which 
may grow t1red over eltlended play 
a1though With over 200 ava1lable the veh cle 
roster surely won t 

New features mclude onhne co-op. the 
ab1l1ty to establ sh your own mercenary 
company and some •mprovements to the first 
game's nagg ng flaws: your merce~ary can 
now S\'lllm, for example, rather than s mp y 
drown1ng Mercenaries 2 looks. at th s stage. 
like a lot of big dumb fun: concentrat ng on 
dnving and explOSIOns wh1le adapt1ng a 
notous co-op a la Crackdown could be what 
elevates the game from a singular 
detonat•on to a repeat1ng blast. 

FORMAT: PSl 
PUBLISHER: SCEE 
DEVElOPER NINJA THEORY 
ORIGI~ UK 
RELEASE SEPTEMBER 
PREVIOUSLY IN E164 

1111. 111111111, , 

FORMAT: 360, PC, PSl 
PUBLISHER: EA 
DEVEtOP:R: PANDEMIC 
ORIGIN· US 
RElEASE: WINTER 2007 
PREVIOUSLY IN Et6l 

The environments of the original could 
sometimes seem a little sterile, but 
Mercenaries 2 promises a level of detail 
within its extensive range that should 
bring some real personality into conflict 
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White Gold 
Will the irrepressibly ambitious Deep Shadows 
be able to rein in all of its ideas this time? 

Y ou may remember Deep Shadows' 
last effort, Bo1lmg Point: Road To Hell 
(E 151 ), m which the developer's near 

unat c level of amb1t1on completely 
outstnpped 1ts ability to actually make a 
work,ng game. lt deserves cred1t for creatmg 
an entirely open world back when open 
worlds were a fresh idea, but the developers 
really d stmguished themselves by then 
comprehensively undoing any goodwill 

Boiling Poin(s bugs included flying 
jaguars and being able to blow up a 
police station with a single crossbow 
bolt.lel's hope that there's more 
commitment to QA this time around 

engendered by th1s achievement through 
abysmaltmp ementat,on and a relentless 
torrent of bugs 

Wh1te Gold 1s a sequel pulled from the 
same mould; a free-roam1ng ftrstperson 
shooter-cum-RPG set 1n a tropical 
enVIronment f1lled With mult.ple warnng 
factions. You'd th1nk that Deep Shadows 
would be mak1ng good on the prev1ous 
game's faults- pnmanly ns1ng from an 
overabundance of 1deas and a lack of quality 
con trol - but, cons1denng that an early trader 
shows the player riding on the back of a 
shark, the •nd,cations are that the team IS st1ll 
no less compulSively scattershot m 1ts 
approach to game design. 

In fact, Deep Shadows has had so many 
ideas that t's had to spl1t them between two 
games- Wh1te Gold for the fans of semi
rea -world, free-roam,ng, banana-·epubhc, 
shark-surf1ng insurge:1t act1on, and The 
Precursors (see be ow) for those who want 
essent1ally the same forma: but set 1n space, 
thus extend1ng even further the range of 
Deep Shadows' man1acal creat vty 

The developers have always drNen 

The Precursors 

One big improvement with the engine is evident in 
the vastly improved loading times. which SH<n almost 
instantaneous. The game's environments aren't up to 
Crysis' standard. but they do a fine job all th~ sam~ 

towards maxtmum player freedom, with a 
bafflingly inconsistent and sometimes 
unnecessary obsess1on w1th mmutlae, and 
that looks I ke'y to be replicated here. But 
although tap ng together as many 1deas as 
possible imo a messy bundle does not make 
for a good game, what really matters IS that 
at east some of these 1deas are actually 
hnrshed. With a htt e under half a year left 
in development, hopefully Deep Shadows 
will stop adding features to the game 
and focus on ensunng that the ones ~ 
a ~ready there work. ~ 

Not content with one free-roaming world, Deep 
Shadows makes a solar system full of them 

FORMAT: 360, PC 
PUBLISHER: PlAY TEN 

DEVELOPER: DEEP SHADOWS 
ORIGIN: UKRAINE 

RELEASE: SPRING 2008 

The Precursors isn't ashamed to borrow 
ideas- every staple sci-fi environment 
is accounted for here: ruddy Martian 
wildernesses, Tatooine-esque dust· 
bowls. and planets covered in plantlife 

T 
hough us1ng essenttally the same 
mterface and core gameplay 
mechan1cs as White Gold (see 

above), The Precursors' sc1-f1 setting opens 
the floodga te~ to Deep Shadows' hyperact1ve 
Imagination ll's attentiOn delicti d1sorder as 
game design the game packs 1n everything 
Wh1te Gold has and then more As well as 
bemg a free-roaming. f,rstperson RPG 
shooter, The Precursors comes coupled with 
an entlfe Freelancer-style spacefl1ght portion. 

it's certa1nly not JUSt a pretttf1ed transport 
sequence, etther- many m1SS1ons w1l take 
place wrolly w1thm th s enwonment. 
However, players more mterested m the 
game's RPG and shooter elements have the 
opt on to opt out of these space-stm secnons 
entlfely and use teleports to trave to and 
from the vanous planets. These worlds offer 
a considerable range of drfferent aesthet,cs, 
show1ng that the eng ne can adequately 
serve a vanety that extends well beyond the 
tropiCaltslands of Wh1te Gold 

Then there are the weapons- as bright, 
mad and w1thout restra1nt as the rest of the 
game. Many are organiC: tendril-covered, 

undulating, gooey things whose ammo IS fed 
to them m the form of cntters you find 
scuttling about the envnonments. 

There's no shortage of ideas; the game 
has mech battles and a trading system With a 
complex circulation of goods, too. No doubt 
much more is in store but, as with all th1ngs 
Deep Shadows. it remams to be seen how 
success'ully implemented it will all be, or 
whether the company's kleptomamac ~ 
des,gn strategy wtll get ahead of 1t. ~ 

lust as you are able to aggressively board your enemies' 
vessels. so they are yours: at some points you may 
find yourself forced to fight off unwelcome visitors 













s one of the few Nintendo Wii 'hardcore' 
games, Metroid Prime 3 has a lot riding 
on its shoulders. it has to provide the 

deep, twisting singleplayer experience that 
exemplifies the series. And it has to demonstrate 
how the hardware's controls can be used for 
more than a spot of light tennis or stir-frying: 
namely the t ight demands of an FPS. 

Metroid Prime 3 certainly accomplishes 
the latter. In fact, the control system has a 
responsiveness and accuracy that no other 
console FPS has possessed. Looking with the Wii 
Remote and moving with the Nunchuck, it's 
fluid and precise, and feels very much like a 
mouse and keyboard setup. The effect is 
especially apparent when using the highest of 
the game's three control sensitivities, which 
removes the deadzone between changing aim 
and the camera following the move. 

The result of this considerable achievement is 
that for all that Metroid Prime 3 visually and 
structurally resembles its two predecessors it's a 
subtly different game. The contrast is implicit 
from the start- the game begins with a 
catsuited Sa m us in the cockpit of her ship before 
she applies her iconic suit. The action switches to 
firstperson w ith an introduction to one of the 
game's new features, a context-sensitive Wii 
Remote-enabled button pressing and fiddling 
system. The cockpit is studded with controls and 
things to play around with- handles that must 
be t wisted to line up moving symbols for 'suit 
calibration', navigation systems to be activated, 
and engines to be engaged with a press of her 
finger. it teaches some of the depth with which 
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This boss is made vulnerable by grappling its 
armour open to expose Its core. The ease of 
triggering the grapple move ensures that the 
battle flows smoothly despite the complexity 
of the other actions necessary for success 

Retro Studios has applied Wii Remote 
functionality, and enact•ng the behaviour of 
Sa m us' hand adds new consistency to the 
experience of interacting with her environment. 

Another difference is apparent when the 
ship turns around from its pos1tion facing empty 
space to discover a GalactiC Federation fleet. For 
in Metroid Prime 3, Samus is no longer alone. 
The entire first section is taken up with a tour 
around the fleet's cap1tal ship, complete with 
interactive NPCs and three other bounty 
hunters. For those familiar with the series' 
peculiar sense of isolation, it's a strange 
experience. As much as it adds flesh to Samus' 

You see a capital ship cut in two like 
a scene from Star Wars1 nothing like 

anything seen in a previous Metroid 

story-h~ty as a single-minded bounty through boarding Space Pirates to your ship, 
hunter and her relationship w ith other humans w ith fighters crashing into passageways and 
- it also removes some of what gives Metroid its NPCs putting up clockwork defences against the 
distinctive air. onslaught . The excellent control system beds in, 

lnsteaet--of t he previous Primes' quiet 
drip-feed di!Kovery of their backstories, MP3's 
introductory seCtion uses overt exposition 
through cutscenes,"'!ialogue and minimal 
scanning, to communicate its relatively complex 
scenario. lt seems a virus has infected several of 
the Galactic Federation's organic Als, so Samus 
and the other bounty hunters need to deliver a 
vaccine to them. But the explanation is cut short 
by a Space Pirate attack. Running to the bridge, 

you see a capital ship cut in two by an 
energy beam, fighters dashing all 
around like a scene from Star Wars, 
and certainly noth1ng like anything 
seen in a previous Metroid. 

A tightly scripted sequence 
follows as you fight your way 

and you can consider a series of thoughtful 
options. Apart from setting the deadzone 
between aiming and camera movement, you 



can also choose lock-on types - locking on will 
either fix aim directly on the target or f ix the 
camera on the target and allow free aiming 
around it. The flexibi lity the system affords is 
borne out by being able to play an ad-hoc 
keepy-uppy game by shooting objects on t he 
f loor in the hangar where Sa m us leaves her ship 
at the game's out set, a pursuit that's hard to 
imagine in any other console FPS. 

Following a boss fight against a large Space 
Pirate berserker, the action follows Samus down 
to the surface of Norion, a planet that's also 
under attack and the site of more traditional 
Metroid Prime play: solitary exploration of the 
embattled installat ion. Apart that is from the 
involvement of her fellow bounty hunters, 
who continually cross her path and help her 
accomplish her task of activating three power 
cores to power up a giant gun. Each of them is 
characterised by a specif ic skill and they broadly 
resemble the hunters found in Metroid Prime: 
Hunters on DS - one is able to mimic ot her life 
forms, there's a cybernetic type that rides a 
giant robot, and another that can f reeze 
enemies and ride an ice sl ide through the air. 

The section is something of a rollercoast er 
ride. There's the epic battle with Ridley seen in 
last year's E3 demo, which takes place whi le 

One of MP3's target-shooting thallenges, a grid of enemies that 
slowly advances towards you (left). One by one, the enemies briefly 
drop shields to fire, giving you the oppouunity to destroy them. In 
an early set·piece, three Space Pirates steal a vital power core and 
dodge around a limited area, teaching the need to lod<-on (above) 

This boss, the first in the game, is toweringly 
intimidating, but its large glowing weak 
points provide ample dues as to how to 
defeat it. it's also one of the first times the 
game demands careful aiming and dodging 

From top: The view of the space fleet you see 
at the game's outset; the emergence of Dark 
Sa m us, the game's main nemesis; Samus' fellow 
bounty hunters just before being splattered by 
Dark Sa m us' mysterious phazon-based attack; 
and the introduction of the game's first boss 

falling down a shaft toward the molten core of 
the planet. A fight between the cybernetic 
bounty hunter's mount and a similarly sized 
Berserker Pirate. A phazon-encrusted meteor 
that material ises in space and sets out on a 
coll ision course for the planet. And the 
reappearance of Metroid Prime 2's Dark Sa m us, 
who manages to take out all four bounty 
hunters with some sort of corrupting phazon
powered weapon that seems likely to mean they 
will be returning as bosses later in the game. 

The section also imbues Sa m us with her first 
suit enhancement- the grapple beam. Seen in 
last year's demo, it allows Samus to wrench 
objects f rom t heir f ixings and is activated by 
locking on to an appropriate target, throwing 
out the Nunchuck and pull ing back. it's a 
fantastically physical feature that lends further 
sense of involvement in the environment, even 
if its application can be inconsistent. Only 
specific objects and enemies can be successfully 
grappled - a Space Pirate's shield, for instance, 
or a pile of debris, all denoted by a special icon. 
Its use in battles is therefore enjoyable, even if it 
does less to add new tactical depth than just 
add more t o do. 

Samus also uses one of her new tools, the 
Command Visor, which allows l imited control 
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Visually, ot's hard to see much dolference 
between Metroid Prime 3 and its predecessor!, 
apart from a spot of bloom here and there. 
and more expansive environments. That it 
still frequently looks so beautiful shows how 
successful the series' characteristic style is 
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Grappling a Space Pirate's shield away is 
tremendously satisfying. This section, set on 
an open platform with crates providing cover. 
features an extended series of attacks from 
various forms of your Space Pirate enemies 

over her ship by beong able to order it to fly to a 
restricted set of locations indicated by an icon 
seen through the visor. it's an exciting premise, 
but from its use in the early sections it seems to 
be little more than a glorified save and teleport 
deVIce (by entenng the shrp and flying to 
previously explored ocations), and a somewhat 
crude way of opening up areas by firing its 
powerful guns to create new passages. 

The second section revealed is cal led 
Skytown, a beautiful Chozo structure floating 
in clouds. Composed of various platforms 
connected by rails that must be grappled to 
travel on, it's made from ornate rusting 
metalwork in golds. browns and pinks and 
features clockworky robots that aren't dissimilar 
to Star Wars: Episode One's droids. Indeed, the 
location and palette is rather reminiscent of a 
steampunk-infused Cloud City from The Empire 
Strikes Back, but it's also beautiful, and quite 
unlike any previous Metroid Prime setting. 

Indeed, t he way in which Skytown's 'rooms' 
are connected, often by the rail system, has a 
linearity that's more srmilar to a Zelda dungeon 
- a woven but ultimately straight path from 
start to end - than the usual complexity of a 
Metroid map, full of blind alleys, backtracks 
and crossing paths. 

The rail system also underlines another 
aspect of Metroid Prime 3- an emphasis on 
shooting. Speeding along the rails, you need 
to shoot gates open in front of you and take 
out patterns of enemies as if playing an 
on-rails shooter. The Norion section includes 
flying enemies arranged in advancing grids that 
are only vulnerable to fire one at a time. The 
enemy count seems increased overall, with 
Space Pirate attacks, swarms of bugs and the 
battle w ith Ridley, which is a gruelling assault 
on the t humb, and they're positioned in such a 
way that they're less easy to bypass than in 
the previous games. 

The decision certainly showcases the '!Ualities 
of the new control system- t he mini shooting 
tasks exploit the Wii Remote's accuracy well. 
If Metroid Prime 1 and 2's slow, methodical 
focus on exploration has much to do with their 
atypical control system, then it's in many ways 
logica that Retro has allowed the Wii Remote 
to define the focus of Metroid Prime 3. Though 
the greater emphasis on action might be seen 
to take away what made its predecessors so 
fresh in a generation so rnundated with 
firstperson games, the subtle way it's been 
implemented- organically rather t han overtly 
set into the environments- ensures that it still 
feels true to its lineage. 

In fact, where Metroid Prime 3 seems to 
diverge from the Prime format the most is in 
its new 'epic' feel Its story is bumped up and 
made more explicit, and there's a much greater 
sense of the universe around Sa m us. Battles 
rage around her and other bounty hunters 
prove themselves to be as lethally capable as 
she is: not only is she no longer alone, but she's 
no longer the alpha female. The danger is that 
the subtle myth and mystery that did so much 
to drive progression through Metroid Prime 3's 
predecessors wil l be eroded. 

Hopefully, the later game wi ll recapture 
some of the heavy, lonely atmosphere that 
the early sections seem to lack. lt would 
certainly be a shame for this game, one that has 
clearly had such intelligent and careful attentior 
lavished upon its exemplary cont rol system, 
to end up becoming more l ike something its 
adventuring forebears were always at such 
pains to avoid - just another story-based 
shooter. The early game proves one thing 
we always suspected, however: the Wii 
Remote can provide one of the best 
firstperson cont rol systems around. 



Where Metroid Prime 3 seems to 
diverge from the Prime format 

the most is in its new 'epic' feel 

The winding rail system (left} that you u!le to travel between locations 
in Skytown features fast·paced shooting of gates and enemies to avoid 
being knocked off, though it only costs a small health penalty to restart 

,1 A 
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ORL.D BLEAKLY AMUSING WO 

A 
matter of jubilation to some, trepidation to 
ot hers, Bethesda Softworks' acquisition of 
the violent roleplaying franchise Fallout back 

in 2004 has caused contention amongst :ts legions of 
avid fans, filling their still-thriving web communities 
with vitriol, fervour and wild speculation in equal 
parts. Finally, the fruits of Bethesda's labours have 

to light, and although those dogmatically 
III~IPI)It!lll!d~IQ t he company's involvement with their 

r.nu~·: c.~~o'.U!< will probably never be appeased, 
e fans should find much to reassure 

has diligently resurrected the 

spirit of Fallout- and, further, they should be 
impressed by how the developer has stayed so 
faithful to the past whde contributing some 
considerable innovations. 

Though easy to mock, at's also hard to begrudge 
the fans1 preciousness about Fa''out. lt's a series that 
justifies its devoted following; Black Isle Studios. 
now defunct, created a world that placed startlingly 
few limitations on your interaction with it and yet, 
miraculously, somehow delivered depth and humour 
in each of your decisions. Driven by a unique art 
style, Fallout was set in an ingeniously realised vision 

of a post-apocalyptic America as it might have 
been imagined in the 1950s- an irradiated 
wasteland juxtaposed with the can-do jollity of 
the Cold War era's civil protection booklets; a 
World of Tomorrow optimism wittily undercut 
by the horror of survival in what has become a 
desolate and brutal world. 

Fallout 3, in this respect. is faithful to its 
predecessors. "We've carried through all the major 
themes and design decisions from the previous 
games," says lead artist lstvan Pely. "Like, for 
example, the combinat ion of futuristic technology 



ASSISTED 
AGRESSION 

Whether or not Bethesda would 
choose to stay true to the first two 
games' turn-based combat has 
been a matter of vigorous 
speculation. "I think the biggest 
question about the game is what 
we are doing in relation to 
combining guns and roleplaylng," 
says Howard. Bethesda's answer 
is elegant. The Vault-Tee Assisted 
Targeting System allows the player 
to pause the game at any point, 
cycle through possible targets, and 
queue up shots. balancing the 
number of action points you have 
against those required by each 
weapon. Equally, you can play the 
entire game like a firstperson 
shooter, although the VATS system 
gives you a degree of control that 
many of the more frantic "~•-';'fth, ... ,,, 

t--.:w.:.;i:::ll.:.require 





"THE WAY WE'RE DOING I~ IT NEEDS 
END, AND IT FEELS GOOD. BUT IT'S STI 
A GAME WHERE YOU CAN WANDER" 



A common complaint about 
Oblivion was the way in which 
your foes' abilities escalated in 
tandem with your own, creating 
bizarre situations in which mere 
bandits were equipped with the 
finest enchanted armour. 

"A creature is a creature is our 
motto for Fallout,• says Howard. 
"He's going to have the same 
health at level one as he does 
when you're level 20. There are a 
few areas where you get locked 
in, and those areas balance more 
for your level - you need to be able 
to survive it and not have to step 
back to an old save game. • 

Once an area has been adjusted 
to your level, ho-ver, it remains 
in that state. "If you leave and 
come bad! at a higher level. it's 
ass-whoopl119 time,· laughs" 
ttow.nt. "111e,."5 stlU an element of 
lewllldjustlnent. but_.,. ~ 
01t llle - scale as OIJIJvfon. • 
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There's always room for improvement, like The 
Grisly Grotto level improving from 45s to 23s over 
eight years, but one level can stand for Quake 
speed running writ large. The Elder God Shrine 
began in QDQ as a highly respectable 1m 21s by 
Yonaton Donner. lt was discovered that a slope 
jump could be used at the very start of the level 
to skip an entire section, and Donner duly 
improved his time to 57s. Various tips and tricks 
have emerged since the latter became the optimal 
route, mostly involving grenade jumping, which 
meant the run was being cut down and down, 
alternate routes being planned to obtain extra 
health for more grenade jumps, and now the 
current record is held by one Peter Horvarth at a 
stunning 33s. it's begging for someone to claim it 
can't be beaten - just what runners specialise in. 





Perhaps the greatest unintended game trick is 
Quake's rocket Jump. A quirk of id's physics 
engine in which the player's velocity changed 
when they were hurt. the rocket jump allows 
players to significantly increase their jumping 
height by firing a well-aimed blast below their 
feet. adding a layer of strategy between your 
health and the optimum route. lt's a delightful 
by-product of gaming logic that. rather than 
your feet dosintegrating as the blast shudders 
up your burning spine, this allows you to 
negotiate environmenu faster at the expense of 
a few hit point.s. and it immediately became de 
rigeur (along with its uglier younger brother, 
bunnyhopping) for any serious speed runner. 



The early Doom speed running community was 
something like a boy scout meeting, with badges 
given out for specific feats and a spirit of 
achievement at any level. The Doom Honorific 
Titles website allowed players to lay claim to an 
award In several categories by submitting videos 
to the site's judges. There was Tyson, where you 
had to beat a level on Ultraviolence setting killing 
all monsters using only your fists and a pistol; 
Pacifist, which required killing no more monsters 
than was necessary to complete the level; 
Schwarzenegger, which entailed completing the 
game on Ultraviolence with no deaths or saves; 
and Reality, finishing a level on Ultraviolence with 
all kills and no damage taken. lt fostered 
specialists in each area that would go on to 
become speed running demons, thanks in part 
to its leaderboards, and Doom maintains a 
healthy speedrunning community today. 
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Edge's most played 

Colin McRoe: DIRT 

learning the kinks and qu•rks of 
every track has never ~n so 
enticing - but then few games 
have offered tracks ,..ahsed w•th 
quite as much detail and character. 
~. COOEMASTtRS 

Halo 2 

There's fierce competition for 
Ascension's sniper positions and 
Lockout's pulpits of power as we 
return to the lord of multiplayer 
in anticipation of its successor. 
XBOX. MICROSOFT 

Pokemon Diamond/Pearl. 

Sinnoh has been explored - but 
when your Poked ex isn't even half· 
full, have you seen anything? Time 
to make friends in the office and 
sheepishly trade. Too good for kids. 
OS. "'I"'TINOO 

Saturday night et the movies 
Is it the final cut for movie licences? 

umrner may oe q ,/et for 
games, out n tne world o! 
moVIes Its b OCKOuster 

season. Big-budget f i ms r ke 
Spider-Man 3 ~ransformers and 
Pirates Of The Caribbean 3 have 
publicity juggernauts, and part 
of these merchandising strategies 
are the same ropey old games. 

lt's easy to see w hy developers 
fall over themselves for the rights 
to a blockbuster: it's a cast-iron way 
to guarantee an investment return. 
A glance at the charts shows the 
above plus Harry Potter, Shrek The 
Third and Fantastic Four: Rise Of 
The Silver Surfer, but even older 
names like Rocky Balboa and 300 
are still some of the PSP's biggest 
sellers. But of these eight games, 
perhaps one- Harry Potter- is of 
an above-average standard. 

They might seem to be suffering 
from their timetables, with both 
Spider-Man 3 and Transformers 
noticeably incomplete, but this 
doesn't excuse more fundamental 
problems, and both are even 
descendants of superior titles from 
the previous generation. Is it that 
developers don't care enough 
about the source materials to make 
rewarding interactive experiences? 
After al l, fans wil l forgive anything 
for w ish fulfilment - swing l ike 

Sp1der-Man, fly like Superman, 
punch like Rocky- in which case 
they'll accept a mediocre game 
w1th appropriate character skins. 

But these games· focus on 
superf1c1ahty 1s the very reason so 
few of them are even close to 
average - they never attempt to go 
beyond styling As this month's 
review notes, Transformers 
epitomises this, bookending its 
l imp, restri cted battles w ith 
cutscenes featuring action that 
is impossible in-game. These 
cutscenes don't support 
Transformers: they're being used as 
a crutch, to hide the limitations of 
a game hamstrung by linearity and 
crippled by an absence of solutions 
to its widespread des1gn problems. 

Fi lms take place over a period of 
a few hours. Videogames don't, 
and they've been around long 
enough that their unique strengths 
are obvious: they must be treated 
as a mode of expression rather 
than more pieces of merchandise. 
Developers must be allowed to 
create an expansive universe that 
cinema can only hint at, rather 
than crushing their vision into 
celluloid's limits. We need games to 
be weightier alternatives to good 
popcorn fa re rather than 
anaemic afterthoughts. 

86 Zelda: Phantom Hourglass 
os 

88 Blue Dragon 
360 

90 Transformers 
360, PC. PS2, PS3, Wi1 

91 Odin Sphere 
PS2 

92 Osu! Tatakae! Ouendan 2 
os 

93 Monster Madness: 
Battle For Suburbia 
~.PC 

94 Exit 2 
PSP 

94 Hour Of Victory 
360 

95 Tenchu Z 
360 

96 Calling All Cars 
PSJ 

96 Ghost Recon Advanced 
Warfighter 2 
PC 

97 Anno 1701 
os 

97 More Brain Training 
From Or Kawashima: 
How Old Is Your Brain? 
os 
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Ph.lntom Hourglass is so exquosne to play 
that its equally exquosott looks end up as a 
mere footnote ll's easily the most h.lndsome 
and mostte<hnically sophiSticated OS game, 
and an extremely welcome return for Wind 
Wake;s cartoon style and peerless animation 
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elda games don't often take the 
form of an explicot, chronologiCal 
sequel When they do 1t usually 

IndiCates a restlessness, a desore to break 
free of the senes' ntuals and fond out what 
happens next The last was when Ma1ora's 
Mask appended a dark coda to Ocarma's 
stra t·•dced epic. But though Phantom 
Hourglass revoves the innocent hogh-seas 
adventure of The Wind Wa~er. ot ta<es no 
such ns~s- and small wonder. lt IS, after a I, 
the flfs: Zelda on Nontendo's most successiul 
system on years. and ten m1ll on sa es o' New 
Super Mano Bros have alreaay shown the 
value of bnng1ng old formulae to new hands 
So we get a pnncess m pent - Zelaa, on her 
guose as Tetra the plfate. s sponteo away by a 
haunted shop - and a focuseCl spnnt through 
seven cungeons to save her 

But that 1sn't the whole picture. Quite 
unlike the po ished tradotiOnallsm of the DS 
versoons of Mario Bros and Mano Kart, 
Phantom Hourglass s a game completely 
remoulced by ots platform it ach1eves the 
deep, all-encompassing synthesis woth the 
host hardware that Nmtendo's des1gners are 
famous for, but hadn't yet attempted woth 
the doosyncratoc feat.;res o' the a 1-thongs
to-al -men DS. lt 1s an mstonct1ve, ongenious 
JOY to play for every monute, and rt sets a 
new gold standard for game mterface des gn 
on any platform. 

Though .t boasts vtbrant, solid 3D 

~ lt achieves the deep, all-encompassing synthesis 
"...., with the host hardware that Nintendo's designers 

ore famous for, but hadn't yet attempted with os 

The game can be controlled exclusively with the stylus. 
but four buttons are used as shortcuts. The sheer 
elegance of Phantom Hourglass' scheme inspires hopes 
that Nintendo will one day nail Wii controls so perfectly 

graphics m the Wmd Waker ve1n, Phantom 
Hourglass is viewed woth an angled top
down perspective, ar d for the most part 
designed exactly like the 2D games m the 
senes Link is controlled woth the stylus or 
more accurately, h1s Nav1-style fa rry rs. and he 
runs after it 1f 1t's at the edge of the screen. 
or walks slowly rf rt's nght next to h1m. lt's as 
if an analogue stock radoates out from him, 
and t provides even more sensotive and 
precose onput. Wothin monutes of play, the 
•dea of gomg back to a D-pad seems 
untrunkab e, the reason all DS games haven't 
been made thos way unfathomable. 

To open a chest, press a sWitch or talk to 
someone. just tap on t and lrnk w 11 scamper 
up and get ousy. To throw a bomb or a1m 
an arrow. hold a shoulder button to arm ot, 
tap wnere you want 1t to go and ot w llland 
wnh unerr•ng accuracy. Sword attacks are 
accomploshed with taps, slashes and crrcles 
so self -explanatory they don't need to be 
deta led. The boomerang follows any course 
you prescribe for it in the alf. The map sots on 
the top screen most of the tome, but pull1t 
down and you can annotate ot by hand, a 



s•mp e stroke of gen•us that would trans'orm 
the Zelda expenence even 1f ot wasn : for the 
brill1ant puzz es that deliberately 1nvol\le thiS 
feature Maps have a ways formed a cruc a , 
' awkward, part of RPGs and adventure 
games, and they have never, ever been better 
Integrated or 1mplemented than th1s 

In that context, the sea-chart-based 
explorat on of an ocean•c overworld, Wmd 
Waker-style, is a perfect f1t it's a much 
more compact body of water than in the 
GameCube game, and rather than needing 
to manipulate the w1nds, you use the stylus 
to plot the course for the paddle-steamer 
Link shares with a cowardly dandy of a sea 
capta n. Freed of the need to steer, en route 
you can pan around the full-3D v1ew and 
engage in cannon battles with enemies. 
1\Jot all of the tedium of seafanng has been 
rei eved - ar1a some of the romance has 
evaporated - but ot's a pleasant change of 
pace, enlivened by a new treasure-salvage 
m•n•game. (AI treasure huntmg 1s opt onal, 
but the search for ne1111 pans w1th wh•ch to 
customise your sh p proves as compuls1ve 
as 1t 1s point ess ) 

The sea also aads a sense of 
expans1veness to what IS, 'n fact, an 
extremely compressed Zelda w1th relatively 
l•ttle Slde-quest,ng a I'd errand-running 1n 1ts 
tiny towns, and only bnef mterludes between 
1ts small, dense. varied and very puzz,e
lnflected dungeons. Of the SIX regular 
dungeons, only the last IS a maJOr challenge, 

but a I are nch n deVIous and de ightful 
•deas tha: explo•t Phantom Hourglass' 
new •nteract•ons to the full and w•thout 
repet uon These SIX are connected by 
mak ng return v1srts to one deep master 
dungeon, tne cast.e of the Sea King. Here 
the t•to ar hourglass comes 1nto play, keep•ng 
lmk alr.e for ever-longer penods 1n its 
DO•sonous purp e m•sts Mist-free areas 
prOVIde total reiuge from the t•ck•ng clock 
and guards' eyes, Without them the return 
v•s•ts, repeated sectoons and t•me-attack 
stealth play would nave erred on the wrong 
s1de of frustration As t stands, t's a 
refresh1ng and clever new des•gn, w thout 
which players would have been r skmg a 
sleepwalk through 20 Zefda convent•on, and 
1t also g fts an excellent I ttle mult player 
mode (see 'Spy versus sp1es'). 

In the context of the Zelda senes, 
Phantom Hourglass 1s a sold but slight y 
hghtwe1ght propos1tion. Arguably, a br sker 
game whiCh trims some des gn fat (dungeon 
compasses and wallets to name twO) •s 
exactl)' what Zelda needs. But in the context 
of the OS catalogue it's a g ant of a game, 
perhaps the best yet, and certa nly the fullest 
express•on of th•s un1oue machme's charms 
Blow'tng dust off a sea-<:hart w1th a puff 1nt0 
the miC. tflangulatmg the positiOn of a secret 
ca1e, snapp•ng the OS shut to transfer a 
stamp •rom one screen to the other, makmg 
notes and plott•ng courses, and above a I 
steer ng tnat mdom1tab1e. rrearess o e I tt e 
hero Wltn such f:aw ess grace a'ld urge~cy
they a I or ng JUst one t~ ng to - 'ld w1th 
Simple, Joyful c an:y- ad.<:'1ture ~ th1S 
greatest o' game ser es :"ere s '10 hrgher 
recommenda:K>n ;.han ma: [9] 

Treasure comes in two forms. Ship parts are randomly assigned and you can end up with dupli<J!tes Crests 
can be used to level·up your three fairies, and choosing which is Link's guide adds powers to his sword 

lt's hard to th.nk of a songle firstparty OS game that 
ha1n t 1nfluenctd Phantom Hourguss in some way, 
froon Brlon Tr•rning to Ammal Crouing.IU willingness 
to borrow os well as onnovate are what make it the 
machone's dtf•n•ng se<ond·gtneration masttrpiece 

Boss battles generate some grandeur by spanning both 
s<reens and, occasionally, shifting the perspective. The 
most memorable encounter sees link face off against an 
invisible enemy whose viewpoint is on the top screen; 
just find yourself, aim towards the camera and shoot 

Spy versus spies 

The keen disappointment of the 
abandonment of a full-fledged OS 
version of Four Swords is relieved 
by Phantom Hourglass' simple 
but taut and h ighly entertaining 
multi player mode. Modelled after 
the stealth sections of the Sea 
King's castle. the twoplayer game 
has one player control Link 
directly, and the other control 
three guards by frantically 
drawing their paths on the map 
in realtime. Link must fetch 
Triforce segments - the larger 
they are, the more points they're 
worth, but the slower Link moves 
- back to his safe zone without 
being caught or his time running 
out, at which point the turns 
switch. There's nothing to it, but 
in the best-designed mazes this is 
an addictive and hotly contested 
riot. and it supports wifi, ad·hoc 
and OS down load play modes. 
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Uematsu's score is va<it<lon style throug/1 
Blue Dragon. An Iron Maoden-style rock 
song soundtracks each boss battle while 
an African dance track (weirdly sung in 
Japanese) features later in the game 
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1sten carefu ly to the arpegg1os of 
Blue Dragons opening tneme, and 
you' I hear Fmal Fantasy patterns 

stirnng deep w1thin the melody. Indeed, 
echoes resound throughout almost every 
artistiC and mechanoca aspect to thos. 
Microsoft's forst heal!ylllleoght en~ry an~o the 
Japanese RPG genre 

it's no surprose that Blue Dragon shares 
famoly resemb ances ""th Square EnlX s 
' agsh p ser es B ue Or agon s breed ng IS 

lustnous. br ng ng toge<her F.na Fam3S}' 
creator Horonobu Sakagucho, composer 
Nobuo Uemtasu and Dragon Quest character 
artist Ak•ra Toroyama it's a team ~nat 
Microsoft has banked on to crea~e :re 
de'onouve JRPG for a conso!e tna: ~as so iar 
faoled to appea to th s s gn t earn fanbase
and Japan 1n genera 

it's perhaps 'or th s reason that Blue 
Dragon so f ercefy adheres :o con~ en· on 
- he creators ha•e a iovled themse!\es only 
the most subtle and gent e of genenc 
subversoons throughout thos othe!Wlse 
relentlessly orthodox game t eschews the 
most recen: F<na •a.,rasys nnovat or>s, 
nstead cor'orrr" "19 to me aged 'ramework 
1ts creator helped buold some 20 years ago, 
a conservat sm presumably encouraged by 
Microsoft n order to woo a f'lew eas:em 
aud ence ons:ead of 'urtner cha eng ng or 
dosonentaung it 

As such. the games three maon 

Blue Dragon twists many of the genre's traditional 
terms into its own diale<t: Final F~nta<fs well-known 
restorative Phoenix Down here becomes a Phoenix Talon 

The game rtpeatedly JNices stabs at scatologoul humour woth 
many -...ies ~ poos Some ._es ewn drop 
golden poos that c.an I» SNrched IWJth Mic>) for utra c.asll 

protagonosts (JOined later by twO more) are 
p ucky and youth'u. s""ept away from the r 
rura fesrjie n:o a wh rlwmd aoventure to 
save ~he wor a Tne rh)-~"rr. o~ clay IS 
comror: ng n ts fam ar :y exo ore 
dungeons, batt e monsters for Exp, augment 
character ab : es, face o" aga nst powerful 
boSses, enJOY cu~ene 

But, Wl:h :ne game on Japanese shelves 
~or ~er s x momns now, B ~;e Or ago s 
purpose has shofted to satoatong a western 
aud ence. of'le oerhaps ess tolerant of tored 
and uni!JO\e~turous ro e-o ay Who e Dragon 
Ques: Vlfs o;-t:le-numoe-s aoventurong 
moght ha~e won over crotocs and consumers 

~ The rhythm of ploy is comfort ing in its familiarity: 
"-.~ explore dungeons, bottle monsters, augment 

obiUties, face off against powerful bosses 

a ~e w.th ts bnght charm and flaor, the 
360 oS a platform less su1ted to whtmsy 
and nostalgoa. In fact tt's debatab e that 
there's enough room on this ntche for 
two such products and, viewed through 
thos comparatove lens, Blue Dragon 
tmmedoately faoters. 

The game's clean, near sten e 
enVIronments seem omplaustbly clinical when 
set against Fmal Fantasy Xlfs aged cobbled 
streets and unkempt foliage. One dungeon, 
set in a derelict hospotal, looks as tf t was 
buolt yesterday; never stepped in before your 
arrival. t's dtffocult to overstate the value of 
imperfection to creatmg lived-in authenticity 
when faced with such cold f lawlessness 
l kew se, Toroyama's artwork, "'Ow popped 

tnto a 30 world devoid of cel-shadmg, loses 
ts llustrative quality and as a result seems 
uncomfortable and out of pace. 

Thts backdrop frames a plot that's 
pamfully slow moving and thoroughly 
unchallenging Dialogue is sttlted and 
unnatural and the lines and morals are 
trotted ou: wothout subtte;y, shade or 
even personality The characters become 
quickly implaustble and dofficult to empathtse 
with, unaided by the hyperacttve American 
vooce-ac:ing, whoch exh bots nof'le of tne 
sensottve, mature and dtverse loca tsatoo'l of 
Square Enix's recent games. These factors 
conspire to pttch the game's narrat1ve at an 
audoence far too young 'or its flips1de: the 
comp ex battle systen. 



That Blue Dragon majors on battles more 
fiar> perhaps any othe1 recer~ examp e of 
he genre IS, m many ways, 1ts satvat1on 

l de the cor.e mechan1c IS a SlrT'P e, turn
<ed affa1r, w tho1.1t even so much as an 
1ve Battle Gauge encourag ng you to 
ke your menu deciSions qu1ckly, there are 

nough tdtosyncrastes to ma~<:e • nterest ng 
nusually, there are no weapons or armour 
tead, beast·hke shadows tower above 

!.eh of your characters and tt'S these avatars 
t execute your commands 
The des1gn 1s essentially based upon Ftnal 

1/lrasy Vs moJch·lauded JOO system. As well 
• earn1ng Exp, characters rece1ve Skill Po1nts, 
~1ch level up whichever job class you've 
~ned to your shadow beast A slew of 

'1cttve vocations are ava1lable to each 
your shadows, each offering d1fferent 

)I' Jses and sk1llsets As you level uo a jOb 
IISS you unlock new abilities, wh1ch can be 
fU pped and carried over into another job 

class The system affords tight control over 
tearr developrrent 

Tnat ~hiS ce.elopment system 1s so 
compelling 1s JUSt clS well: 1t often takes up 
to an hour to t•averse a dungeon Wh1le 
there are 10 random oan es. for the flfst 15 
hours you will need to f1ght almost every 
Monster you encounter, espeCially 1f you 
ntenc to l1nd the enormous number ot 
chests 111 each enwonment 

But though the game 1ncessantly throws 
enem es at yoJ, t s never actua ly very 
<11alleng ng and failure or death 1S a rare 
occurrence In fact the rnost likely obstacle 

it's poss1ble to search almost any section of an area. 
Doing so reveals a description of what your character sees 
as well as o<easionally uncovering money or a free item 

to progression is getting lost 1n the 
abynnth1ne dungeons, whiCh a•e never 
sat1sfactonly rrapped. 

Ulttmately, 1f you were to remove the 
famous names from Blue Dragon 11 would 
undoubtedly rece1ve only QUiet attentiOn. it's 
too rooted 1n trad1t10n and too un1nsp1red in 
ts explorat on of conventiOn Eve., the shme 

of ts exc1ung and var ed batt e system dulls 
after 20 hours or so as the game settles in to 
a tinng gnnd. Without characters to care 
for or a story compelling enough, only the 
most ded1cated genre fillthful will make 1t 
through Blue Drilgon's three d1scs [6] 

Brief encounter 

As enemies are visible and have 
their own field of vision, there are 
some extra tactical considerations 
to bear in mind when exploring. 
If you can manage to sneak 
around the back of an enemy you 
can initiate a rear attack, giving 
you a free shot advantage on 
your opponent. it's also possible, 
by holding the right trigger. to 
tackle numerous targets within 
your 'encounter circle' at once. 
Enemy monsters enjoy their own 
rivalries between spe<ies and you 
can initiate three-way monster 
battles in this manner. In the 
latter stages of upgrading job 
classes you'll even unlock abilities 
to use in the field, for example to 
paralyse enemies (for easy rear 
attacks), or even one which 
defeats weak opponents 
without the need to do battle. 
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Awfulbot 

Your fight w i th Bumblebee is a 
good example of just how 
unrewarding an experience 
Transformers is. Defeating him 
is a tru ly dreary process- simple 
to the point of mindlessness, but 
pointlessly protracted. Then the 
moment of victory is interrupted 
by a prerendered cutscene and 
a clumsy deus ex machina 
resurrects the Transformer you 
have just reduced to scrap for 
the umpteenth time and whisks 
it away to a new location to 
be defeated once again . Th is is 
the format for the entire game 
- crude repetition, interspersed 
by cutscenes that cheat you 
of your agency. • 
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Transformers' AI makes GTA's 
barking mad pedestrians 
seem l ike HAL 9000 by 
comparison; stand on a 
hillside and you'll see ea~ 
ploughing into each other at 
every junct ion, completely 
irrespective of your actions 

s unltkely as it now seems in 
retrospect, there were hopes that 
this mov1e licence could actually 

produce an accompanymg game of basic 
competence, for two key reasons. Ftrst, 
Atart's take on the franchise, arrrving on PS2 
in 2004, was a fine piece of entertainment, 
proving, if proof were ever needed, that a 
great game could be constructed around the 
struggle between Autobot and Decepticon. 
Second, developer Traveller's Tales has 
already established that it is capable of 
taking a movie licence and manipulattng 
it into somethmg fresh - the Lego Star 
Wars series being a case in point. 

lt was, however, a vain hope. Not only 
does this resoundingly poor game fail to 
follow the pointers left by its videogame 
predecessors, but it also mishandles the 
film's matenal, cramming a lazy facsimile 
of its action into a senes of repet1t1ve, 
simphstic chores. Even if the code was tru ly 
complete - and it is a very long way from 
that most fundamental of goals- this 
would not be a good game. 

Descnbing the game at all is simply to 
t ick off a litany of annoyances punctuated 
by one minor triumph, namely that the 
Transformers themselves look pretty good. 
However. given that the developers have 
otherwise crafted a world of stultifying 
dullness. the inch nation is to attribute this 

to the film's product1on stud1o, which has 
been magnan1mous enough to share some 
art assets w1th the game. 

Transformers' cla ms of an open world 
are only true m the loosest of terms: any 
comparison to the staple t1tles of that genre 
renders this example contemptible. These 
blocky, poorly textured enVIfonments are 
cramped affa1rs, the merest handful of 
square miles hemmed 1n by mvisible walls, 
the1r paltry attract1ons exhausted w1thin a 
matter of mmutes. Wh le you're allowed to 
select a mission at your le1sure by dnving into 
the glowmg green 'act1on zone', the benefits 
of free-roam1ng are largely illusory 
m a world where there IS noth1ng interesting 
to do - besides which, should you dally 
before accepting a m1ssion. you find the 
mstructions to proceed to the next action 
zone being repeated ad infinitum. 

The m1ssions themselves are based 
around a very small number of poorly 
considered mechanics and range from 
uninsp1red to atrocious. The ma1nstays of 
these tasks, driving and fighting, are 
essentially cnppled - the cars handle like air 
hockey pucks, and combat is almost wholly 
reduced to lobbing b1ts of scenery. Few of 
your opponents are actually affected by 
your guns, and many will contmuously block 
your poorly cl1pped melee efforts, meaning 
that the only way to damage them is to 

The animations are decent, but hand·to·hand combat is 
muddled by the appalling clipping issues that trouble 
the game throughout. Even the simplest tasks, like just 
picking something up, become unnecessarily bothersome 

pick up objects and hurl them with 
enervating repetition - a tedious task 
reduced to nonsense by wretchedly 
buggy implementation. 

Transformers: The Game is a dire mess. a 
much less accomplished experience than its 
movie insp1ration, and ultimately a wasted 
opportunity. Activision could have remained 
more faithful to the film had it taken the 
entire shipment of th1s clumsy aberration 
and buried it in the Arctic. [2] 

Flying's less terrible than driving, and the Decepticon 
levels are marginally more enjoyable, mostly because you 
have free reign to destroy things. it soon bores, though 



rmcess Crown, one of the Sega 
Saturn's Japanese 1ewe s, os wodely 
regarded as one o' 20 Vldeogamong's 

prett est swansongs In Od n Sphere, a semo
follow up to thos ten-year-old sode-scrolhng 
actoon RPG, hostory seems :o be repeatong 
otself. Appeanng beyond ' ash onably late 
to the PS2 party, 1t l".s :he vetl oo some 
of the greatest ontera<: ~e 20 spnte work 
••deogames have yet seen 

Onion-layered para lax backgrounds draw 
the eye deep nto thos purpliSh • antasy world 
as screen-tah. pon-sharp spn:es' t, fly and 
ock swords n foreground-' ng ba letoc 
combat. Eschewong obvoous an me des gns. 
the vosua ls onstead betray an art team drunl; 
on imago nation Weirdly exaggerated body 
dimensions create wonderful and 
ondovidualistiC characte•s whole goganuc 
bosses stretch across three screens' worth o' 
vortual space to provode mesmensong 
conclusions to the game's labynnthone levels 

But all of this ostentatoous graphocal 
resplendence comes at a heavy pnce The 
exuberance. nventiveress and onim table 
character of the vosuals seem to have hogged 

the develooer's gutsy creativity. In ots 
mechanocs and design the game falls back 
on tned and tested formulae that soon draon 
any onot al aweso:ruck excrrernent from the 
world cl Enon 

Essent a ':y a s ae-scrol: "9 oea: em up, 
across the cou~ o' :,e game Oa " Sphc:re 
presses on·o your hands com•ol o· • e 
d -e•E>n: ctoaraaers. Each character or ngs a 
d rrerer.: ·nread to the siOry and, aesp :e ;ne 
o~en-bana d alogue, the vooce-actong and 
n;ereso: ng over-archong story manage 
to engage In play, characters have a somple 
roster of mo-.es. of which the double Jump 
and d :. auacK are the only ones to 
encourage anythong more consodered than 
combo-mggenng button-mashong. 

levels are compnsed of a set of corcular 
ana nterconneaed stages. Run to the far left 
or rogtn of me screen and you'll eventually 
come oack :o wilere you started. Each stage 
has an e:'lt'a"lce and a number of exots that 
ead off to "e gnbourong stages in a 
honeycomb comp ex By clearing all of the 
enem es n a Stage you're gifted with 
treasure cr.es-.s ana new nems. the quali ty 

All us' translation for Odin Sphere 
may be lacking the imagination of 
some of the company's other recent 
output, but the excellent dual· 
language voice·acting in Japanese or 
English helps to bring the script to life 

and quant ty or wh eh s derermoned by 
your performance. represemed woth an 
alphabetocal grade. 

Stuttenng slowdown undermones Odm 
Sphere's pretty face almost anywhere outs de 
of 1ts non-onteract1ve cutscenes. The game 
frequently (and cheaply) throws large 
numbers of enemoes at you in order to ramp 
up the difficul ty and prolong the experience. 
As such, you'll often be l ighting your own 
patience as well as the onscreen antagon1sts 
as the game slows to such an extent ot's at 
tomes poss1ble to count the number of 
frames grondong by per second 

Other orntat,ons further sour the 
experoence Text cannot be skopped, and long 
loadong tomes between stages breal; the 
otherwose fast-mov ng flow of play. An 
extremely t ght I m t on the number of nems 
you can carry even wl'll>'1 expanded woth an 
upgrade) makes onterruptove otem mocro
management an all too frequent necess ty on 
a game that encourages item hoardong. 

That the game's numerous nogg es don't 
ru n the experoence sooner os testamem to ots 
unusual an os toe coherence whoch creates a 
compel! ng world But famoliaroty does 
eventua ly break the v1sual spell to reveal a 
mostly average and repetotive game 
underneath. one that requores too much 
time and effort to fully unmask. [6] 

While Europeans have sadly not benefoted 
from its efforts. it's still encouraging to see 
Atlus achieve simultaneous Japanese and US 
release. a move that will ideally become 
routine for the company's future releases 

Food for thought 

One of Odin Sphere's core 
diversions is its item synthesis 
and cookery mechanic. Enemies 
drop all manner of different 
foodstuffs, and eating these 
imparts experience to your 
character. Restaurants 
interspersed in levels allow 
you to try out recipes to create 
bonus experience-giving meals. 
On-the-fly mixing of potions is 
also repeatedly encouraged but, 
since the interface for combining 
ingredients is clumsy and long· 
winded, few players will fully 
explore its intricacies. 
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Two tribes 

New to Ouendan 2 is the 
introduction of a narrative that 
runs over the top of the 
individual songs. it's about rivalry 
between the jackbooted stars of 
the first game, the Yuhi Town 
ouendan, who perform in all the 
songs that take place on the 
eastern side of the map. and the 
Asahi Town ouendan, a new team 
with a less, shall we say, fascist 
appearance, who appear for 
songs in the west. The two 
teams have different chant styles. 
but tne competition between 
the opposing sides abates when 
they join for the epic final song, 
which, as in the first title, 
transports the game from the 
local scale to a global one. 
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Iter the senes' international Jaunt 
in the guise of the westernised 
Elite Beat Agents, Ouendan 2 lands 

f irmly back on Japanese terra firma. Jt returns 
to a 3D version of the city in which the 
charmingly exaggerated everyday stones 
from 2005's original took place, and even 
features cameos from some of the same 
characters. But Ouendan 2 also retains all of 
the welcome tweaks and mnovat1ons that 
Elite Beat Agents brought to the senes, plus 
a few new ones of its own. 

The basic game IS untouched: each of 
the 16 songs (plus three unlockables) is a 
story about a character faong a form of 
adversity and in need of your cheerleadmg 
team to pump them mto a rhythmic froth of 
new confidence. This IS achieved through 
tapping beat markers, followmg phrase 
markers and spinning roll markers on the 
DS's touchscreen 1n time to the music, 
another collection of fruity J-pop. Missmg 
markers reduces the life bar- reach zero 
and the song 1s fa1led. 

This song is about a girls' choir with too few members 
that's about be disbanded. As the game goes it's a dull 
story, but is enlivened by the appearance of a boar at the 
end and the music, Kaela Kimura's Real life Real Heart 

A red-headed sumo wrestler has the task of winning a tournament in order to support his young siblings. In is has had fun 
voicing the song-opening calls of 'ouendaan!', especially in the ditty about the werewolf, which ends the call with a howl 

The senes' traditional t1ght expression of 
the musiC rema,ns intact. with the except1on 
of a couple of tracks. such as Mihimaru GT's 
K1bun JOJO, m wh1ch rhythm dur ng a rapped 
sect1on can be hard to follow. The d1fficulty 
bar on normal mode 1s slightly more forg1v1ng 
than m the f~rst game, and the use of Eltte 
Beat Agents' sk1ppable mtros and ep1logues. 
the ab1lity to save replay data for a ghost 
mult1player mode and fourplayer mult.player 
has made Ouendan 2 friendlier- as does 1ts 
easy mode feature. wh1ch can allow a restart 
at the potnt 1n a song at which 1: was failed 

To m1t1gate th1s, a horrifymgly hardcore 
new play mode has been added on easy 
level the mcles that indicate tim ngs for 
h1tt1ng markers are removed, on med1um the 
markers themselves only appear briefly, and 
on hard they aren't displayed at all. 

The storytelling 1s much the same as 
before agam, the songs tell personal 
VIgnettes about umversa ly recogn1sable 
problems: a bed-wetting mfant do1ng all he 
can to stop dreammg about water, an 
1nsomn1ac author with writer's block, a 
college-,eaver faong an arduous JOb-entry 
exam. Each is sp1ced with a delightful, often 
b1zarre. narrative, told through an1mated 
storyboards They exh1bit an almost identical 
v1sual style as before. though they seem JUSt 
slightly more cons1stent and v1brant. 

Where Ouendan 2's stories differ is 1n 
their increased use of text, making them 
harder to understand for non-Japanese 
speakers, and some seem slight ly more 
comptex and culturally specific; it seems that 
the f1rst game was able to bag the bulk of 
the simplest, most graphiC themes The result 
is a new, thoroughly entertaining. reliance on 
the surrea. ThPre's the old man told that 1n 

Characters are happy to appear in songs other than their 
own: here, the sumo wrestler from the above screenshots 
fails to plug a hole in a dam in the dreams of a bed· 
wetting boy. it also contains a Nintendo·themed cameo 

order to get his pension he must defeat 
an ogre on an island as he did when he 
was a youth. And there's the shoe salesman 
who blasts off to the stars to sell h1s wares 
to aliens. But though the details can be 
fantastical, the base themes of challenge, 
love, disappointment and hope are always 
thoroughly grounded. 

Ouendan 2's f ine new set of songs and 
stones and f ine-tuned mechanics make it 
another easy choice for import. The series' 
delightful play on the universals of music and 
personal advers1ty once again preva1ls. [8] 



t.a ttme when there 15 o deorth o' 
Xbox 360 games whiCh support 
smgle-S<reen mu • player, Mons:er 

Maaness should oe a re'·esh:ng arnva -a 
' rantiC outton-mash ng ·ourplayer romp 
througn 20 levels o' B-mov~e horror it's 
c'early 1ntended as the sp r ;ual successor to 
that equally chaot1c t ~ e for ~~ SNES and 
Mega Dr•ve, Zomb es A:e My Ne ghbors, and 
features a s.m11ar onslaught of teen-horror 
cliches and an overabundance of monsters 
drawn w1thout any real dtS<ern ng selectton 
process from the annals of S<hlock But while 
Monster Madness does mud' to S<ratch the 
co-op itch, and offers some t1ttla11ng onllne 
modes. 1t sullies il with patchy execution and 
a series of poor destgn choiCes 

Such flaws unfortunately congregate n a 
cruoal area the controls have not been 
especially well considered for the 360's pad, 
makmg un,ntu1t1ve use of the analogue st cks 
as buttons for Jump,ng and dodgmg The 
combat has I tt e fmesse bestdes, you have 
few opt ons to 'end off the mul:tple attackers 

Exploding zombies will predictably rush at you and 
detonate, dealing out a great deal of damage. it's best to 
save your ranged weaponry for these kinds of enemies -
taking them down before you get in the blast radius 

~ :11 wh eh the game bombards you, '"e 
rt>Su t be ng that you soeno mos1 o· your 
ume n re:rea;. pc~ ng o"" ~e oac guys 
who >Jay nto range one oy one 

tJoneme ess. ;ne nuge vare7J o' 
ma~esh '1 Y.eaoor:s a~o aosurd e~efTI es 
ma~es tne game a co ourful expenence and 
tts relertlessly f 1ppant explo,tatton of 
B-mov e formulae IS endear•ng. lt also, at rare 
moments, nses above button-mashmg to 
become reasonably tactical, as you end up 
reserving powerfu' ranged weaponry to piCk 
off more dangerous melee enemies. If only 
switchmg between your weapons wasn't so 
awkward, bemg shared between shoulder 
bumpers, D-pad and face buttons 

In fact, the des1gn of Monster Madness 
rap1dly unravels under scrutiny - it would be 
hard to begrudge its focus on gratify ngly 
superf1cial nonsense, even at tts high price, 
were tt a wel!-polished tttle, but it has 
enough holes to make the triv,allty of ts 
offer ng s1gnif cantty ess palatable lnv1stb e 
wa s. that laztest ldudge of game destgn, are 
n abundance - somet1mes placed bei\'Veen 
rwo exp or ab e areas simply to snoc the 
pay er down the prescnbed route That you 
can slup :~rough arge sectJons stmply oy 
harr~rrer ng tt'e dodge button suggests a 
fa1lure to ba ance the controls wttrl the 
game's des1gn, wh e the 1nfrequent 
chec~potnts cannot, rather ungenerously, be 
loaded from the menu, meantng that large 
secttons need to be replayed 1f you qUit 
halfway through a level. S10ce these 
checkpotnts don't restore health, and are 
not always placed near a means of 

Delightfully, there's no attempt to make sense of the 
kind of enemies you'll have to fight- while crossing the 
pond at the local park {one of the game's i ll-advised 
vehicle sections), you are menaced by pirate ships 

recuperatton (vend1ng machtnes), you can 
ftnd yourself repeatedly placed tn a hopeless 
S1tuat1on wtth no recourse but to start the 
whole 1evel agatn 

The problems of the checkpo nt system 
largely dtsappear when played tn co-op, as 
you have the opportun ty to resurrect fellow 
players. Indeed, as IS 1nev1tably the case, the 
whole game 1S made vastly more enterta n1ng 
when played wtth fnends (and tt IS all the 
more odd that no onltne co-op s present). As 
we I as ramp1ng up the onscreen mayhem. 
havtng a few fnends on the couch adds the 
opportuntty for a little teamwork:, though 
never stray.ng too far from arcadey frenzy. 
The problem IS that, while players may be 
hungry for the ktnd of m1ndless co-op that 
Monster Madness has on offer, 1ts side dish 
of thoughtless destgn makes the whole 
thmg a little less appettsmg [SI 

Online multiplayer offers a good number of 
different PVP modes but, surpris1ngly, doesn't 
provide any support for co·operative play 

In order to obtain much of the 
game's more exotic weaponry, 
you w ill have to collect the cogs, 
gears, pipes and springs whiCh 
are strewn about the levels, and 
hand them in to the local Demon 
Hunter for conversion into a 
device of deadly destruction. lt 
seems like an interesting RPG 
element at first - different 
weapons requiring different 
proportions of components
but ultimately there is no 
strategy to it at all; you can't 
see how many of each part you 
have, and there are too many 
possible components of which 
to keep track. 
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Exit 2 presents you with various relatively simple obstacles, from fires to doors to a simple drop - but 
in combination these elements can prove surprisingly complex. At least the exits aren't disguised .. . 

he onginal Exit was. a bright 
point for the PSP, a neat 
platform-puzzler w1th 

animat1on remimscent of the likes of 
Flashback and a v1sual style of bnght 
colours and thick lines that suited the 
platform perfectly. The sequel sees the 
return of Mr Esc. an escapologist who 
has to move through locations that 
have suffered various kinds of d1saster 
and rescue the survivors. 

Each level has a number of 
survivors that have to be saved, but 
their skil ls are also essential for helping 
Mr Esc negotiate a route to the exit. 
There are vanous ru les governing thelf 
movement dependent on the1r type -
children can·t swim but can crawl into 
small spaces to fetch items, while 
adults can push heavy blocks but 
need help to climb, and so on. 
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Desp1te levels being timed, the 
game has a touche and thoughtful 
quality that means you'll often work 
out a solution before takmg a step. 
This slow pace can occasionally be a 
frustration, however, because Ex1t l's 
clockwork levels don't al low much in 
the way of backtracking and the 
smallest oversight in your plan at any 
stage will force a restart. it's not a 
deal-breaker by any means, partiCularly 
as each level is relatively short, but 
these moments are when small things 
like the hm1ted and repeating voiCe 
samples begin to irntate. 

The game has plenty of content, 
and Taito promises up to 400 
add1tional down load stages. Exit 2 is 
more of the same. but Jt's generous 
w1th it, and as such the overall 
package stacks up impressively. [7] 

As you progress the possibilities for movement 
within the stages increase, such as with this lift. 
while guiding your cohorts nods to Lemmings 

ook at it this way: it wouldn't 
be WWII 1f at least some 
Amencans d1dn't turn up late. 

Sensing the opportunity for one last 
nuts-and-bolts offensive before 
everyone dies of battle fatigue. 
Midway has thrown together just such 
an FPS, forgetting in its haste to 
include the nuts, the bolts, or anything 
else that might stop it fa lling apart the 
second 1t beg ins. 

it's not often that a war game 
captures almost perfectly the feel of 
walkmg drunk through aLas Vegas 
casino - that overpowering mix of 
randomness. mediocnty and nausea. 
Yet nFusion. developer of the 
forgettable Dtrty Dozen and Line Of 
Sight: Vietnam, has somehow pulled it 
off. Many of Hour Of Victory's high· 
rankmg offiCers appear to be wearing 
make-up, most of its walls are 
lacquered in some kmd of wax, and its 

Besides featuring some of the worst CTF maps in 
history, the multiplayer component suggests no 
attempt to re-balance the game for deathmatch 

A tank-driving castle~escape mission sees 
the game at its agonising worst, the Nazis 
employing some kind of trick cement that makes 
your tracks randomly sink into the ground 

Nazis are so fickle that they'll run 
around rooms several t imes before 
taking cover. Clipp1ng and detection 
issues abound, geometry pops m and 
out. and the surround sound mix is 
among the worst we've ever heard. 

Built almost ent1rely out of parts 
stolen from Call Of Duty and Medal Of 
Honor, the game flmgs them together 
with enough blind force to break even 
basic elements like automatic reloads 
ana grenade throwing arcs. Its 
headline feature, a trio of playable 
characters who approach each 
objective in their own 'unique' way, is 
a sham, levels imposing preposterous 
rules on who's allowed to go where. 
Accordingly, only a Ranger has the 
facult1es to climb a rope, a Covert 
Operative the tools for unlocking 
doors, and a Commando the brute 
strength to move furniture. 

To call it a throwback to games a 
decade old would msult the games in 
question, which at least drew the best 
from the hardware at their disposal. 
Hour Of Victory 1sn't dated, just 
incompetent; its passable looks are a 
credit to Unreal Engine 3 more than its 
developer's art. Those mclined to 
harvest Achievement pomts can at 
least exploit its desperate generos1ty; 
and fans of com c malfunction are also 
in for a mischievous treat. Everyone 
else, however, should sooner shoot 
themselves in the foot. [2] 



_!j t's easy to be d smtSSrve of Tenchu Z 
Techmcally, : looks I tt e more 
notable than a rrud-penod Xbox ; ;~ 

(albert one wnh HD sharpness Character 
models, an matron and :e~·ilres a•e baSIC 
The AI 1S ncapab e o' domg much more than 
chastng you 'or ten seconds before retu•n ng 
to preoeftred patrol rOU!es and can brea' 
wtth ease. eav1ng ener.11es runn ng on :he 
spot, he d '" place by :ne vase r ght 1n front 
of the r feet. Leve layou:s are reused 
numerous t mes Its mu; payer has the feel 
of a rushed afterthought, and t s poss ble 
to complete most miSSIOns n a coupe of 
mmutes by head1ng stratght for the target 
and ignonng everythmg else lt s c early been 
created on a pat nfully restncted budget 

There's veracity behind all of those 
complaints. Another truth, however, 1s that 
they don't matter quite so much as you'd 
expect. because there are some tmportant 
thmgs that Tenchu Z gets nght. 

Whtle stealth has largely been def1ned 

wtth1n vtdeogames as h1d1ng in shadow or 
tn a box. obseMng AI rout nes and mak ng 
your move only wnen you <now ;11e coast s 
dear, ~exn~ .:"s ~a n ormagor. S! s ag le 
QUid: ano caoac e c• eo~ ~g nam: w·~ 

bruta pr nrs100 
ThiS sensauon s crea:ec oy -~e p a}e· 

charac.ers ;"ree most moortant abl • :es 
The f rst two are a permanently ava ab e 
grappl1ng hook and the lac I ty to and a -a 
from any he1ght stlentty Combmed. the 
effect ts one of complete emoowerment. the 
relatively smal Stze of the levels becomtng an 
trrelevance as you rea' ise the fun avatlab e tn 
stmply mov1ng around them Tenchu's 
envtronments aren't the dtngy, tndtsttnct 
corndors of other stealth t itles, they' re 
playgrounds Grapple to a ledge. run across a 
house unseen, drop down behtnd an enemy, 
perform one of the game's viCiously stylised 
one-button kills, then grapple up to the next 
ledge and speed off to your next vtcttm. 

The third and most signiftcant of these 

Any kill that involves sword penetrating flesh is rewarded 
with a fountain of blood issuing forth from the victim. it's 
a strangely stylised effect -violently angular and abstract 
- that's at odds with the rest of the visual design. The 
accompanying sound is straight out of a cheap martial 
arts flick, and the combination is disturbingly satisfying 

gamep aye emen:s IS the rea sa< on of 
steal:h s t n: a ly seems to be I n1e more 
than the system seen m most other games of 
the genre get close behtnd a foe unseen and 
a c•rcular 1con appears. tndtcatlng that they 
can etther be grabbed around the neck to be 
dragged away and/or knocked out, or else 
ktlled 1mmed1ately The familiar waittng 
game. f1nd a htdtng place, watt for the 
enemy to present hts back, attack. 

But then you run around a corner and 
bump stra1ght tnto an enemy by acodent 
And you see tt JUSt for a split second that 
same Clfcular •con flash•ng up tn front of you. 
a \lny but accesstb e wmdow of opportuntty. 

lt'S surpns ng how one s•mple odea can 
add so <nuch en oyment to the game. No 
longer does tf'\e player need to spend the 
rna on 1 of the game mottonless - tnstead. 
dash towards an opponent and run them 
through JUSt as they rea tse you' re there 
There's no i pp1ng out, but ot's st1ll a hugely 
sat1sfy ng form of n1n1a acuon 

ts evels are too small and too easy only ' 
they're played for camp euon. as opposed to 
enJoyment The crude Al1s f t for purpose. a 
set of toy sold•ers wa•!lng to be l<nocked 
over. a world of clockwcrl< t1m1ng and 
placement to be memorsed and pulled 
apart. cog by cog it's a game that's full 
of faults. but also one tn wh•ch they can be 
immatenal to the expenence of playtng. (6] 

short cuts 

There's a surprisingly deep 
system of swordplay tucked 
away in here, which only begins 
to show its range once a 
significant portion of the game 
has been completed. Combos. 
juggles and a range of parri~s 
give the impression of beat 'em 
up sophistication, but it's largely 
a wasted effort because mission 
ranks are based around taking 
out as many enemies as possible 
with silent attacks. Rare, 
ill-advised bosses allow 
strategies to be put to some use, 
but are more efficiently dealt 
with by abusing their poor AI 
and pushing them off ledges or 
attacking while they taunt you. 
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_g al/mg All Cars 1s an odCity 
A multiplayer affa•r n whiCh 
four cars compete to p1ck up 

cnm1nals, then return them to )all 
for pomts. 1t's a game that's made by 
simplic1ty but undone by superfic1allty. 

F•rst, the good po•nts The 
product1on values are very h1gh. 
the comiC·boo<-style graph1cs are 
chunky, colourful and complemented 
by an appropnately bouncy, JOlly 
soundtrack, with a JOkey cod 01nsh 
voiceover throwing the odd comment 
at the action. The mutt player 
experie11ce IS what Calling All Cars 
IS des•gned 'or. and .t cal'l Sh1ne but 
1t's fa• better suited to knockabout 
splltscreen than on line play IM1a ly, 
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Each of the four maps is themed and has its 
own specific obstades - but in certain cases 
the<e simply amount to certain buildings being 
destructible and others not. A missed opportunity 

t seems •ke an tnterestmg package 
But the pauCity of content then 

qu1ckly becomes clear. at four maps 
will be played through aher 20 
minutes. and the variat1ons aren't 
pronounced enough to make any of 
them end essly replayable c ass cs 
Mashed on prevtous consoles had a 
w1der vanety of maps a'ld rnodes, 1n 
some respeas looked better al'ld 1n 
terms of top-down fourplayer battle 
raong 1t prov1ded much more 
longterm appeal than Callmg All Cars 
lt seems to be a reflect•on of the fact 
that developers are creat ng games to 
sel at budget pr ces and Vle\'11\ng the 
small amount of money mvolved as 
just•f1ca!IOn for ack of content. 

it's hard to cntlose much about 
Callmg All Cars. because 1t's clearly 
been put together w1th some skill, 
but the fundamental 1ssues cannot 
be •gnored There aren t enough maps, 
there arel'l't enough d1s1 na ons 
between the veh1c es. and there's 
JUSt not enough meat on what feel 
like sol1d bones [6] 

After bumping onto the lag or the car carrying 
him. he flies into the •ir for a moment while 
the landing zone is shown in red: cue the be<t 
moments of the game in frantic four·way jostling 

b•soft seems to be chang•ng 
tactiCS •n its mult•·console 
domination strategy: 

prev1ously, successful titles for one 
platform were automat1cally g1ven 
slipshod ports that fai led to account 
for the 1d1osyncras1es of thelf dest.ned 
med um Now, ' GRAW 2 on PC IS 
anyth•ng to go by, tne company IS 
ready to release almost entire y 
d1fferent games on vanous platforms. 
but all w1th the exact same name. it's 
almost like progress. 

Though the Ghosts' PC out.ng 
fo ows essentially the same story and 
tJt rses some of the same d1a ogue as 
•ts console brethren, the game IS 
otl'erw se entirely new, pursUing an 
emphas•s on no-fnlls. hardcore taCtiCS. 
As well as a sw1tch to flfstperson, the 
gam<> •ntroduces a greater level of 
control over your troops- us•ng the 
mouse's th•rd button to select 
ndMdual members o' your uM An 
e~panded tact1ca map allows you to 
set waypo1nts for the troops, queue up 
orders and execute them •n realtlme. 
The levels, although shanng some 
s•m•lar object1ves to the console 
•ers1ons, do not m•m•c thelf des•gn. 
and a low for a lot more free>dorr 1n 
your approach of the OOJect•ve 

it's an admlfable attempt to take 
a console-favounng formula and 
revise it to the tastes of PC garners 
Unfortunately, a large number of 
rough edges stop the game fr~m 
attaining the levels of success 1t 
deserves. Your teammates are as 
dumb as rocks when they f•nally 
respond to commands, the•r 
path-finding leaves much to be 
desired, meandenng ponderously 
towards the locat1on, taking in the 
sights along the way. 

The1r Incompetence wouldn't be 
so problematiC were the ga'l'le less 
ruthlessly hard. or more generous w th 
checkpo•nts Frequel'lt y you'll f•nd 
yourse f replaying 'engthy secuons 
aga•n and again, only to be gunned 
down at the last minute as a result 
of a sudden difficulty spike or. 
occasionally, because a shock1ng 
o·1ers•ght dunng bug-testing renders 
you mmob1le and vulnerable dur ng 
what should be an end onematiC 

~or the most part, the game has 
been mtell•gertly repositioned for the 
PC platform, but a lack of polish 
means that many minor flaws coalesce 
to make the experience a rather 
uneven one, often obscur ng the 
creators worthwh•le efforts. [6) 
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More Brain Training sees the return of me sudoku- although, if you are thinking of dipping in during 
a ten·minute bus journey, be warned that Or Kawashima may demand other errands of you first 

o some extent, the 
proliferation of a good idea 
is always welcome, but to 

those of us familiar with the previous 
title, More Brain Traming ne€ds to 
convincingly answer three 1nterre1ated 
questions. how many more mmd
refining minigame titles of such a 
functionally similar ilk do we really 
need? Does this sequel contribute 
something complementary to the 
original! Does it 1mprove substantially 
on the original's f laws7 More Brain 
Training does not produce the 
assurances we may seek. 

Taken on its own merits, More 

@ F E 
• GABCDEFG 

I~ 
Please win. 

Playing the piano is diverting enough, but one of 
the better games is a version of Scissors Paper 
Stone in which the opponent's choice is shown 
plus the desired outcome of the round - you 
have to bark the appropriate option into the mic 

Brain Trainmg 1s as successful as the 
orig1nal - a game wh1ch, through 
some obscure mag1c, has managed to 
engage us for ten m1nutes every day 
since its release, performing drills that 
should realty be du To its credit, More 
Brain Training replaces most of these 
w1th tasks whiCh, while ultimately for 
the same purpose, are framed in a 
slightly more appea ng manner. 

However, there 1s little else that 
adds value over the original, and the 
game IS strangely ret1cent to deal 
WTth the previous utle's few flaws. 
Handwriting recogn1t1on still has its 
1ssues, and the game doesn't always 
make adequate room for its own 
1naccuraces Dr Kawash1ma's 
disembod1ed head continues to 
bombard With relentless cheer, 
although Jt would help if he didn't 
repeat h1mself so often, or was easier 
to skip through - sometimes, when 
you fancy hoppmg m and tackling a 
sudoku. the doctor's mterJectlon with 
a compulsory series of acrostics is 
not altogether appreciated. Sloppily, 
meanwhile, some anagram puzzles 
have solutions that aren't recognised. 

More Brain Training is no worse in 
this respect than the preceding t1tle -
one whose appeal easily outweighed 
such minor faults. However, whereas 
our appetite for entertainment is such 
that we will happily consume Similar 
amusements again and again, we have 
to ask if we really need to learn these 
lessons twice. [7] 

ermany's most successful 
PC game franchise, the 
colonisation ana city-building 

game Anno here makes a successful 
leap to handheld. Origmally developed 
by Sunflowers, the Frankfurt-based 
Keen Games has overseen its port to 
the DS, reshaping gameplay to be 
more su1ted to the device. What the 
team has created is a game of 
considerable scope, fa r surpassmg 
the handheld's reputation for 
ephemeral casual gaming. 

lt is not simply a facs1mile of the PC 
vers1on, however- obviously much has 
had to change graphically, although 
the art style for this type of game does 
not suffer from being more abstraded 
or rendered m 20. 

The game's focus on building and 
maintaining a network of cit1es 1s 
mterrupted by challenges: the 
increasing demands of your citizens; 
the threat of rival colonies; 
enwonmental dangers of the volcanic 
regions you have chosen to inhabit. 
Progress is def1ned by continuous 
seal 'lg - your first tasks are s1mply to 
gather enough basic resources to build 
your City, but this rapidly becomes 
secondary to your maintenance of civil 
contentment. Keeping citizens happy 
IS essential as it determines the 
amount of tax you can raise. Without 
careful monitoring, it's easy to find 
your society locked into a downward 
spiral, going from minor civil discontent 
to total bankruptcy at some speed. 
However, such Situations result from 
the game's 'abynnthine complexity 
rather than a failure to communicate 
what 1s reqUJred of the player. 

Oddly, the combat system 
requires you to adjust the 
demand for troops to be 
stationed within each of your 
municipal buildings rather 
than actually giving you control 
over the units themselves 

Although the game's depth precludes fulsome 
exploration of its features in multiplayer, it offers 
multiple options for victory conditions so rounds 
don't need to last long, unless you want them to 

For the most part, Anno is deeply 
engrossing, and the implementation 
across the dual screens of the DS is 
well executed. it has minor issues: 
occasionally, the game's reliance on 
ICOnography can frustrate, exploration 
is dull and unnecessary, and the 
m1litary system can be unintuitive and 
cumbersome. But, in terms of the 
game's central challenge, it excels at 
dividing the player's attention between 
ambitions for continuous expansion 
and the manual maintenance of the 
empire as it stands. In many ways, 
Anno is perfectly suited to the DS - it's 
the kind of game you can put down 
when you want. and yet it also offers 
engagement of substantial depth. [8] 
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While none of the Made In 
Wario games disappoint. 
the original remains the 
best, as surprising and 
anarchic now as it was in 
2003. More recent versions 
for the OS and Wii have 
seen the formula settle 1nto 
something of a groove, as 
master of ceremon1es for 
new hardware and input 
devices. The benef1ts of 
such a trend is that you're 
guaranteed at least one 
quality title every launch 
time, but the downstde ts 
that the War~o team has 
become so proficient at 
squeezmg each and every 
conceivable gimmiCk from 
a new console that future 
releases may have thetr 
work cut out for them. 



If museums took a leaf out 
of Wario's book, perhap~ 
not so many of them would 
need to be free, as the 
9-Volt sections of each 
game provide a mastertlas~ 
in how to repackage the 
past. The trick here 1S 
twofold: reducing games to 
their most basic moments -
Mario IS all about JUmpmg, 
Zelda IS all about e•plormg 
-and then refus ng to treat 
them w1th distant 
reverence, proddmg them 
awake and reworkong them 
as requored. Twr$led woth 
its lazy Susan sp1n on the 
opening levels of Super 
Mario Bros. remams the 
senes highlight so fa 
both nostalgic and • 



THE MAKING OF ... 
ALIEN: RESURRECTION 
Before it was even released, Argonaut's survival-horror title was capable of inducing 
sweaty palms, screams in the night and nervous stress - but for the wrong reasons 
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Not only was Alien Resurrection one 
of the first FPSes to take advantage 
of the Dual Shock's twin·stick design, 
it also supported the now scarce 
PSone mouse to great effect. But 
while this approach was generally 
appreciated by European garners, 
US reviewers slated t he game for 
being too difficult and lacking an 
auto·aim feature. "Because we 
wanted the aliens to be moving 
around anywhere inside the ship, 
it was vital the player had the 
freedom to both move and look 
around independently, hence the 
twin·stick controls." explains 
Hargrave. "Once you grasped using 
a dual ·stick control system- pretty 
standard these days - playing 
wasn't overly hard. Using a 
controller and mouse was definitely 
the best way to play, though - we 
had a couple of PlayStation mice 
lying around and so simply decided 
to make use of them. We also 
jokingly- considered supporting 
both the tank and flight-stick 
controllers, as we had those 
lurking around, too." 



Alien Resurrection was also notable 
for its phenomenal audio design. A 
decision was made early on not to 
include music and instead make the 
soundscape as naturalistic as 
possible. Audio designers Jason 
Bringans and Justin Scharvona 
were responsible for implementing 
the sound effects and cleverly 
synchronising them to the level 
scripting and game design. Faint 
screams, the voice of Father (the 
ship's computer), sinister scratching 
and, of course, the intermittent 
bleeps from the motion tracker all 
combined to create the illusion that 
so much more was happening 
around the player. "We would 
'stage' sound streams to play when 
the player turned into a new section 
for the first time.• explaons 
Scharvona. "But that sound would 
never be played again dunng the 
game. These set-pieces certainly 
helped bring the ship alive without 
the need for the game engine to 
show anything to the player- it 
left it all up to their imagination.• 









What's Nokia doing? 
Of course, among mobile 
technology compan1es, it's not 
just Qualcomm that's shifting 
its focus from hardware 
technology into software and 
services. The most notable 
switcher is Nokia, which has 
replaced its dedicated N-Gage 
handsets with its next-gen 
client solution. This will be 
rolled out across most of the 
company's third edition Series 
60 phones during the autumn. 

In a similar way to 
Qualcomm's BREW platform. it 
will use a unified C++ code 
base to make life a lot easier 
for game developers to make 
high quality products. The 
N-Gage software dev kit will 
also standardise features such 
as high scores, digital rights 
management and the 
implementation of social 
networking functions like 
game invites, lobby systems 
and multi player modes. 
Meshing with such gamer
focused features will be 
Nokia's digital distribution 
channel for mobile games. 
which, as well as allowing 
you to download demos 
and share games with your 

friends, will include pay-as
you-play, subscription 

and rental options. 



PERFECT DOAK An insider's view of the industry 

I 
lost my E3 virginity ten years ago when the 
Golden Eye team were whisked away to 
steamy downtown Atlanta to whore our 

wares. T hat time it was hot and wet which, as 
Robin Williams might have said is nice if you're 
with a lady, but ain't no good if you're losing 
your voice and sanity shouting at Borat's cousin 
from Unofficial Nintendo Magazine Khazakstan 
who's never even heard of your game in an 
alternately dark and retina-melting convention 
center (sic) with the EA sound system of death 
shredding your eardrums. To its credit, though, 
at least Atlanta isn 't LA where we've gathered 
like lemmings for the last seven years. If you've 
never been to the LA Convention Center, what 
can I say? 'Don't bother' would be a start. 

But I digress. Fast forward through a blurry 
decade of whoring TimeSplitters and Second 
Sight to a largely indifferent audience and, gosh, 
well, we're all better now. No more downtown 

proverbial, lovingly craft ing an ass-kicking 
fourplayer online co-op demo to delight the 
masses. We came, we saw, we demoed (our 
screenwriter, Rob Yescombe, even broke his toe 
in an auto-erotic hotel room mishap) and then 
we slowly dropped our jaws as Assassin's Creed 
just showed a video and got a better reaction. I 
guess most people would rather look at Jade 
Raymond t han a beardy hippy like me. 

A week before E3 'lite' and suddenly it 's 
panic stations again as we suddenly decide to 
go there and demo the game - 'but not the bit 
you showed at Ubidays because everyone's seen 
that already and they'll think it 's crap if you 
make them look at it again~ 

Cue another frantic weekend for the Haze 
team as they scrabble together a build, which is 
stuffed on a dev PC for me to carry overseas 
while experiencing the unbridled joy that is 
post-9/11 transatlantic air travel. Olympic-scale 

Cliffy B dropped by to see Haze - he liked the drugs and the 
violence. Mr Miyamoto dropped by to see Haze- and he didn't 

craziness, this year the big boys decided to call 
off their annual multimillion-dollar pissing 
contest and agreed to suck E3 out to Santa 
Monica where all the beautiful people are 
(Christ knows how they thought we'd fit in). 

Of course, the games industry, consununate 
bunch of professionals t hat we are, couldn't 
even get that right. Publishers got twitchy and 
a whole bunch of independent events sprang 
up to fill the void in an orgy of bizarrely 
co-operative march-stealing centred on one 
week in San Francisco earlier this year. Free 
Radical's Gallic chums eponymously christened 
their jamboree Ubidays SF ('quelle surprise' as I 
believe they now say in Montreal) and the Haze 
team duly worked their butts and fingers to the 

queuing at l lcathrow and then, 11 hours later 
at LAX, the Homeland Security dudes have 
invented a new and even more annoying gan1e. 
Bless their imperial cotton socks, this tin1e 
they're sticking their noses into the aircraft and 
telling you to hold out your papers like an Ellis 
Island refugee or piss off back to wherever you 
came from. Like human cattle, we all comply. 

Compulsory fingerprints, questions, mug
shots and half an hour later I've somehow 
managed to get a cab down to the Loews Hotel 
in Santa Monica to 'set up~ It's 8pm local time, 
which is 4am equivalent for me, but that's OK 
because developers don't ever sleep anyway. 

An hour later, the panic's over and I'm in the 
bar with Kjell and Nate from Ubi US. They're 

sound guys (in fact Kjell and I go way, way back 
to Eidos and the TimeSplittcrs days) and after a 
couple of bottles of Sierra Nevada, nachos, 
sliders and a view out on to t he twiligh\ on 
Santa Monica pier, I'm almost relaxed. 

Bed. Not sleep. Wake up. sam. Sleep. Not 
sleep. Alarm. Snooze. Alarm. Shit! 

Wednesday, the first day of the show, except 
it doesn 't actually feel like a show because we're 
in a small suite in a hotel on Santa Monica 
beach and there's no one there to see the game. 

And that's because t hey're all at the Sony 
conference where they're hearing that Haze is a 
PS3 exclusive among other things that received 
more press coverage - but what do I care? It's 
not as if l have some vested interest. A hem. 

OK, at t his point I ought to 'fess up: it did 
get better. Over the next couple of clays a steady 
stream of people came to see Haze and I sang 
and danced and even answered the "How many 
guns has it got?" question (although I think I 
just made up a number). Cliffy B dropped by to 
see Haze - he liked the drugs and the violence. 
Mr Miyamoto dropped by to see Haze - and he 
didn't. But at least everyone seemed to get the 
point that we're trying to make an FPS wargame 
that makes you think. (More fools we.) 

In the evenings I hung out with my old chum 
Laura from Fortyseven Communications and 
had some great food and embittered chats about 
the state of the games industry. Best of all, over 
some free drinks, I got to see a game l actually 
liked even though I'm a cynical, jaded old 
bastard (Zack A nd Wil?i on the Wii - buy it). 

In conclusion, my enduring E3 2007 

memory will be of looking out of the hotel 
picture window at the Pacific surf, sun and 
sand and realising that we had all chosen to 
sit inside in the dark playing videogames. 
Nice one- see you all next year. 

Dal'id Doak eo-founded Free Radical Design and is making 
Haze. He's jusr turned 40 and is having a mid-life crisis 



A 
!though I'm not exactly an old man just 
yet, the age they call middle isn't all 
that far away. Having spent my 20s 

thinking I was in my sos, and my early 30s 
behaving like a 17-year-old, I feel like I've finally 
achieved a nice balance; I'm 36 this year, and at 
last I feel my age. 

Looking back, I have been playing 
videogames for nigh-on 28 years, or 
thereabouts. I started at the tail end of the 
Atari VCS era, and continued playing via a ZX 
Spectrum, Atari ST, Master System, Game Boy, 
and pretty much every .'>')'stem that has been 
released from that point onwards. 

On occasion, being a gamer has felt a bit like 
that sequence in The Time Machine, where the 
guy is strapped into his seat, and watches the 
dress shop window opposite his house. 

You know the bit I mean - fashions cycle 
t hrough a kaleidoscope of colours and hemlines 

people with glinty, twinkly eyes - and cram 
them on to a DVD, there's one thing they will 
never be able to synthesise. And that thing is 
this t hing: nostalgia. 

One of the saddest aspects of growing old as 
a gamer is that the games lose a certain degree 
of mystique. When I was younger it felt as if 
games were a \•indow on to elsewhere, that 
they'd been punted into our universe from some 
other dimension. The people behind them were 
alchemists - weird geniuses with their brains 
wired into some elemental, unexplainable form 
of inspiration. Of course, thanks to the 
retrogaming boom of the last few years we all 
now know that Matthew Smith and The Oliver 
Twills et a! weren't sorcerers at all - just 
computer boffin-y blokes who had watched far 
too much Monty Python. 

I suppose this is just a consequence of 
getting older, and I suppose it happens to a 

When I was younger it felt as if games were a window on to 
elsewhere, punted into our universe from some other dimension 

lengths, then London gets bombed, and rebuilt, 
before the time traveller becomes walled inside 
a volcano, and gets the runs really badly. Except: 
for this metaphor to work he'd have to be sat 
outside a branch of Game. And he wouldn't 
need to he strapped into a time machine for the 
window dbplay to blur past in the blink of an 
eye; he could just stand in front of it, and watch 
things change in realtime. 

Compare the games market of today to the 
one of 20 years ago, and it's unrecognisable. 
Compare it to the one of five years ago, and 
it 's still pretty much unrecognisable. 
Technology moves at a lung-crumpling speed, 
and while developers can create whole worlds 
- with flowing water, and swaying trees, and 

similar degree with music or films. My appetite 
for music is voracious, and I've recently come to 
realise that I've been chasing a high that I'll 
never find again, short of losing the last 20-odd 
years of my memories. Our taste in music tends 
to get locked in around the age of 14, and I'd 
argue that it's the same with games. When I 
think about the games which really define me 
and my tastes, they're the ones I played in my 
early teens. 

That's not to say I spent the subsequent two 
decades finding games lacking. Far from it, in 
fact - in many respectS, games are better than 
ever. Nevertheless, there hasn't been a game 
released since about 1985 that has made the 
hairs stand up on the back of my parts. 

Take the Zelda series, for example. I've 
realised that - as the series progresses - I've 
actually found each subsequent game less 
in1mersive than the one that preceded ir 1 may 
not have been there at the very start of t he 
franchise, but had I played t hose very early 
Zelda games, I have no doubt that they'd have 
blown my mind. With Twilight Princess 1 feel 
like I'm playing a game, whereas with A Link 
To The Past I felt like I'd been transported 
somewhere. Conversely, if I was a 13-year-old 
playing '1\vilight Princess for the first time l 
dare say my point of view would be very 
different to the baggage-obscured one I brought 
to it as a 35-year-old. 

It's as if, as I've grown older, I can gli.Jnpse 
the wizards behind the curtains . I'm less 
inclined to buy the illusion that the game 
makers are selling. I guess that we, as a species, 
begin with a surplus of in1agination that gets 
depleted as we age, and get weighed down by 
the detritus of life. 

It's like looki.J1g out of a plane window at 
night, as you're coming into land. From up there 
the lights look like diamonds, the streets dark 
and mysterious, ruding adventure and secrets. 
And then you land, and you can see that they're 
the same cracked and graffiti-scarred streets 
they always were; there's no romance, just 
ordinary lives, populated by ordinary, miserable 
people trying to pay their bills. 

I dunno. I'm not sure I can even put my 
finger on what it is that I find missing in today's 
games. Who knows? Maybe it isn't all nostalgia; 
maybe even today's web-savvy teens are clued 
up on the fact that games exist to make money 
for the people who make them. 

Maybe it wasn't just me who was more 
innocent back when I first started playing 
games- maybe it was the indust ry itself. 

Mr lli{fo eo-founded Digiris<r, Cloannd 4 's Tdcrcxr-bascd 
videogames secu'on, and now writes mainly for television 
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Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 
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'"'SJ' 
Sadl), I{('(') the har " ' " S<'t so 
hijtlt with thnM~ prer('ndered 
' tnrgets ' that J' mju't :all too 
wnfid<'nt I'll be left deflated. 

look at MotorStonn on P!> 3 
co mpared to the nritdnal CC 
[ 3 ,.;d. I think W<' can expect 
the .am<' difference' with 
Killzone 2. No doubt it will 
look !(real, but b<'lt~r than 
Gear~~ That's a tall order. 

funn~ thing about KiiiLone. I 
can r<'member all the character 
name• and the •tory but it 
w'""'l actually all that 
breathtaking a game. I think I 
only really played it thro ugh 
hecau•e I was enjoying the 
<;tOry. The gamepla) was a bit 
poor and the AJ was shocking. 
The onl> difference between an 
l:.lilc and a normal grunt was 
thnt they would occnslonal 
duck, only problem "''"they 
t<'nded to duck when th<'y 
weren't he hind cov<'r. Saying 
that , "c could all he 'urprf,cd 
by Killmne 2. 
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After scwral weeks of trawling 
\ VH Smith, I've finally managed 

to find a ropy of your wei!!hty 100 Beo;t 
edition and lug it hone. I can't --ay I 
particular!~ care that you capitulat~d to 
market forces and tried to put th~ 
selection of games into an (int>vitably 
meaningle~s) ord~r. \\'hat we have is 
100 great gam~' and 100 e"a)' on 
them - that·, really all that matter~. 

Thi~ 'aid. as your remit for 
selcnion ;eems to he games th.lt you 
would go back and play today, some of 
the entrie~ initia lly surpri~ed me. 

' 
J\11 you'd need to improve Crackdo1vn 

would be better car physics. or more 
intt:rl'stin~ fighting mov~> - you could 
tw<.'ak any one elem~nt of that game 
and make it better. And this is why 
the comparison you make ben..-een 
the current 100 Best \'ideogames and 
the li>t Edge drew up back in 2000 is 
such a useful exerci~e - because it 
reveal• which qualitie' are enduring, 
and whirh are sin1ply a snapshot of 
g:~ming'> endless progre~s upwards 
:m d onwards. 
jeff Crowlcy 

lt's probably the games that operate on a few 
simple rules that have the greatest longevity - it's 
these that will be in 100 Best lists years from now 

Would I rl"ally pick up Rob<mon apin? 
It's a game worth rememberim: and 
certainly worth talking about -but 
surely there have been imitators which 
improve on it~ formula? But thrn. as I 
looked at Edge\ reasons for sl"l~cting a 
particular instalm~nt of a 't.'ril"' rather 
than the latt'st. it became clt"ar that 
such games· successor~ often see 
'improvement · in terms of a simpk 
addition of features, and that thi' 
frequently dilutt's the purit\' of the 
initial offering rather than 
complem(·nting it. 

In fan, it'~o probably th<' games that 
operate on a few simple rules that h:~ve 

the greatest longevity- it 's these 
games that will be appearing in J oo 
Best lists years from now. and not 
flash -in-the-pan titles like Crorkd01m, 
upon which further iterat ions will 
always improve. Lemming;;, Pac-Man, 
Tctris or Puzz le Bobble: the fact that 
t h<"se games eke out their brilliance 
from a small number of parameters 
b that which giv~s them elegance 
and timeles~one>s. 

In \iew of the fue,torm of protest 
tha: your Top 100 has inevitably 

provoked on variou' forum.,. I'd just 
like to 'ay thank you for producing 
'>Urh a b~autifullow 1.-tter to gaming. 

Yes. I'm sure that en~rybody can 
come up with games that they think 
should have been on the list (I've always 
had a strange, unaccountable love for 
Fur F~hters) but that's t h~ joy of thesr 
thing'<. They're there to provoke deba t<' 
and to remind you of happy nights 
'>p<'nt pia~ ing Mario Kart with friend~ 
you\·~ not been in touch with for years. 
Th~\ re there to nudge you into the 
dark~st corners of the n1pboard for that 
copy of Puzzle Bobbk. They' re there to 
make you rue the dJy you decided to 
tradt• in Symphony Of The :-vighr on the 
assumption that you'd always be able 
to pick it up again for a fiver in a few 
years time, damn it. Still, there are 
always thr memories ... 
Richard Brind 

Edge. I think I am losing touch 
with what a good !!3me is . A 

The best letter 
wins aDS Lite 

proud and experienced gamer of ovrr 
2 0 years, on t'Onsoles and PC, I have 
recently found my gaming nirvana. 
Only to be told by you and every other 
'professional' revi<O'wer out there that 
said game is rubbi~h. I am getting the 
same buzz off this game as I did when 
we used to gather round the \1t:A3 Driw 
for round after round of XFL Hockey, 
FIFA. Screl't Fishrer li or Spcedbal12 . Like 
those gJmcs, I am finding thb a 
superbly refined. competitive game of 
skill, but also a lot of fun. I don't wish 
to rant about the merits of the game. 
but I do wbh to make an observation 
that it appears from the text of th~ 
review that Edge reviewed and ~ocored 
this game without playing it enough to 
>ee all it offl'r~. 

For any other magazine this may be 
expected, but from Edge. whose scores 
carry so much weight in the !(<11ll<'s 

industry, especially the marketing and 
procurement ~idt•s, your final verdict 
can physically dictate what we will be 
playing year'> from now. It amues me 
that GenC'ric Same-Again Shooter 5, ,\o 
fun Racer 2. or another diagonally
challenged (when ar(' EA or Kon.1 mi 
going to notice tlw analogue sticks and 
allow us to run and pass whcr(' we 

want. not ju~t diagonally?) football 
game get hight•r marks than thb. You 
are always bemoaning the lack of 



imagination, risk, freshness and fun in 
recent games yet you arc also helping to 

perpetuate the safe, rigid formulas that 
are crippling the gaming industry. 
Relax, take a step back, stop looking for 
faults. Remember what gaming is about. 

The game in question is S!J,1downm, 
by the way. 
Paul Forsythe 

It's always diffin1lt to gi\'C a universal 
judgenwnt. to the t'xpcricnce of playin;: 
an online gamt' that is ultimately 
defined by the other players who inveSl 
time in it. The framework in which ;he 
social play you're enjoying is taking 
place is easier to quantify, and, frankly, 
there are better examples out there. 

Vvith eager anticipation of 
Nimendo'1. E3 pres1. conference I 

had high hopes that Nintendo would be 
geared up for a great line-up of games 
for the next 12 months. I have been 
bitterly disappointed. I have loved 

PauJ Fof'S)'-the takes issue with our review of 
Shidownm, and hiu one of the big quest ions 
in ~ing. "ot for nothing are ,.,e ""'2rlled: 
' experience nuy change during online ploy' 

Spons there has been nothing else to 
be excited about and I am ha\"ing 
second thoughts about my purchase. I 
have found !\!icrosoft's and Sony's E3 
conference to be of a solid nature and 
they seem to have plenty of games 
which appeal to me .. -\ltbough I do 0""1l 

a PlayStation 2. I am no"" considering 
preordering ;:he .\."box 360 Elite. The 
glimmer of hope I ha\·e left is the Tok·yo 
Game Show ":here, hopefully. :-:in tendo 
.,..;n release some more info. 
Ruman Behlim 

By refusing to license Manhunt 2 after it was 
awarded an Adults Only rating in the US, the 
manufacturers have taken a backward step 

Nintendo ever since owning a :>:ES and 
thought the one thing Nintendo did 
right with the GameCube wa~ appealing 
to its user base and releasing games that 
hardcore gamers wanted to play - Chibi 
Robo, Fire Emblem, Mario, Zelda, 
Metroid l't al. The E3 line-up showed 
that they have forgotten about the core 
Nintendo fans with games such as \\'ii 
Fit taking a prominent role in the type 
of audience Nintendo are trying to 
reach out to. I do understand the need 
to branch out to non-gamers, but 
should t his be at the expcnsr of thei r 
most loyal fans> Sony and Microsoft 
have gotten their act together and a 
lot of their games are simultaneously 
released worldwide, with Sony taking 
another step forward and actually 
enabling region-free on firstparty 
games, while Nintendo Europe arc still 
plagued with release dates bring pushed 
back with the likes of Fire J:mhlem and 
Super Paper M:<rio. f agree with Biffo's 
article last month, and my vVii is also 
gathering dust. After the promising and 
innovat ive experience of Zelda and Wii 

\\"e"re C<'rt.unly hearing >Ome exciting 
talk about TGS. fingers cro,sed ... 

Of all the fallout from the recent 
M anhunt 2 controversy, for me the 

most disappointing aspect has been the 
reaction of the three console 
manufacturers. By refusing to license 
the game after it was awarded an 
Adults Only rating in the US, th<~ 
manufacturers have taken a 
disappointing backward step in the 
development of gaming, given fuel to 
the anti-game lobby and also raised 
difficult questions about cultural 
attitudes to 'adult· material. 

Firstly. the decision not to license 
games rated AO will be seen by those 
oppos<>d to gaming as a tacit admission 
that games are, and always will be, 
primarily for children. Given the recent 
strides that have been made to make 
gaming more attractive to non-garners, 
such an admission is hardly going to 
make that task easier. This level of self
censorship is also unique amongst the 
creative industries and will doubtless 

Topic: PC Gaming i" doomed 
(again) 

I've recently got an uher new 
PC, and decided to get Stalker. 
All was fme until I tried to 
play it. Nothing displayed 
except the skyhox. So, after 
about 30 minutes of trawling 
through forums, I change my 
Nv;dia control panel. Succes.•! 
it now works, although it 
crashes about s-10 minutes in, 
whenever I try to save. 
Apparently this is a Vista 
problem, but this is just why 
PC gaming isn't as widespread 
as console gaming. it just 
doesn' t have the same quality 
control or ease of use. As a 
customer, I've bought this 
product and expect it to work. 
Now. if you'll excuse me, I'm 
just going to play some Halo 2 

on my 360. 
pt->tt'T117 

If l'Cs could operate as easy 
as consoles I have no doubt 
it would become my platform 
of choice. 

I ajU"ee that PC gaming is not 
ha.-. le &ee as console gaming 
and it probably never will. 
That is the cost you pay for 
open ended technology. But 
once you get the hang of it, 
you get rewarded for your 
troubles. Besides, you kids 
have it easy. You should be 
around the DOS days where 
you had to mess about with 
J::MS and XMS memory 
settings and IRQ conflicts. 
Ah , those were the days! 

tande1brot78 

This generation, I've jw;t taken 
one look at the DXlo crew 
poncing aromtd, and thought, 
fook this. On paper, my ~-ystem 
should he able to handle stuff 
at least in the last year, but the 
reality is that it looks pretty 
poor, considering how quick 
and easy it is to slip in the 
console equivalent disk. 

I spend more time 
downloading patches, updating 
drivers and fiddling with the 
graphics card settings than 
playing games. Rut I still love 
my PC to bits. 

nw 

stifle creativity. One cannot imagine the 
major record labels, film studios or 
publishing houses banding together and 
deciding that everything they relea¥ 
must be suitable for children. 

The decision is also disappointing 
and worrying as it effectively makes 
the American ESRB the world's 
ultimate regulator when it comes to 
games. Given that US censors are 
traditionally far more tolerant towards 
violence than bad language or nudity 
(compare 24 to Janet Jackson's 
'wardrobe malfunction') it can hardly be 
said that they represent the global 
benchmark of taste and decency. 

Regardless of whether Manhunt 2 

deserves to be banned or awarded an 
AO rating, and it may well do, the 
console manufacturers have missed 
an opportunity to stand by their 
developers and show that gaming is 
becoming a more mature and adult 
medium. Instead, they have handed 
victory to the opponents of gaming 
without any debate and shown that 
the American market, and American 
values, are king. 
Neil Marshall 

Debat<~ i~ indeed the kt•y here. 
Requiring less debate is the fact that 
you've just won yourself a DS Lite. 

It surprised me that your article 
about piracy in Edge 177 gave 

very little attention to the issue of the 
price of games, especially since price 
is the main reason for parallel markets 
in something t hat is not illegal - like 
gan1es. I see three key aspects: the 
high price of games, price 
differentiation by content and the 
lower price/higher quality trend on 
hi-tech commodities. 

Games have a high price that 
prevents some garners from buying 
\vhat they want and forcing them into 
the secondhand market or piracy. And 
companies can't even complain about 
this - the alternative is to completely 
lose the players who aren't able to 
spend the money they, the sellers, want 
spent on games. So piracy at least keeps 
those consumers interested in games, 
and they will buy some games later 
instead of giving up gaming. 

Price different iation is something 
vital to right and fair pricing. It 's odd 

• 
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th~t all games cost roughly the same, 
.:vcn if they offer very different kwb 
of quality and longc,·ity to the player. It 
'imply doesn't nutter if it"s good, bad, 
short or long- it will cost us the same. 
Shouldn't the price reflrct that? Arc 
companiC's sure the product they are 
selling isn "t completely overpriced and 
begging for ~ome piratt' intervention? 

In a pre,·ious Edge. '>Omeonr was 
wondering if peoplt· running thr games 
business know anything of what they're 
tloing. Computers get better anti 
chcapt'r. mobile phom•s get better and 
rht'aper. consoles and games don't get 
cheaper while gettin)( better. Making 
products forth<· masses and acting likc 
it's a luxury item is a CO\trse of ac tion 
that will o;urely cause problems, and 
piracy is not the biggest of them. 
'lintendo has madc some effon in this 
area. but there ·s still a lot to do. The 
pricing policics of )(ames companies 
support piracy by overpricing t hei r 
product. And piracy supports 
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You kno,., like POKF.. Nobody 
says POKE any more. It's all 
'Action Replay codes' which 
is far less eloquen t. T miss 
'coin-op con,·er~ion'too. \\'hat 
other examples of redundant 
gaming le,.icon really need to 
make a comeback? 

Another great one was how 
many screens a game had, 
remember? And parallax. 

Arcade perfect. 

I remember t he good old NES 
days where reviews would need 
to tell you if there was any 
'sprite ffick~r· or 'dodg) 
collision detection' in a game. 
The<e da) s it's all complaints 
about brown texture~ and too 
much bloom light ing. 

companie'>, preventing them from 
Ios in!( clients who are aware that what 
tht·y·re offering isn't worth that much 
mont•y. And thNe are evttn those 
gam~rs, like me, that don't resort to 

piracy but buy mostly on I:bay, buying 
game~ that aren't sail's to any company. 
If tht'y want to fight piracy the tactic is 
quite ~imple: just makt• it cheaper. 
Con~umers prefer tht· original if they 
aren't being ripped off. 
Daniel Perna 

I own a 360 and \\"ii - highly 
impressh·e sy<;t<'m'. and yet by 

far the most use I\·e had from them 
bin playing downloadable games and 
old classics. I'm not complaining -
it\ a p-eat pleasure for me to do\\'llload 
the •Id S:\ES cJa,sic> and some new 
tit(.,, for relatively liule cash. It suih 
my lifc'ityle perfectly in fact. as thanb 
to lift"'s \·agaries I don't really have the 
timt• or spare cash any more to dedicate 
to £40 or £so t>pks. As a longterm 

reader of Edge, and being used to 

good blanket cowrage of gaming 
matters, I want to know why vou·re 
not covering the~e services in d) pth. 
I've noticed over the last few issues 
that S('Veral of the o riginal titles have 
been covered, but only in half-page 
reviews, and tht•re ·s no precedent 
for looking at the classic tit!<''· Are 
there any plans? 
Ed Ranslcy 

\ Ve \ •t• a waY' l't"en focused on th<' here 
and ncm tand the future. of coursd, l>O 

our :eview sectton CO\d:. only new 
!!ames. But wt· \'ill continut• to exilnu 1<' 

the he ritage of j.!anung throu;:h till' 
likes of I imt• Extt"nd and tc.tlltr~s. 

Send us ema il (edge@futurenet.co.uk) 
but be su•e to use 'lnoox' as the subte<t 
!me . Or send a letter to this address· 
lnbox. Edge, Future Publishing. • 
30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW 

~ SAStc.AU..V -nE SAI"IE AS OU> 
GtiMES. tiUT WI'nf ~ a-.AC~ 

Qt.l .sa>£EN AND "ne SAI"IE I100a.S 
10£-(.ISEl> A I"ULU.Qt.l ni'\ES! SlNCC 

WHE).I WAS ~ c:ll£A1"IVE?! 
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